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Biomaterial sciences are major fields of research in the current
era of tissue engineering and regenerative medicine strategies, and these new developments define the new Frontier in
many medical disciplines [1]. Biomaterials play a significant
role in the expansion of regenerative treatments of the maxilla, to allow more sophisticated oral rehabilitation of edentulous patients [2, 3]. Periodontology, oral surgery, esthetic and
implant Dentistry (the POSEID disciplines) are significant
beneficiaries of these recent promising developments and
these interconnected clinical domains are themselves major
sources of research in implantable materials, particularly
dental implants (new implant design, surfaces) [4], bone
materials [2], or surgical adjuvants [3].
In the previous special issue focused on new biomaterials
and regenerative medicine strategies in periodontology, oral
surgery, esthetic and implant dentistry [1], we highlighted
how these fields of research are deeply interconnected and
represent major topics of transversal (multidisciplinary) and
translational (from basic sciences to clinical applications)
research, in order to develop new concepts and therapeutic
strategies. In this 2016 edition of this issue, it is important to
recall some ethical and legal issues related to this field.

In general, when referring to ethical issues, authors
mostly limit their considerations to animal experiments,
human trials, and their associated regulatory issues and need
for Ethical Committee approval. However, regulatory issues
are also very significant nowadays and should be considered
with a lot of care as they have significant scientific consequences.
In the last years, the growth of the market of implantable
materials in oral and maxillofacial applications (mostly the
POSEID disciplines) has led to a dramatic and uncontrolled
increase of the industrial producers and related stakeholders
[5]. If we limit the discussion to dental implants and bone
materials, the market evolved from a few major manufacturers to more than 500 manufacturers worldwide. On these
official producers, one must count the numerous (at least
the double) “pirate” producers, particularly active in some
countries such as Brazil, Italy, or South Korea, that is, small
manufacturers or retailers of small productions often operating without (or with limited) legal licenses (no CE marking,
no FDA approval, etc.). Actually, many manufacturers, not
only the pirates, are not legally up to date with their products,
and serious controls by national health agencies would lead
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to a massive withdrawal of products (even in some major
manufacturers in some cases) [6].
This situation appears as a strange paradox: drugs are very
thoroughly investigated and controlled in most countries, but
the control of biomedical devices and implantable materials
appears very much neglected, particularly on oral and maxillofacial applications [6].
In front of this chaotic market, scientific and academic
stakeholders have to be particularly careful with whom they
collaborate and what they accept to publish in the international database. Many scientific articles available on Pubmed
are in fact now investigating products that have no legal existence or remain at the borderline. Presented and appearing
like “normally available products” in some scientific articles,
some devices and materials that should not be on the market
use the credibility of the journals to gain existence in the eyes
of the readers.
Two interesting examples can be cited in 2016.
The first example is the permanent disorder on the dental
implant market [5]: when investigating the evolution of the
surfaces of the dental implants of a manufacturer year after
year [7, 8], we can easily observe many significant variations of the production between years, sometimes even
between batches produced in the same period [9]! The same
observation can be raised when considering bone substitutes
[2]. Many manufacturers are not following strict quality
rules to standardize their production, which can lead to
very poor quality products with batches contaminated with
severe pollutions [9]; but many other manufacturers are in
fact changing voluntarily the characteristics of their products during time, based on the feedback of clinicians, without
informing the regulatory authorities of these changes; such
changes revealing the weakness of the preclinical research
normally needed to validate a product before being sold
on the market [10]. For example, in the recent years, by
tracking some products year by year, we could detect almost
12 significantly different versions of the implant surface from
a major manufacturer, while these changes have never been
disclosed or investigated.
The second example, particularly important in 2016, is
related to the production of platelet concentrates for surgical
use from the PRF (Platelet-Rich Fibrin) family [11]. Among
those products, the most frequent material is classified as
L-PRF (Leukocyte- and Platelet-Rich Fibrin) and is widely
used in oral and maxillofacial applications [3, 12]. To use this
method, there is only one system available on the market
officially as a CE-marked and FDA-cleared device, based on
the method that was developed 15 years ago and widely spread
(Intra-Spin System, Intra-Lock, Boca-Raton, FL, USA) [11].
For a few years, many custom-made devices and protocols,
using inadequate centrifuges, tubes, and devices, were used
and sometimes marketed in many countries and different
forms to produce this blood derivative, creating confusion
and chaos in the mind of users. Some other variations of the
original materials and techniques appeared also recently in
the literature (e.g., the A-PRF system, so-called “Advanced
Platelet-Rich Fibrin” as a trademark, low-cost and poor
quality devices and tubes that are sold without any CE
marking, FDA approval, or any forms of regulatory clearance)
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[13, 14], creating even more confusions for the readership. In
fact, each change of the materials and protocols generates a
new version of the PRF with different characteristics from
the original L-PRF biomaterial, leading to nonreproducible
results, mixed clinical outcomes in comparison to the original
method, and finally major bias in the literature.
Facing this new threat for the credibility of the scientific
literature and for their reputation, dental and biomaterial
journals should make their standards of selection evolve and
apply drastically the ethical standards used in high impact
factor journals in the medical field, particularly to clarify
systematically if the material of a research in an article is duly
authorized, regulatory cleared, and standardized. Investigations on products, which have no legal existence in major
markets, must be marked and clearly stated as experimental.
In most major journals, to avoid this kind of disorder
and confusions, authors have to fill a disclosure during the
submission which is enforcing the regulatory issues related
to tested products. For example, such texts are in use: “If
your manuscript discusses an unlabeled use of a commercial
product or device or an investigational use of a product or
device not yet approved by the FDA for any purpose, you
must specifically disclose in the manuscript that the product
is not labeled for the use under discussion or that the product
is still investigational.”
When observing the chaos growing with L-PRF technologies (and it is just starting) and their dramatic scientific and
sanitary consequences, editors should force authors for such
disclosure. It would be very beneficial for everyone.
These regulatory issues are not small administrative
issues. The fact that tested products have no legal existence is
a method of hijacking the scientific database for commercial
purposes and is extremely damaging for the journal’s credibility. But more important, the absence of regulatory controls
also allows the development of unclear, undefined materials,
with an absence of standardization of devices leading finally
to unclear and biased scientific results. If the characteristics
of biomaterials are not standardized, not declared in a legally
binding way, and changing frequently without disclosure,
what is the value of scientific results obtained with such
materials [8, 11]?
As a conclusion, this 2016 special issue of new biomaterials and regenerative medicine strategies in periodontology,
oral surgery, esthetic and implant dentistry continues its task
to gather a meaningful corpus of relevant articles. But more
than before, a better control of biomaterials placed on the
market and of what is published in the specialized literature
is needed.
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This article reports the influence of an autologous leukocyte- and platelet-rich plasma (L-PRP) injection as a minimally invasive
method on supporting wound healing processes after a mandibular odontogenic cystectomy and double mandibular fracture
fixation. 113 patients were enrolled into a control group (received no L-PRP injection) and 102 patients were enrolled into an L-PRP
group with an oral mucosa incision. 18 patients after a double mandibular fracture were operated on using 2 external submandibular
approaches receiving no fluids in the right site (a control group) and an L-PRP injection in the left incision (L-PRP group). Clinical
observations showed that the oral mucosa healed faster in patients treated with L-PRP, in comparison to cases where inductive
biomaterial was not added. Pain at the L-PRP injection site was relieved within few hours after an operation in patients with double
mandibular fractures. However, there were no differences observed in the progression of the healing process. L-PRP possesses
inductive properties that could stimulate healing processes and it seems to be one of the most promising methods in the future for
the treatment of soft tissue defects.

1. Introduction
Recent advances in cellular and molecular biology have
led to the identification of specific cytokines that mediate
cellular activities [1–3]. The ability to control cellular activities
becomes a powerful tool in the management of surgical
disorders. Platelets retain numerous growth factors such as
platelet derived growth factor (PDGF), transforming growth
factor beta (TGF-𝛽), insulin-like growth factors I and II (IGF
I and IGF II), and epidermal growth factor (EGF) [4, 5].
By concentrating platelets, higher levels of growth factors
can be obtained. Amongst others, autologous leukocyte- and
platelet-rich plasma (L-PRP) enriched with growth factors
may enhance new tissue formation in vitro [1, 2, 6] and in
vivo [3, 7].
For years, it was considered that the properties of the
concentrates were mainly related to the high concentrations
of platelet derived growth factors in their composition.

However, several authors started to insist on the key role
of fibrin architecture and leukocytes within adult stem cell
content of these preparations, and they also started to
develop the concept that the growth factors alone cannot be
considered as the main players of these products [3, 7],
In recent years, the application of leukocyte- and
platelet-rich plasma (L-PRP) to enhance bone regeneration and soft tissue maturation has increased chronic
healing disturbances and many attempts to explain L-PRP
properties of stimulating and accelerating tissue healing
have been made [2]. Sprayed or percutaneous administration of L-PRP with inductive properties into wound
closure disturbances offers the advantage of decreasing
morbidity that is associated with the widely used classic
open grafting technique. However, L-PRP injections into
the wound during the first phase of the healing process in the maxillofacial operation procedure were written
incidentally.
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This article reports the influence of a percutaneous autologous L-PRP injection as a minimally invasive method for the
additional treatment of surgical wounds after a mandibular
cystectomy and double mandibular fracture fixation.

2. Material and Methods
A total of 233 patients from the Department and Clinic
of Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery and outpatient clinic in
Zabrze (Poland) were enrolled in the study; the following
criteria were used to recruit participants to this study:
(1) diagnosis on the basis of radiological examinations an
odontogenic mandibular cyst (mucosa group);
(2) diagnosis on the basis of radiological examinations a
double mandibular fracture that qualifies for fixation
by external approaches (skin group);
(3) no previous surgical treatment of the submandibular
region operation or cyst site;
(4) a state of good health;
(5) no evidence of infection or inflammation;
(6) regular attendance at the control visits.
These patients were divided into two groups; group 1
included patients with the presence of mandibular odontogenic cystectomy and group 2 included patients with
double mandibular fracture. In the first group, the control
group consisted of 113 patients treated operatively without LPRP application (group 1a). In the experimental group (102
patients), L-PRP was injected into the bone defect and under
the mucosa after cyst removal (group 1b).
In group 2, 18 patients after a double mandibular fracture
fixation by 2 external approaches received no fluids in the
right surgical site (group 2a) but an L-PRP injection in the
left incision (group 2b).
For estimating wound healing processes, each participant
was followed up on a regular outpatient basis with clinical and
Visual Analog Scale (VAS) examinations. All examinations
were performed at day 0 and 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, and 14 days
after an operation.
The study was approved by the Ethics Committee of
the Medical University of Silesia (Katowice, Poland) and
informed consent was obtained from patients.
Gelling L-PRP Preparation and Surgical Procedure. This study
used the GPS II system (Platelet Concentration System,
Biomet, Warsaw, IN). Six milliliters of anticoagulant citrate
dextrose solution was drawn into a 60 mL syringe, and after
transferring it, 54 mL of venous blood was then drawn into
the syringe. The total syringe volume was transferred into
a sterile tube. The tube was centrifuged for 15 minutes at
3200 rpm. During this process blood was separated into
3 basic fractions: red blood cells, leukocyte- and plateletrich plasma (a “buffy coat”), and acellular plasma (AP). Six
milliliters of the autologous platelet concentrate was obtained
and drawn with a 10 mL syringe and 1,5 mL 1600 U/mL bovine
thrombin in a 10% calcium chloride solution was drawn with

Figure 1: Postoperative wound in the 3rd day after cyst operation—
control group.

a 2-mL syringe. Both syringes were then attached to the
applicator tip.
The surgical procedure was carried out in the operating
room under general anesthesia. A cystectomy was performed
in the mucosa group and an internal stabilization in the
skin group. Well-experienced surgical team operated on all
patients. A double needle was used to form gelatinous mass in
surgical site: bone cavity in mucosa group or operative wound
in skin group. In the control groups, a gelling L-PRP was not
given.
2.1. Statistical Analysis. Statistical analysis was performed
using Statistica for Windows 6.1 version (StatSoft, Kraków,
Poland). Statistical differences were reported using the
Mann–Whitney’s U test, with significance set at 𝑝 < 0.05.

3. Results
A normal distribution of the parameters analyzed between
the control and experimental groups (group 1) was confirmed. No difference between the number of women and
men was obtained. In group 1a, the patient age ranged from 35
to 71 years (average 49.1). In group 1b, the patient age ranged
from 18 to 85 years (average 47.8). The difference between the
groups was not significant. The difference in bone defect size
was also not significant. The Body Mass Index (BMI; kg/cm2 )
values in the groups were comparable. In the skin group, the
patient age ranged from 38 to 59 years (average 45.9) and all
of them were males.
Complications included minimal pain or bleeding associated with donor vein site, which resolved within few hours; a
visual examination revealed a smooth submucosal swelling in
several patients from experimental group 1a at the injection
site and that was few millimeters in diameter and was resolved
over several hours.
In cases where L-PRP was applied, a decrease in bleeding
from bone and soft tissue was noted during the operation.
In patients with an odontogenic mandibular cyst from
experimental group more advanced healing processes of oral
mucosa were noted in comparison to cases where the gel was
not added. The sutures in L-PRP group were left in the wound
for 5 days and the stitches in the control group were removed
on the 7th day. In both groups the wound margins were redcolored 7 days after operation, but in the gel group this was
less pronounced (Figures 1 and 2). No signs of inflammatory
reactions were found at the surgical site after 14 days.
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Figure 2: Postoperative wound in the 3rd day after cyst operation—
experimental group.

Figure 4: Postoperative wound in 14th day after mandibular fracture
fixation—L-PRP group.

4. Discussion

Figure 3: Postoperative wound in the 14th day after mandibular
fracture fixation—control group.

The average whole blood platelet counts were 223 ± 69 ×
109 /L and 1718 ± 482 × 109 /L in L-PRP. The mean leukocyte
number was 5,021 ± 2, 001 × 109 /L in blood and 39,1 ± 14,1 ×
109 /L in L-PRP.
The average hospitalization time was 2.3 days.
No complications related to the surgical technique were
noted in the double mandibular fracture group. A small
hematoma at the L-PRP site occurred in 2 patients, which
resolved over several days. Pain at the L-PRP injection
site was relieved within few hours after patients had the
operation, which at days 1, 2, and 3 was confirmed by VAS
estimation (average 8.2 in control and 4.6 in experimental
group). However, there were no differences observed in the
healing process progression. The wound margins were redcolored at the same level 7 days postoperatively in both
groups (Figures 3 and 4). The stitches were removed on the
7th day. No bacterial processes complicating wound healing
were noted. After 14 days a small line of scar tissue was
observed.
The average whole blood platelet counts were 244 ± 68 ×
109 /L and 1830 ± 489 × 109 /L in L-PRP. The mean leukocyte
number was 5,875 ± 2,011 × 109 /L in blood and 45,2 ± 15,3 ×
109 /L in L-PRP.
The average hospitalization time was 3.8 days.

The use of growth factors in combination with tissue engineering seems to be the most promising future treatment
method for skin and soft tissue defects [3, 7]. The autologous sprayed or percutaneous L-PRP administration that is
associated with the classic open grafting technique offers the
advantage of decreasing morbidity [3].
The average time for platelet survival in wounds and the
onset of releasing growth factors is about 5 days. Elongating
the soft tissue healing process is performed in two ways. The
first way depends on increasing the number and stimulation
of stem cells, which secrete TGF-𝛽 and IGF to the soft
tissue matrix [4–6, 8]. The second and dominant mechanism
acts through chemotaxis and macrophage activation, which
after the third day takes over platelet function by secreting
growth factors. Macrophages migrate to the site of injury
due to PDGF activity and the tissue oxygenation difference
becomes higher than 20 mmHg, which takes place between
the dead space and the adhesive normal oxygenated tissue
[8, 9]. In a typical transplant, hypoxia leads to an oxygenation
difference of 30–40 mmHg. When the influence of secreted
PDGF by platelets starts to decrease, growth factors which
are synthetized by macrophages start to predominate. The
growth factors are similar to PDGF, but they are synthesized
by macrophages. Stem cells also secrete TGF-𝛽 and IGF in an
autocrine manner, which stimulate healing [8–11].
The importance of platelet derived growth factors in
the repair of soft tissue ulcers in clinical studies has been
widely documented [3, 7, 11]. Glover et al. carried out a
retrospective study evaluating the wound healing and limb
salvage outcomes over a 4-year period in 3830 patients [7].
Their study showed that patients treated with comprehensive wound care plus topical use of autologous platelets
release had significantly higher rates of wound healing and
increased limb salvage than those treated with comprehensive
care alone. Recent publications also demonstrated improved
outcomes during cardiac surgery when L-PRP was applied
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during closure of the sternal wounds [12]. The incidence of
superficial infection in their studies was significantly lower
in the inductive gel group (0.3%) compared to the no L-PRP
group (1.8%). There was a similar relationship found when
comparing deep sternal wound infections (L-PRP, 0.0%,
versus no L-PRP, 1.5%). They concluded that the application
of L-PRP in patients undergoing cardiac surgery seems
to confer a level of protection against infection, although
the mechanisms of action remain to be elucidated. In our
experiments, based on clinical examinations, we observed
that the oral mucosa in patients from the L-PRP-treated
group healed faster than in control patients.
Some authors reported that L-PRP might not produce the
desired stimulatory response when autologous bone is not
present in the graft or when the defect is of a large volume
because vital bone cells are needed for this stimulation to
occur [3]. Marx et al. [8] reported that 5 ml of L-PRP with 1
million platelets/𝜇l is required to induce bone and soft tissue
healing processes. Since we applied L-PRP without bone
marrow grafts, we decided to increase the L-PRP volume
to 6 ml. In our study, the odontogenic cysts were filled up
with L-PRP without autologous bone or bone marrow grafts.
Nevertheless, the occurrence of bleeding during cyst removal
and the wall curettage could induce additional release of
growth factors that would stimulate progenitor cells localized
in the bone matrix. L-PRP application was sufficient to
increase bone and soft tissue healing processes in smaller and
bigger cysts despite the lack of osteogenic cells from harvested
bone grafts.
In a wound treatment study by Crovetti et al. [13], a
reduction in pain sensation was observed when L-PRP was
applied, but they offered no explanation for these observations. In Everts et al.’s study [14], the application of LPRP resulted in reduced postoperative pain, decreased usage
of pain medication, and a quicker recovery in shoulder
function. Santavirta and coworkers [15] studied shoulder pain
originating from the subacromial bursa. They performed an
immunohistochemical study in patients operated for OSD
(open subacromial decompression) and demonstrated that
immunoreactive sensory afferent fibers arise in the subacromial bursa. Interestingly, Sprott et al. [16] reported pain
reduction following acupuncture and measured a decrease
in serotonin (5-HT) concentration in platelets from these
patients and an increase in 5-HT levels in plasma, suggesting
a normalization of plasma 5-HT levels due to the mobilization
of platelet 5-HT [16]. Everts et al. also noted that, except
for the alpha granules, platelets also contain dense granules,
which hold large amounts of 5-HT [17]. Since the platelet
counts were almost sixfold higher in the L-PRP, 5-HT might
have been released at the wound site following platelet
activation. Also, a chronic inflammatory reaction has been
demonstrated [15], resulting in the activation of nociceptors.
These patients developed serious pain complaints [18]. Blaine
et al. [19] proposed to use anti-inflammatory agents for the
treatment of subacromial impingement, in order to reduce
inflammation. In this regard, Everts et al. [14] postulated
an additional effect of L-PRP when applied to inflammatory
tissues, since we demonstrated the presence of high concentrations of viable leukocytes, particularly neutrophils and
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monocytes [14]. In addition, platelet growth factors initiate
macrophage migration [14]. In general, many leukocytes
are playing a key function as regulation turntable of the
healing and inflammatory process and they also present
antinociceptive effects through different chemokines, antiinflammatory cytokines (IL-4, IL-10, and IL-13), and opioid
peptides (b-endorphin, metenkephalin, and dynorphin-A)
and can therefore promote a clinically relevant inhibition of
pathological pain [20]. In our study in double mandibular
fracture patients, based on VAS scores, we noted that pain at
the L-PRP site was less intensive and was relieved faster than
in the control site.

5. Conclusions
As promoters of wound healing, L-PRP and L-PRF are powerful tools for soft tissue reconstruction in cosmetic, plastic,
and reconstructive surgery. The use of these materials results
in a reduction in operating time and postoperative pain,
enhances flap and graft survival, hastens reepithelialization,
and decreases the necessity of drains and pressure dressings
and the incidences of complications. Like the fibrin glues, LPRP and L-PRF are effective in stopping capillary bleeding in
the surgical flaps. Their inflammatory-regulating properties
promote edema end ecchymosis reduction. This field of
research offers great perspectives for new therapeutic options
and requires an extensive evaluation of all the potential
clinical methodologies.
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The aim of the study was to evaluate antibacterial activity of composite materials modified with calcium fluoride against cariogenic
bacteria S. mutans and L. acidophilus. One commercially available conventional light-curing composite material containing fluoride
ions (F2) and two commercially available flowable light-curing composite materials (Flow Art and X-Flow) modified with 1.5, 2.5,
and 5.0 wt% anhydrous calcium fluoride addition were used in the study. Composite material samples were incubated in 0.95% NaCl
at 35∘ C for 3 days; then dilution series of S. mutans and L. acidophilus strains were made from the eluates. Bacteria dilutions were
cultivated on media afterwards. Colony-forming unit per 1 mL of solution (CFU/mL) was calculated. Composite materials modified
with calcium fluoride highly reduced (𝑝 < 0.001) bacteria growth compared to commercially available composite materials
containing fluoride compounds. The greatest reduction in bacteria growth was observed for composite materials modified with
1.5% wt. CaF2 . All three tested composite materials showed statistically greater antibacterial activity against L. acidophilus than
against S. mutans.

1. Introduction
In dentistry nowadays, as well as in any other branch
of medicine, constant development in material science is
observed. The ideal restorative material would not only perfectly restore hard dental tissues, but also possess antibacterial properties, as the most common reason for filling removal
is secondary caries [1, 2]. Secondary caries is caused by bacterial infection due to microleakage, bacteria presence in dentinal tubules, or poor adhesion of composite material to hard
dental tissues [3, 4]. All of the above may lead to pulp infection and cause postoperative complications. Antibacterial
properties of restorative materials are of major clinical importance and would allow for less invasive hard dental tissue
preparation, highly influencing positive treatment outcome.
In order to reduce microorganisms proliferation on the
tooth-resin interface and around dental fillings, various

chemical compounds were added to the materials composition: fluoride compounds, chlorhexidine digluconate (CHG),
chlorhexidine diacetate (CHA), nanoparticles of amorphous
calcium phosphate (NACP), quaternary ammonium dimethacrylate (QADM), 12-methacryloyloxydodecylpyridinium
bromide (MDBP), methacryloxylethylcetyl dimethyl ammonium chloride (DMAE-CB), cetylpyridinium chloride (CPC),
quaternary ammonium polyethylenimine (PEI), 2-dimethyl2-dodecyl-1-methacryloxyethyl ammonium iodine (DDMAI),
and furanone derivatives [5, 6].
Composite materials due to surface roughness [7–9] and
residual monomers released after polymerization [10] favor
bacterial colonization much more than other dental materials
like amalgam, gold alloys, or glass ionomer cements [11–13].
Bacteria present in biofilm also induce further adhesion
of microorganism to composite filling [14, 15]. Also, even
correctly applied composite restorations with time undergo
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hydrolytic degradation due to water sorption, swelling,
plasticization, or enzymatic decomposition. The latter may
be induced by enzymes, present in saliva or bacteria, as well as
by endogenous enzymes present in dentine—metalloproteinases—that cause collagen fibres hydrolysis leading to microleakage [16]. All of the above mentioned result in degradation
of filling material, lack of marginal adaptation, and bacterial
colonization of enamel, dentine, and cementum leading
to restoration replacement and further loss of hard dental
tissues [7, 17–23].
Cariostatic effect of fluoride ions is widely known and
involves reduction of demineralization, promoting of remineralization, and incorporating fluoride ions in enamel
structure as fluoroapatites and hydroxyl-fluoroapatites. Fluoride prevents demineralization process and enhances remineralization of enamel. Both processes take place in low
concentration of fluoride ions in enamel amounting up to
0.03 ppm [8, 14, 20, 24–27]. Due to higher organic substance
amount in dentine, the fluoride amount indispensable to
enhance both processes should be 10 times higher than for
enamel [28]. Fluoride release from dental composites extensively limits secondary caries progression [29]. Altogether,
fluoride ions by enhancing enamel toughness and increasing
its solubility in acidic environment [24, 28, 30–38] control
caries process [21].
Kulshrestha et al. [29] performed research on the influence of CaF2 nanoparticles (CaF2 -NPs) on bacteria, both
in vitro and in vivo. The results showed strong antibacterial
activity of CaF2 -NPs against S. mutans: almost 90% reduction
of biofilm formation, reduced bacteria acid, and exopolysaccharides production. In low pH environment, fluoride ions
bind hydrogen ions creating hydrofluoric acid that penetrates
bacterial membrane. Hydrofluoric acid inside bacteria dissociates and causes acidification of cytoplasm and inhibits
enzymes (enolase and ATPase) [29, 39, 40]. Fluorides in
very high concentrations (3040–5700 ppm) cause bacteria
cell death [24].
Moreover, fluoride also adversely influences metabolism
and adhesion of bacteria cells [25, 26, 30, 31, 41]. Microbes
showed decrease of adhesion to biofilm and greater sensitivity
to acidic environment in presence of calcium fluoride. The
in vivo investigation in rats revealed that, after exposure to
calcium fluoride nanoparticles, S. mutans adhesion to tooth
surface decreased. Additionally, CaF2 nanoparticles restrain
biofilm formation and as a consequence they reduce caries
lesions development, due to great fluoride ions release and its
influence on bacteria.
Various fluoride salts were added to organic matrix of
composite materials (NaF, CaF2 , KF, SrF2 , and SnF2 ), yet the
fluoride ion release decreased substantially with time, while
mechanical properties were deteriorated [36, 38]. The headway in dental material science should focus on developing
restorative material that would combine antibacterial and
regenerative properties towards hard dental tissues as well as
possess optimal mechanical parameters [8].

2. Aim of the Study
The purpose was to evaluate antibacterial activity of composite materials Flow Art and X-Flow modified with calcium fluoride against cariogenic bacteria S. mutans and L. acidophilus.
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3. Materials and Methods
3.1. Sample Preparation. Two flowable composite materials
were used in the study: Flow Art (Arkona, Poland) and XFlow (Dentsply, Germany) and one conventional composite
material F2 (Arkona, Poland).
Flow Art is a light-cured composite that consists of
dimetacrylic organic matrix (bisphenol A dimethacrylate,
dimethacrylate urethane, and triethylene glycol dimethacrylate) containing inorganic fillers (barium-aluminium-silicate
glass, pyrogenic silica) and additions (photoinitiator, coinitiator, inhibitor, stabilizers, and pigments). Mineral fillers
constitute up to 60% of the composite.
X-Flow is a flowable, light-curing composite that consists of strontium-alumino-sodium fluoro-phosphor-silicate
glass, di- and multifunctional acrylate and methacrylate
resins, diethylene glycol dimethacrylate (DGDMA), highly
dispersed silicon dioxide, UV stabilizer, ethyl-4-dimethylaminobenzoate, camphorquinone, butylated hydroxyl-toluene
(BHT), iron pigments, and titanium dioxide. The filler load
was 60% in weight and 38% in volume. Filler size (D 50) was
1.6 micrometers [42].
F2 is conventional light-curing composite containing fluoride ions and Bis-GMA, TEGDMA, UDMA, Bis-EMA, and
filler (barium-aluminium-borosilicate glass, fluoro-bariumsilicate glass, and pyrogenic silica). The filler load is 77% by
weight.
Both flowable composite materials were modified with
anhydrate powder of calcium fluoride addition (Arcos
Organics, Belgium) and 3 study groups were established as
presented in Table 1.
F2 composite material, as the one containing fluoride
ions, was not modified with CaF2 addition.
The samples were prepared using cylindrical silicone
molds of 3 mm height and 5 mm in diameter. Composite
material was applied into the mold in layering technique and
polymerized with halogen polymerizing lamp at light intensity of 800 mW/cm2 (Megalux Soft-Start/Mega-PHYSIK
Gmbh & Co. KG, Germany). The manufacturer’s instructions
were as follows:
(i) Flow Art: 3 mm material layer was polymerized for
30 s; one layer was applied.
(ii) X-Flow: 1.5 mm material layer was polymerized for
20 s; two layers were applied.
(iii) F2: 3 mm material layer was polymerized for 30 s; one
layer was applied.
For each study group (3 study groups) and bacteria
strain (2 bacteria strains) 15 samples were prepared. The total
number of samples equals 90 (3 × 2 × 15 = 90). From each
sample two experiments were performed.
3.2. Microbank System. Microbiological studies were conducted on two reference strains: Streptococcus mutans ATCC
25175 and Lactobacillus acidophilus ATCC 4356. The strains
were stored in Microbank systems (Biocorp, Poland). The
method was based on ceramic balls placed in containers
(cryotube). The vial was inoculated with 24-hour pure bacteria culture (McFarland standard 0.5). The bacteria were
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Table 1: Flow Art and X-Flow study groups.

Composite material
Flow Art (FA)
X-Flow (XF)

Group 0
Unmodified (0 FA)
Unmodified (0 XF)

Group I
+1.5% wt CaF2 (I FA)
+1.5% wt CaF2 (I XF)

Group II
+2.5% wt CaF2 (II FA)
+2.5% wt CaF2 (II XF)

Table 2: Serial dilutions for S. mutans.
Control group
10−3 –10−6

Group I
10−2 –10−5

Group II
10−2 –10−5

Group III
+5% wt CaF2 (III FA)
+5% wt CaF2 (III XF)

Table 3: Serial dilutions for L. acidophilus.
Group III
10−2 –10−5

attached to ceramic balls in cryopreservation media. After
15-minute immersion in cryopreservation media, each ball
(with bacteria) was covered with media. Vials can be stored
in a freezer in temperatures ranging from −20∘ C to −70∘ C
or in liquid nitrogen. This system is designed to simplify the
storage and retrieval of bacterial cultures.
3.3. Serial Dilution of Bacteria Strains
3.3.1. Bacterial Colonies without Composite Sample. The
strains from Microbank were revived on proliferating media:
Columbia agar (Becton-Dickinson, USA) for S. mutans in
5% CO2 -enriched conditions—GENbox CO2 (BioMérieux,
France)—and for L. acidophilus in anaerobic conditions—
GENbox anaer (BioMérieux, France). After 18-hour cultivation, bacterial emulsion in McFarland standard 0.5 was
prepared. Serial dilutions of bacterial emulsion were made:
0.5 mL of dilution was added to 4.5 mL 0.9% NaCl resulting in
10 times diluted bacteria emulsion (10−1 ). Then dilutions were
prepared by transferring 0.5 mL solution to the subsequent
tubes. Next, 100 𝜇L of dilution was cultured on the growth
medium and incubated for 24 h in 35∘ C. This procedure
allowed us to calculate the number of bacterial colonies for
given dilutions of bacterial strait without the influence of
composite on bacteria.
3.3.2. Bacterial Colonies with Composite Sample. The prepared samples of the composite material of Groups 0, I, II, and
III were placed in 2.5 mL of 0.95% NaCl and incubated at 35∘ C
for 3 days. Then, the material was removed from the eluate
and serial dilutions of the bacteria strains were prepared. Into
1.8 mL of eluate, 200 𝜇L of the strain was introduced obtaining
dilutions, in which fluoride ions released from composite
materials were found effective against tested bacteria. Serial
dilutions prepared for S. mutans and L. acidophilus, for both
Flow Art and X-Flow composite materials, are presented in
Tables 2 and 3.
In case of F2 composite material, the quantifiable bacteria
colonies appeared in different dilutions. Serial dilutions are
presented in Table 4.
3.4. Bacteria Incubation. Bacteria strains were incubated for
24 hours in eluates. S. mutans and L. acidophilus bacteria
emulsion in saline incubated in the same conditions used in
the control group. Next, the control and 100 𝜇L of bacteria
dilution in eluate were cultivated on media to establish bacteria susceptibility: S. mutans on MH agar (Becton-Dickinson,

Control group
10−1 –10−4

Group I
10−0 –10−3

Group II
10−0 –10−3

Group III
10−0 –10−3

Table 4: Serial dilutions for F2 composite material.
S. mutans
10−3 –10−5

L. acidophilus
10−1 –10−4

USA) and L. acidophilus on composite media (90% IsoSensitest Agar + 10% Rogosa Agar) (OXOID, UK). The strains
were incubated for 24 hours at 35∘ C. Next, bacterial colonies
in the studied samples and the control groups were counted
by calculating the number of bacteria per 1 mL of solution,
according to the following formula:
CFU/mL = number of colonies grown on the plate
× 10/dilution.

(1)

3.5. Statistical Analysis. Statistical analysis comprised the
Shapiro-Wilk 𝑊 tests for normality, Levene’s test for the
homogeneity of variances, and the Mann–Whitney 𝑈 test
(due to large dispersion of the data and heterogeneity of
variances). Furthermore, in order to test the differences
depending on the species of bacteria, type of composite material, the percentage concentration of calcium fluoride, and the
specific distribution of CFU, zero-inflated Poisson regression
with robust standard errors was used. A level of 𝑝 < 0.05 was
considered statistically significant. All statistical procedures
were performed with the use of Stata/Special Edition, release
14.1 (StataCorp LP, College Station, Texas, USA).

4. Results
After microbiological studies, bacteria cell number was
counted in 1 mL of solution (CFU/1 mL). Distribution of
bacteria cells for tested composite materials and bacteria were
presented in Figures 1–3.
The significantly highest (𝑝 = 0.025) antibacterial activity
against S. mutans, among all tested commercially available
composite materials (F2, Flow Art, and X-Flow), was shown
in X-Flow (Me CFU: 3.60 ∗ 107 /mL), while the lowest was in
Flow Art (Me CFU: 4.20 ∗ 107 /mL) (Figure 1).
Composite materials Flow Art and X-Flow modified with
calcium fluoride showed comparable antibacterial activity
against S. mutans; any differences were statistically insignificant (𝑝 = 0.396) (Figure 1). The highest antibacterial
activity against S. mutans, for both modified composites, was
observed after addition of 1.5 wt% CaF2 (Figure 1). Increasing
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Figure 1: Bacteria S. mutans distribution in 1 mL of solution
(CFU/1 mL), where composite material samples (F2, Flow Art, and
X-Flow) were stored (𝑛 = 30).
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Figure 3: Comparison of bacteria S. mutans and L. acidophilus
susceptibility/sensitivity to the composite materials, both modified
and unmodified (F2: 𝑛 = 60; Flow Art: 𝑛 = 240; and X-Flow:
𝑛 = 240).

5. Discussion
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Figure 2: Bacteria L. acidophilus distribution in 1 mL of solution
(CFU/1 mL), where composite material samples (F2, Flow Art, and
X-Flow) were stored (𝑛 = 30).

the amount of CaF2 (over 1.5 wt%) did not influence antibacterial activity of both tested materials.
Antibacterial properties against L. acidophilus of three
tested materials (unmodified, control groups) were comparable and statistically insignificant (𝑝 = 0.980) (Figure 2).
When comparing antibacterial activity of fluoride-based
composite materials, Flow Art and X-Flow, against L. acidophilus, the statistically highest (𝑝 < 0.001) activity
presented X-Flow containing 1.5 wt% CaF2 (Me CFU: 9 ∗
104 /mL) (Figure 2). Increasing the amount of CaF2 (over
1.5 wt%) did not influence antibacterial activity of both tested
materials.
All three tested composite materials (control and study
groups altogether) show statistically greater antibacterial
activity against L. acidophilus than against S. mutans (F2, 𝑝 <
0.001; Flow Art, 𝑝 < 0.001; and X-Flow, 𝑝 < 0.001) (Figure 3).

Secondary caries emerges on the filling-hard dental tissues
interface. The bacteria used in the study, S. mutans and L.
acidophilus, are the mainly involved in the carious process.
The former one is responsible for the initiation of the process
and the latter for its development [3, 7, 21, 29, 43–45].
According to many researches, 55 to 70% of fillings need
replacement due to secondary caries, making it the most
common reason for application of new restoration [3, 4, 10, 21,
46, 47]. The present study showed that conventional composites demonstrate little antibacterial activity against S. mutans
and L. acidophilus, adversely affecting treatment outcome.
Similar conclusions may be drawn based on scientific paper
reviews [2, 8, 10, 48].
Bernardo et al. [2] assessed that secondary caries almost
3 times more often concerns composite material fillings than
amalgams. Imazato [12] noted the increased risk of gingivitis
when subgingival lesions are filled with composite materials
due to their low antibacterial activity and substantial plaque
deposition on their surface comparing to other restorative
materials. Beyth et al. [8] and Nedeljkovic et al. [10] stated
that composite materials are widely used restorative materials
for their excellent esthetics and mechanical properties, but
the issue of increased occurrence of the secondary caries
remains unsolved. Many researchers [2, 4, 10, 48] suggest the
need for development of antibacterial properties of composite
materials.
For the present study, X-Flow composite material was
chosen because it is very popular material with good
clinical performance. While Flow Art and F2 composites
exhibit also good mechanical characteristics and have similar
composition, the latter contains relatively high amount of
fluoride glass. Both composite materials without fluoride
compounds (Flow Art) and with low fluoride content (XFlow contains around 1% of F− ) showed little antibacterial
activity. Comparison of two unmodified materials Flow Art
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and X-Flow and F2 composite material revealed statistically
higher antibacterial activity against S. mutans for X-Flow
and the lowest for Flow Art. The F2 composite material
that, according to manufacturer, contained fluoride glass
(fluoride content is 5–7%) acts weaker than the material
with no fluoride ions in composition (X-Flow). Antibacterial
activities of unmodified composite materials X-Flow, Flow
Art, and F2 against L. acidophilus were also evaluated. No statistical differences have been shown between tested materials,
though all unmodified materials (X-Flow, Flow Art, and F2)
presented significantly higher antibacterial activity against L.
acidophilus than against S. mutans.
A number of researches [14, 26, 32, 38, 39, 49–52] proved
that the highest amount of fluoride ions is released as follows:
glass ionomer cements, resin modified glass ionomer cements,
compomers, and the least composite materials. Authors
suggest that modification of dental materials with CaF2 -based
compound could be major issue that limits dental caries
development.
Calcium fluoride was used by Xu et al. [53], who incorporated CaF2 nanoparticles into polymer matrix of composite
material. The CaF2 nanoparticles content was at 20%, at
general content of the filler 65%. The amount of fluoride
ions released from the material was approximately the same
or higher than glass ionomer cements for about 2 months.
Moreover, the material released phosphate and calcium ions
that induced fluoroapatites formation and reduces secondary
caries occurrence. The authors explained the result of their
study with the size of calcium fluoride particles. Addition of
nanoparticles of 1 𝜇m and smaller resulted in the substantial
increase (20 times greater) in surface area of modified composite material compared to conventional composite material
modified with calcium fluoride powder [26].
Galvan et al. [54] observed that releasing fluoride ions
dental materials showed the highest activity on the first day
after polymerization, followed by dropping for the next 90
days of the experiment remaining minimum level of F− ion
release. It is expected that such materials would serve as
fluoride reservoirs and will remain cariostatic.
The results of the study indicated improvement in
antibacterial properties of modified composite materials.
Both materials, Flow Art and X-Flow, showed the highest
activity when 1.5 wt% CaF2 was added. Comparison of CFU
median for control groups of Flow Art and X-Flow with CFU
median for Groups I FA and I XF against S. mutans showed
significant improvement in antibacterial activities in groups
modified with CaF2 . Similar results were obtained for L. acidophilus; increasing CaF2 over 1.5 wt% did not decrease statistically CFU/mL number, remaining the same antibacterial
activity. Groups modified with CaF2 possess higher antibacterial activity than F2 material containing fluoride glass.
In the present study, in order to enhance antibacterial
activity of composite materials, calcium fluoride was introduced to their composition and microbiological study was
performed afterwards. Most research focus on the influence
of fluoride ions on S. mutans. Given proved cariogenic
activity of S. mutans as well as Lactobacillus spp., both of those
bacteria have been tested.
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Statistical analysis revealed that all tested composite
materials, both modified and unmodified, had statistically
significant greater antibacterial activity against L. acidophilus
than against S. mutans (𝑝 < 0.001). Naorungroj et al. [30]
also compared sensitivity of S. mutans and L. acidophilus to
composite materials releasing fluoride ions, but the results of
their study were vague. One material showed the same level of
antibacterial activity against both bacteria, while for the other
two materials the activity varied. The differences in results can
be explained by the differentiated resin material composition,
which is not given by manufacturers in detail. Moreover,
those ingredients may exhibit divers influence on bacterial
cells. Naorungroj et al. [30] used enamel discs and agar diffusion method, while the present study measured influence of
composite eluates on bacterial growth.

6. Conclusions
Within the limitations of the study the following conclusions
can be made:
(1) Commercially available composite materials limit
bacteria growth, even higher than composite material
with increased fluoride content (F2).
(2) Composite materials modified with calcium fluoride reduced bacteria growth stronger than commercially available composite materials containing
fluoride compounds. The greatest reduction in bacteria growth was observed for composite materials
modified with 1.5% wt. CaF2 .
(3) All tested composite materials exhibit statistically
greater activity against L. acidophilus than S. mutans.
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Aim of the study was to evaluate mechanical properties of light-curing composite materials modified with the addition of calcium
fluoride. The study used one experimental light-curing composite material (ECM) and one commercially available flowable lightcuring composite material (FA) that were modified with 0.5–5.0 wt% anhydrous calcium fluoride. Morphology of the samples and
uniformity of CaF2 distribution were analyzed using Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) and Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy
(EDS). Mechanical properties were tested after 24-hour storage of specimens in dry or wet conditions. Stored dry ECM enriched
with 0.5–1.0 wt% CaF2 showed higher tensile strength values, while water storage of all modified ECM specimens decreased their
tensile strength. The highest Vickers hardness tested after dry storage was observed for 2.5 wt% CaF2 content in ECM. The addition
of 2.0–5.0 wt% CaF2 to FA caused significant decrease in tensile strength after dry storage and overall tensile strength decrease of
modified FA specimens after water storage. The content of 2.0 wt% CaF2 in FA resulted in the highest Vickers hardness tested after
wet storage. Commercially available composite material (FA), unmodified with fluoride addition, demonstrated overall significantly
higher mechanical properties.

1. Introduction
Although constant development in dental material science,
there has been no reconstructive material found that would
perfectly restore hard dental tissues. Among main features of
ideal reconstructive material are the ability to create durable
bonding with hard dental tissue, biocompatibility, proper
physical and mechanical properties, and good esthetics.
Composite material possesses most of these features, yet
it undergoes various modifications of chemical composition that would enhance the clinical performance including
secondary caries prevention. Nowadays, one of the main
objective in dental materials science is the introduction
into material’s composition compounds with antibacterial
activity such as chlorhexidine digluconate (CHG), chlorhexidine acetate (CHA), quaternary ammonium dimethacrylate

(QADM), or amorphous calcium phosphate (ACP). Another
trend is modification of restorative materials with fluoride
compounds such as NaF, CaF2 , SnF2 , SrF2 , KF, which would
release fluoride ions and contribute to remineralization of
dental tissue within the cavity and in the environment
surrounding the restoration [1]. Cariostatic effect of fluoride ions is widely documented and clinically proven [2–
4] and encourages researchers to develop novel fluoridebased restorative materials [5, 6]. In order to enhance fluoride
ions activity, combination with calcium compounds has been
introduced [7].
Kulshrestha et al. [8] proved that CaF2 nanoparticles
(CaF2 -NPs) show strong antibacterial activity against S.
mutans resulting in almost 90% reduction of biofilm formation, reduced bacteria acid, and exopolysaccharides production. At low pH, fluoride and hydrogen ions bind creating
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Table 1: Specimens of experimental light-curing composite material (ECM).

ECM 0
ECM control group

ECM 0.5
ECM + 0.5 wt%
CaF2

ECM 1.0
ECM + 1.0 wt%
CaF2

ECM 1.5
ECM + 1.5 wt%
CaF2

ECM 2.0
ECM + 2.0 wt%
CaF2

ECM 2.5
ECM + 2.5 wt%
CaF2

ECM 5.0
ECM + 5.0 wt%
CaF2

Table 2: Specimens of Flow-Art composite material (FA).
FA 0
Flow-Art control group

FA 0.5
Flow-Art +
0.5 wt% CaF2

FA 1.0
Flow-Art +
1.0 wt% CaF2

hydrofluoric acid (HF). HF penetrates bacterial membrane,
dissociates inside bacteria, and causes acidification of
cytoplasm and enzymes inhibition (enolase and ATPase) [8–
10]. Fluorides in very high concentrations (3040–5700 ppm)
cause bacteria cell death [11]. Moreover, fluoride also
adversely influences metabolism and adhesion of bacteria
cells [6, 12–15]. In presence of calcium fluoride nanoparticles,
microbes showed decreased adhesion to tooth surface and
to biofilm and greater sensitivity to acidic environment.
Additionally, CaF2 nanoparticles restrain biofilm formation
and as a consequence they reduce caries lesions development,
due to great fluoride ion release and its influence on bacteria.
Calcium, as the enamel building element, also induces
remineralization. Introducing calcium fluoride to dental
composite materials is fully justified with secondary caries
prevention. Still, the influence of fluoride compounds on
mechanical performance of modified materials is under discussion and needs further studies.
Given wide and positive effect of fluoride ions on dental
tissues, it is important to optimize fluoride content in composite materials so as it would induce cariostatic properties,
but without deterioration of material mechanical properties.

2. Aim of the Study
The purpose was to evaluate mechanical parameters of two
light-curing composite materials modified with the addition
of calcium fluoride.

3. Materials and Methods
The study used two light-curing composite materials and
calcium fluoride. One of the tested materials was the experimental light-curing composite material (ECM) developed in
Laboratory of Material Studies in Medical University of Lodz
(Poland). The ECM is based on dimethacrylic resins: BisGMA and TEGDMA (Sigma-Aldrich, USA), 35 wt% of precipitated silica filler (Arsil, Z. Ch. Rudniki, Poland) modified
with 3-methacryloxypropyltrimethoxysilane (A-174, SigmaAldrich, USA), and additions such as camphorquinone
(CQ, Sigma-Aldrich, USA), dimethylaminoethyl methacrylate (DMAEMA, Sigma-Aldrich, USA) and 2,6-di-t-butyl-pcresol (BHT, Sigma-Aldrich, USA). The other tested material
was flowable light-curing composite material Flow-Art (FA)
(Arkona, Poland, shade A2, Lot 2013-08-21, Lot 2013-08-

FA 1.5
Flow-Art +
1.5 wt% CaF2

FA 2.0
Flow-Art +
2.0 wt% CaF2

FA 2.5
Flow-Art +
2.5 wt% CaF2

FA 5.0
Flow-Art +
5.0 wt% CaF2

20, Lot 2013-08-22), containing 64 wt% of fillers (Al-Ba-FSi glass, Al-Na-Ca-Si glass, pyrogenic silica). Both materials
were modified with calcium fluoride, 99%, pure, anhydrous
(CaF2 ) (Acros Organics, Belgium, Lot: A0306774).
For both tested materials, 6 study groups were established
depending on the amount of the CaF2 added to the ECM and
Flow-Art material (Tables 1 and 2). For each tested material,
specimens without CaF2 addition served as a control group.
All mixtures were made based on 5.00 g of flowable
composite, Flow-Art or ECM. Small portions (0.020–0.025 g)
of calcium fluoride were weighed on an analytical balance
and carefully grinded with the base composite (FA or ECM)
in an agate mortar, until the desired homogeneity has been
achieved.
Specimens of modified materials were fabricated using
silicone molds. For the tensile strength test, cylindrical molds
(3.0 mm thick and 6.0 mm in diameter) were fabricated.
Composite materials were applied in layers and polymerized
for 20 seconds per layer with Megalux polymerizing lamp
with soft-start mode (Mega-Physic Dental, Germany). For
hardness testing, composite discs 2.0 mm thick and 8.0 mm
in diameter were fabricated, using silicone molds, in layering
technique as described above.
Afterwards, all specimens were controlled and excess of
material was removed by means of polishing with 140- and
320-gritt SiC papers. For each test, 24 specimens of tested
materials were prepared. Specimens were stored in distilled
water (subgroup 1, 12 specimens) and in dry conditions
(subgroup 2, 12 specimens) for 24 hours.
For SEM-EDS evaluation, disc-shaped samples (3.0 mm
thick and 6.0 mm in diameter) were fabricated in layering
technique as described above. After 24 hours all specimens
were polished with 140- to 2400-gritt SiC papers and then
polished with 6 𝜇, 3 𝜇, and 1 𝜇 diamond pastes.
3.1. Tensile Strength. Tensile strength of materials was tested
with diametral tensile strength test (DTS) in universal testing
machine (Zwick Z020, Zwick/Röell, Germany), at crosshead
speed of 0.5 mm/min. The applied force, in the plane of its
application, caused tensile stress in the material. Maximum
force [N], causing specimen fracture, was recorded by the
computer. DTS [MPa] values were calculated by the formula:
DTS =

2𝐹
,
𝜋𝑑ℎ

(1)
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Table 3: DTS test results for ECM and FA specimens.

Group

CaF2 content

Storage conditions
Dry (subgroup 1)
Distilled water (subgroup 2)
Mean [MPa]
Standard deviation (SD)
Mean [MPa]
Standard deviation (SD)

ECM 0
ECM 0.5
ECM 1.0
ECM 1.5
ECM 2.0
ECM 2.5
ECM 5.0

0.0%
0.5%
1.0%
1.5%
2.0%
2.5%
5.0%

18.62
25.51
26.96
19.07
21.68
16.63
17.10

6.54
4.99
3.51
4.67
5.50
5.18
8.39

31.55
21.45
27.24
16.65
15.84
19.94
26.86

7.91
4.61
2.10
4.24
5.53
7.26
7.85

FA 0
FA 0.5
FA 1.0
FA 1.5
FA 2.0
FA 2.5
FA 5.0

0.0%
0.5%
1.0%
1.5%
2.0%
2.5%
5.0%

28.07
26.47
27.58
30.65
23.85
22.55
21.40

6.04
2.13
4.13
5.85
4.24
3.67
6.64

31.70
25.94
27.74
29.68
23.63
24.19
22.59

8.56
3.66
3.22
5.37
5.38
3.51
4.00

where 𝐹 is maximum force applied [N], 𝑑 is diameter of the
specimen [mm], and ℎ is height of the specimen [mm].

EDS spectra and element maps were taken at ×5000 magnification.

3.2. Hardness. Hardness was measured using the Vickers
hardness test method. The method involves the Vickers
indenter, 136∘ diamond pyramid-shaped, forced into the
tested specimen with definite load application and measuring dimensions of the indentation afterwards. The values
obtained by the test are in the units known as Vickers
Hardness Numbers (VHN, kg/mm2 ).
In order to perform the Vickers hardness test, Indentec ZH𝜇-SH𝜇 microhardness tester (Zwick/Röell, Germany)
with automatic indentation measurement was used. The
indenter was forced into tested specimens with the load of
1 kg for 10 seconds. The distance between the edge of each
indentations impress was at least thrice as long as the diagonal
of the mark left by the indenter [16]. Vickers hardness was
calculated by the formula:

3.4. Statistical Analysis. Measurable variables (numeric,
interval) were described using the measures of position, the
mean value (M), median (Me), lower quartile (Q1 ), upper
quartile (Q3 ), and interquartile range (IQR); measures of
dispersion, the standard deviation (SD), standard error of
mean (SE), 95% confidence interval (95% CI), and a trait’s
minimum and maximum values.
In the course of statistical analysis the following tests
of significance were performed: the Shapiro-Wilk test for
normality; Levene’s test for the homogeneity of variances; a
one-way and two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) without replication; the Mann-Whitney ranks-sum 𝑈-test; the
Kruskal-Wallis equality-of-populations rank test; generalized
linear models.
A level of 𝑝 < 0.05 was considered statistically significant.
The statistical analysis of the study results was carried
out using the Stata/Special Edition, version 14.1 software
package (StataCorp LP, College Station, Texas, USA).

HV = 1.8544

𝐹
,
𝑑2

(2)

where 𝐹 is the applied load [N] and 𝑑 is the average length of
the diagonal left by the indenter [mm].

4. Results

3.3. SEM-EDS Analysis. Microstructure and chemical composition specimens were observed using the scanning electron microscopy (SEM) (S-4700, 15 kV, Hitachi, USA) with
elemental dispersion spectroscopy (EDS) detector (EDS
Thermo NORAN, Thermo Fisher Scientific, USA). Specimens were coated with platinum-palladium alloy prior
testing. Specimens were analyzed in high vacuum conditions.
SEM images were taken from representative areas of each
specimen at two different magnifications (×1000 and ×5000).

4.1. Diametral Tensile Strength. Diametral tensile strength
test results for ECM and FA specimens stored in air and
distilled water are shown in Table 3.
Among ECM specimens stored in dry conditions, DTS
values in group ECM 0.5 and ECM 1.0 were statistically higher
than in the other tested groups, while for subgroup stored
in water, the highest DTS values of all tested groups were
observed in control group.
For FA specimens stored in dry conditions, only group FA
1.0 showed significantly higher DTS values than the control
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Table 4: Vickers hardness test results for ECM and FA specimens.

Group

CaF2 content

Storage conditions
Dry (subgroup 1)
Distilled water (subgroup 2)
Mean [VHN]
Standard deviation (SD)
Mean [VHN]
Standard deviation (SD)

ECM 0
ECM 0.5
ECM 1.0
ECM 1.5
ECM 2.0
ECM 2.5
ECM 5.0

0.0%
0.5%
1.0%
1.5%
2.0%
2.5%
5.0%

23.73
16.20
23.33
25.44
25.33
29.40
24.90

1.31
4.65
1.52
6.02
6.88
6.16
5.71

17.67
21.67
19.56
19.86
15.78
13.33
11.83

4.90
6.19
1.19
6.89
2.44
2.50
1.48

FA 0
FA 0.5
FA 1.0
FA 1.5
FA 2.0
FA 2.5
FA 5.0

0.0%
0.5%
1.0%
1.5%
2.0%
2.5%
5.0%

50.11
49.25
52.40
50.43
44.59
47.29
50.00

7.05
2.16
0.93
1.92
4.98
6.50
4.07

45.00
43.82
46.30
40.13
49.11
41.08
44.00

0.00
2.11
1.95
7.68
5.69
1.57
2.09

group, while, for groups FA 2.0, FA 2.5, and FA 5.0, DTS
values were statistically lower than for other test groups.
Among FA specimens stored in water, the control group
showed statistically higher DTS values than the other tested
groups.
4.2. Hardness. Vickers hardness test results for ECM and FA
specimens stored in dry conditions and in distilled water are
shown in Table 4.
For ECM specimens stored in dry conditions, hardness
values in group ECM 2.5 were statistically higher than in
other tested groups. For ECM specimens stored in water,
hardness values in groups ECM 0.5 and ECM 1.5 was
statistically higher than in other tested groups.
Among FA specimens stored in dry conditions, only
hardness values in group FA 1.0 were statistically higher than
in other tested groups. On the other hand, for specimens
stored in water, group FA 2.0 showed higher hardness than
other tested groups.
4.3. SEM-EDS Analysis. SEM-EDS analysis of composites
studied was conducted to visualize the morphology of the
materials and the distribution of CaF2 in the sample volume.
Significant differences in the internal structure between the
ECM and FA were observed. Problems in obtaining satisfactory SEM images of good quality for ECM specimens are
noticeable (Figure 1). Difficulties encountered are probably
connected with the specific ECM composition, that is, very
low filler loading (only 35 wt.%) and its fine sizes. However
some silica agglomerates can be observed at the images. The
intensity of calcium ions peak on EDS spectra for ECM
samples changes with the increase of calcium fluoride content
and reaches the highest values for the ECM modified with
5.0 wt% of CaF2 .

All of the FA specimens (Figure 2) showed uniformly
distributed glass filler particles of various sizes throughout
the entire samples volume. No significant changes in the
microstructure of materials after modification with CaF2
were observed. The differences between the calcium content
for the Flow-Art material modified with calcium fluoride
were very hard to notice on EDS spectra due to calcium
content in one of the glass filler in FA composite.

5. Discussion
Modification of composite materials by introduction fluoride
compounds seems to be very promising field of research.
Those compounds show proven antibacterial and cariostatic activity [2–4]. It is expected that composite materials
modified with fluoride compounds like calcium fluoride
would also demonstrate antibacterial and cariostatic activity.
Another very important clinical issue is mechanical properties of such fluoride-enriched composite materials. In the
current study, two resin-based composite materials have been
tested: commercially available and experimental one.
The commercially available composite material, as delivered by the manufacturer, demonstrated overall significantly
higher mechanical properties (DTS, HV) than experimental one. Flow-Art showed diametral tensile strength above
30 MPa, while for experimental material the value ranged
from 18 to 30 MPa. Average DTS values for common composite materials exceed 30 MPa [17]. Therefore, experimental
composite material tested in the study would not be applicable in areas of substantial occlusal loading.
Flow-Art material showed hardness at HV 45–50, while
ECM’s hardness drops below HV 30. The differences between
hardness values for various CaF2 content are not significant
and may indicate that calcium fluoride addition does not
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Figure 1: EDS spectra together with exemplary SEM images of experimental composite material (ECM) specimens: ECM 0 (control), ECM
0.5, ECM 1.0, ECM 1.5, ECM 2.0, ECM 2.5, and ECM 5.0, at ×5000 magnification.
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Figure 2: EDS spectra together with exemplary SEM images of flow-art (FA) specimens: FA 0 (control), FA 0.5, FA 1.0, FA 1.5, FA 2.0, FA 2.5,
and FA 5.0, at ×5000 magnification.
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change the polymerization conditions and does not interfere
the curing process. Composite materials used in dentistry
should demonstrate minimum hardness at level of HV 40–50
[18]. The aim of a restorative material should be to perfectly
mimic the tissue that it needs to substitute, namely, enamel
and dentine. The average hardness values of dental tissues
range from 250 to 360 VHN for enamel and from 50 to 70
KHN for dentin [19]. However, these values show significant
variations, although in dentin they are less pronounced. Craig
and Peyton [20] reported that enamel hardness ranges from
344 ± 49 to 418 ± 60 VHN; Collys et al. [21] reported that
enamel hardness ranges from 369±25 to 431±35; and Wilson
and Love [22] reported that enamel hardness ranges from
263±26 to 327±40. The microhardness of the occlusal enamel
varied from 359 to 424 VHN and that of the cervical enamel
from 227 to 342 VHN [21]. Variations in the hardness values
may result from histology features, chemical composition of
dental tissues, and specimen preparation and load or reading
error in indentation length (IL). Most of the conventional
dental composites achieve top surface hardness of HV 70–110
[23, 24]. Given good results of hardness test, the commercial
material (FA) could be used as universal restorative composite material. But for experimental composite material, low
hardness narrows its clinical application to lining material or
as class V and deciduous teeth restorative material.
The hardness of resin-based materials highly depends on
the amount and hardness of filler particles; therefore composite materials with high filler content demonstrate favorable
resistance to occlusal loads [25]. The results presented in the
current study also confirm those findings. Material of lower
hardness, ECM, contained less inorganic filler in comparison
to material that exhibits higher hardness values (Flow-Art).
Considering the influence of calcium fluoride content
on Flow-Art performance, it has been noted that the best
mechanical properties of the modified material were obtained
at 0.5% CaF2 content, after both dry and wet storage. Such
CaF2 percentage in addition to material composition did
not deteriorate tested mechanical parameters, allowing for
clinical acceptance. In case of the experimental material,
1.0% calcium fluoride content was found optimal in dry
storage conditions and both 0.5% and 1.0% CaF2 content,
after water storage. In each group, material’s mechanical
properties remained similar to those of unmodified experimental material. Still, mechanical resistance of modified and
unmodified ECM was inadequate for occlusal loading. Such
material cannot serve as an universal restorative material.
Given difficulties with homogenous dispersion of inorganic additives in highly viscous organic matrix, the fillers
amount in experimental composite material (ECM) was
deliberately lowered down to 35 wt%. Thereby, composite
material of low viscosity obtained served only as the base for
introduction of calcium fluoride. It seems that any change
in mechanical properties of ECM (with low filler content),
caused by introduction of relatively small amount of CaF2 ,
would be easier to detect. On the other hand, as for Flow-Art
composite material, with relatively high filler content, small
amount of additives would not change high performance of
the material or these changes would be difficult to detect.
Study results seem to confirm that hypothesis: changes in
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mechanical properties of FA composite are present at 2.0 or
higher wt% CaF2 addition. DTS values of FA dropped significantly when CaF2 percentage content was high (5.0 wt%).
It is suspected that decrease in mechanical properties of FA is
due to the collapse and disintegration of matrix-fillers system.
Yet, no changes in microhardness observed may indicate,
although only indirectly, that calcium fluoride addition did
not violate/disrupt polymerization of Flow-Art composite.
Similar research was conducted by Xu et al. [26].
They evaluated mechanical properties and fluoride ion
release from experimental composite material modified with
calcium fluoride nanoparticles incorporated into polymer
matrix. The modified experimental composite containing
10 wt% or 20 wt% CaF2 showed higher TFS values and elasticity modulus when compared to two commercial materials
(Vitremer, Heliomolar). Relatively high fluoride ion release
values combined with relatively low fluoride content in filler
were explained with small size of filler nanoparticles (1.0 𝜇m).
Dental materials used for restoration of hard dental
tissues must present stable mechanical properties in moist
oral cavity environment. In the study, the comparison of
the materials’ mechanical properties in both dry and wet
conditions has been made. The hardness of both tested
materials was significantly lower after water storage, while
DTS values showed no such relation. Only ECM and ECM
modified with 5.0 wt% CaF2 presented significantly higher
tensile strength after dry storage.
Deterioration of materials mechanical properties after
water storage, when compared to dry storage, is probably
caused by hydrolytic degradation. Water induces loosening
of polymeric network. While cross-linked dimetacrylic resins
is swelled with water, ester bonds undergo hydrolysis that
causes network weakening and degradation. Moreover, in wet
conditions, previously unreacted monomers and oligomers
may be released to the external environment, water. Even
though CaF2 is highly insoluble in water, it may be leached
from composite weakened matrix to water environment.
That may lead to the increase in microporosity of composite
surface and deterioration of its mechanical properties such
as DTS and hardness. The effect was observed in the study
and was more prominent in case of ECM due to its high resin
content responsible for water sorption.
Hydrolytic degradation of composite materials is present
mainly in organic matrix and at matrix-filler interface. The
rate and susceptibility of composite material to hydrolytic
degradation depend on percentage content of resins and
their bond quality to filler particles. Considering the higher
resin content in experimental composite material than in
commercial one (Flow-Art), the former is assumed to be more
susceptible to hydrolytic degradation.
Study results show that mechanical properties of fluoridebased composite materials depend on the source, not the
amount of fluoride compound added, and may be maintained
by proper size of additives particle and filler content/volume.
The present study indicated that introduction of 0.5–1.0 wt%
soluble fluoride salt into tested materials did not induce negative effect on their mechanical-physical properties. However,
due to high occlusal stresses in oral cavity, those materials
cannot be used in restoration of all class cavities. Indication
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for use of such fluoride-based materials could include class V
cavities in permanent teeth as well as all classes of cavities in
deciduous teeth. Moreover, fluoride-based flowable composite materials may serve as base liner that are not subjected to
high occlusal forces. In deep cavities, using the material with
remineralising and bacteriostatic effect seems to be clinically
justified.

6. Conclusions
The best mechanical properties of flowable composite materials modified with CaF2 were obtained when 0.5 wt% CaF2 was
added to commercial composite and 1.0 wt% to experimental
composite. The hardness of materials tested after dry storage
was higher than after water storage. Commercially available
composite material showed higher mechanical properties
than the experimental one. Further studies on fluoridebased composite materials should be conducted including ion
release as well as microbiological properties evaluation.
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The purpose of this study was to determine mechanical properties using a compressive test with cylinder specimen (ℎ = 6 mm and
𝜙 = 4 mm) as well as cytotoxicity using elutes from disk specimen (𝜙 = 10 mm and ℎ = 2 mm) against human gingival fibroblasts
and oral keratinocytes with light-activated provisional resin materials (Revotek LC and Luxatemp Solar) compared to chemically
activated counterpart (Snap, Trim II, and Jet). Significantly increased compressive strength (210∼280 MPa) was detected in lightactivated products compared to chemically activated ones (20∼65 MPa, 𝑃 < 0.05) and similar compressive modulus was detected in
both types (0.8∼1.5 and 0.5∼1.3 GPa). Simultaneously, the light-activated products showed less adverse effects on the periodontal soft
tissue cells in any polymerization stage compared to the chemically activated products. Particularly, chemically activated products
had significantly greater adverse effects during the “polymerizing” phase compared to those that were “already set” (𝑃 < 0.05),
as shown in confocal microscopic images of live and dead cells. In conclusion, light-activated provisional resin materials have
better mechanical properties as well as biocompatibility against two tested types of oral cells compared to the chemically activated
counterpart, which are considered as more beneficial choice for periodontal soft tissue management.

1. Introduction
Many new biomaterials and technologies have been introduced both to replace missing or damaged dental tissues and
to promote dental tissue regeneration [1–5]. Among these
tissues, periodontal soft tissue has been highlighted for its
aesthetic characteristics and inflammation resistance to the
oral environment [6, 7]. Therefore, periodontal soft tissue
management during and after teeth/implant restoration is
essential for esthetic soft tissue contour along with dental
restoration, particularly for anterior tooth region.
Provisional restoration is a key step in providing
healthy and aesthetically pleasing periodontal soft tissue as
well as in maintaining the marginal integrity of prepared
teeth/implants and ensuring occlusal function until final
prosthodontics are adjusted [8]. Provisional resin materials
are widely used for interim restorations due to their ease of
handling, suitable mechanical properties, time saving ability,
and low cost [9]. Light-curable products have recently been

introduced and have beneficial qualities, such as decreasing shrinkage and the time-consuming setting time and
increased favorability to patients because of less toxic odor
[10].
The clinical use of provisional resin materials is classified
into two categories based on how solidly the resins are
polymerized from the monomer: (1) traditional, chemically
activated materials and (2) recently developed, light-activated
materials, including products that are dually activated by
chemicals and light. Depending on the how these materials
are solidified, their biocompatibility to periodontal tissue
and their mechanical properties can differ. Both are crucial
for maintaining a natural periodontal tissue appearance in
accordance with the tooth/implant contour.
When interim restoration using provisional resin materials is accomplished and positioned around periodontal
soft tissue, including the teeth/implant margin and gingival
sulcus, toxic components of these materials can adversely
affect the tissue via saliva and induce soft tissue management
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Table 1: Materials tested in this study.

Product
Snap
Trim II
Jet
Revotek LC
Luxatemp Solar

Code
SN
TR
JE
RL
LS

Manufacturer
Parkell Inc., USA
Bosworth, USA
Lang Dental, USA
GC America Inc., USA
DMG, Germany

Lot number
01707
1409-442
40142
1409191
726443

Composition
Polyethyl methacrylate (PEMA)
Polyethyl methacrylate (PEMA)
Polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA)
Urethane dimethacrylate (UDMA)
Bis-acryl composites

Polymerizing type
Chemical
Chemical
Chemical
Light
Light (dual cure)

Table 2: Experimental conditions of provisional resin materials.
Materials
Snap
Trim Plus
Jet
Revotek LC
Luxatemp Solar

Extraction starting time after the start of mixing
Initial
Intermediate
After polymerization
2 min, 30 sec (SN1)
5 min (SN2)
10 min (SN3)
2 min (TR1)
4 min (TR2)
8 min (TR3)
2 min, 30 sec (JE1)
5 min (JE2)
10 min (JE3)
Unpolymerized (RL1)
10 s (RL2)
20 s (RL3)
1 min (LS1)
4 min (LS2)
4 min, curing 20 s (LS3)

failure [11, 12]. Even worse, particularly in chemically activated materials, “polymerizing” provisional resin materials
accelerate adverse effects to periodontal soft tissue because
“polymerizing” provisional resin materials increase adverse
effects from unreacted monomers or increased concentrations of eluates in the polymerizing phase when they are
extracted in the oral cavity [13–15]. Light-activated materials
can release fewer cytotoxic components due to their quick setting time (less than 20 s) in the oral cavity and are considered
more biocompatible than long-setting, chemically activated
materials. In addition, high mechanical properties are positively assumed in light-activated materials due to polymer
materials’ (UDMA and bis-acryl) natural characteristics,
which have better mechanical properties than do PEMA and
PMMA [16]. When provision resin materials are broken due
to biting force in the oral cavity, the broken pieces can damage
periodontal soft tissue and periodontal soft management
cannot be successfully performed because of the loss of the
provisional restoration [17].
Therefore, in this experiment, we performed cytotoxicity
tests to determine the effects on periodontal soft tissue consisting of human oral keratinocytes and gingival fibroblasts
during the initial, intermediate, and final polymerizing stages
of the provisional resin materials. In addition, as representative mechanical properties, compressive strength and
modulus were measured. The first null hypothesis was that
the mechanical properties of light-activated provisional resin
materials would not differ from those of their chemically activated counterparts. In terms of the biocompatibility, the second null hypothesis was that the cytotoxic effects from lightactivated provisional resin materials of extracts on human
oral cells would not differ from those of their chemically
activated counterparts. The third null hypothesis was that
cytotoxic effects to human oral cells would not differ between
“polymerizing” and “already set” provisional resin materials.

Polymerizing method
Chemical
Chemical
Chemical
Light
Dual cure

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Provisional Resin Materials. The most commonly used
provisional resin materials were chosen for this experiment
and included chemically activated polyethyl methacrylate
(PEMA) (SN: Snap, Parkell Inc., and TR: Trim, Bosworth),
chemically activated polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) (JE:
Jet, Lang Dental), light-activated urethane dimethacrylate
(UDMA) and bis-acryl (RL; Revotek LC, GC America), and
LS (Luxatemp Solar, DMG). The study involved testing the
materials, which are summarized in Table 1.
2.2. Preparation of Materials. Three types of chemically
activated provisional resin materials (SN, TR, and JE) and
two types of light-activated materials (RL and LS) were
handled according to the manufacturers’ instructions. For
in vitro testing, when the chemically activated provisional
resin materials reached the early “dough” stage, they were
packed into a Teflon mold (𝜙 = 10 mm, ℎ = 2 mm) and
covered with a glass plate. Specimens were removed from
the molds at three different setting times (25% set, 50%
set, and 100% set), as recommended in the manufacturers’
instructions, and were immediately placed in distilled water
(DW). After the light-activated materials (RL and LS) had
been placed on the Teflon mold, the RL specimen was either
left unpolymerized or polymerized by means of an LED
curing light gun (Litex 695, Dentamerica Industry) for 10
or 20 s. LS specimens were mixed using an automixing gun
and placed in the mold for 1 minute or 4 minutes before
being placed in DW. For fully polymerized specimens, 10 s
light curing using an LED curing light gun (Litex 695) was
performed after 4 minutes of chemical activation according
to the manufacturer’s recommendations. The experimental
conditions are detailed in Table 2.
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Figure 1: Photograph and schematic diagram of specimens for compressive testing.

For compressive testing, specimens were produced using
a stainless steel mold (ℎ = 6 mm and 𝜙 = 4 mm, Figure 1).
When the chemically activated materials reached the dough
stage, they were packed into the mold and covered by
celluloid strip and a glass plate, over which an equal amount
of pressure was applied during complete polymerization.
The RL specimens were compacted into the mold using a
resin instrument. Celluloid strips were placed on top of the
mold, pressed flat using a glass plate, and allowed to cure
for 20 s from both the bottom and the top according to
the manufacturer’s specifications. The LS specimens were
mixed using an automixing tip, placed into the mold, initially
cured for 4 minutes, and then light-cured for complete
polymerization for 20 s from both the bottom and the top.
All materials were further allowed to set even after the final
setting time in a static loading device to which 5 kg of load
was applied for 3 minutes for complete polymerization. The
mold was carefully split, and the specimens were removed
and examined to exclude those with porosity or defects. The
excess was removed using a diamond bur and specimens
were wet polished up to 1200-grit SiC paper. Specimens were
immediately immersed in DW and stored in an incubator for
24 hours at 37∘ C before mechanical testing.
2.3. Collection of Resin Extract. Extracts were obtained at a
ratio of 3 cm2 /mL following the recommendations of ISO
10993-12 [18]. Because the surface of the specimens was
2.2 cm2 , they were incubated in 0.73 mL of medium. Extracts
were collected for 24 hours at 37∘ C in a shaking incubator
(120 rpm). All samples were checked for expiration dates
and stored according to the manufacturers’ recommended
conditions throughout the experiment. All procedures were
performed on a clean bench to prevent contamination of the
specimens.
2.4. Culture of Oral Cells. Immortalized human oral keratinocytes (IHOK) and immortalized human normal gingival

fibroblasts (hNOF) were used to mimic cytotoxicity to oral
mucosal tissue [19, 20]. IHOK and hNOF were generously
provided by Professor Dolphine Oda from the Department
of Oral Biology from the University of Washington (Seattle,
WA) and Professor Jin Kim from the Department of Oral
Pathology and Oral Cancer Research Institute from Yonsei
University College of Dentistry (Seoul, Korea), respectively.
The IHOK and hNOF were cultured in a DMEM/F-12 3 : 1
mixture (Welgene, Daegu, Korea) supplemented with 10%
fetal bovine serum (Gibco) and 1% penicillin/streptomycin
(Invitrogen) in a humidified atmosphere of 5% CO2 at 37∘ C
[20, 21].
2.5. Cytotoxicity Tests and Cell Viability. Cytotoxicity tests
were performed according to ISO 10093-5 [22]. Briefly, 1
× 104 cells/well were cultured in a 96-well plate (SPL Life
Sciences) with 100 𝜇L of supplemented medium for 24 hours.
After being washed with phosphate buffered saline (PBS), the
cells were cocultured with 50 𝜇L of 2x supplemented medium
and 50 𝜇L of extract or a serially diluted extract by DW for
another 24 hours. The percentages of the final concentrations
of extract in the culture media were 50% and 25%; 50 𝜇L of
DW with 50 𝜇L 2x supplemented medium was used as the
control.
Cell viability was measured using an MTS assay (CellTiter
96 Aqueous One Solution Cell Proliferation Assay, Promega)
according to the manufacturer’s protocol, and the results
were expressed as the percentage of optical density of each
test group compared with each control group (𝑛 = 6).
Optical absorbance was read at 490 nm using a microplate
reader (SpectraMax M2e, Molecular Devices). Confocal
microscopic images of live and dead cells were obtained
to confirm the cytotoxicity results. After the cells were
washed with PBS and stained with calcein AM (0.5 𝜇M) and
ethidium homodimer-1 (4 𝜇M) (Molecular Probes, Eugene)
for 30 minutes, they were examined under a confocal laser
microscope (LSM 700, Carl Zeiss). Green fluorescence was
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Figure 2: Compressive strength (a) and compressive modulus (b) of provisional restoration materials. Different letters indicate significant
differences among the extract conditions (𝑃 < 0.05).

observed from the live cells and bright red fluorescence from
the dead cells. All analyses were independently performed in
triplicate, and the representative means ± standard deviations
or images were shown.
2.6. Measurement of Compressive Strength and Modulus. The
specimens (ℎ = 6 mm and 𝜙 = 4 mm), which were fully polymerized, were positioned on the universal testing machine
(Instron 5966, MA, USA) for compressive testing. The crosshead speed of this machine was set at 1.0 mm/min using
the ±10 kN of load cell. Compressive strength was calculated
by dividing the maximum load, expressed in kN, by the
original cross section area, expressed in m2 of a specimen in a
compression test (N/m2 ). The compressive modulus was calculated according to the equation described in other studies
[23].
2.7. Statistical Analysis. Data were analyzed by a one-way
ANOVA with a Duncan post hoc test. Statistical significance
was set at 0.05. All statistical analyses were performed using
the SPSS version 21.0 software program (SPSS Inc., IL,
Chicago, USA).

3. Results
3.1. Compressive Test. Figure 2 shows the results of the
compressive strength and modulus testing. As seen by the
mean compressive strength values of the light-cured groups,
LS showed the highest value (280.0 MPa), and RL showed
the second highest value (197.4 MPa). TR showed the lowest
value (22.6 MPa) among the tested products. SN and JE
showed significantly lower compressive strength (27.4 and
62.1 MPa, resp.) compared to the light-activated products
(RL and LS). In terms of the compressive modulus, two
chemically activated products (SN and TR) and one lightactivated product (RL) showed lower values less than 0.8 GPa,

while JE and LS had higher compressive modulus values (1.3∼
1.5 GPa) than did the other specimens (𝑃 < 0.05).
3.2. Cytotoxicity. The cytotoxicity test results using the MTS
assay are shown in Figures 3–8. In this study, the toxic effects
on hNOF and IHOK were determined for five provisional
resin materials in three different states of polymerization: the
initial, intermediate, and final polymerized states. In the 50%
extract coculture condition with hNOF, cell viability was less
than 70% in all tested groups except JE3, RL2, RL3, LS1, LS2,
and LS3 (Figure 3). Compared to the polymerized product,
SN1, TR1, TR2, JE1, JE2, and RL1 showed significantly lower
cell viability (Figure 3, 𝑃 < 0.05).
In the 25% extract incubation of the hNOF, less than 70%
cell viability was shown in SN1, TR1, and TR2, which were all
from the chemically activated provisional resins (Figure 4).
SN1, TR1, TR2, JE1, JE2, RL1, RL2, and LS1 had significantly
lower cell viability compared to extracts from polymerizing
materials (Figure 4, 𝑃 < 0.05).
The results of the cytotoxicity tests were confirmed by
confocal microscopic images of live and dead cells obtained
after incubation in 50% extract in the supplemented medium.
The results are shown in Figure 5, in which live cells are green
and dead cells are red. A significant number of dead cells
(red) but few live cells (green) appeared in either the initial or
intermediate polymerizing state of SN, TR, JE, and RL, while
similar numbers of viable cells (green) appeared in both LS
specimens compared with the control.
The cytotoxicity test results using the MTS assay with
IHOK are shown in Figures 6–8. In the 50% extract coculture
condition with IHOK, cell viability was less than 70% in all
tested groups except JE3, RL1, RL2, RL3, LS1, LS2, and LS3
(Figure 6). Compared to the polymerized product, SN1, SN2,
TR1, JE1, JE2, RL1, LS1, and LS2 showed significantly lower
cell viability (Figure 6, 𝑃 < 0.05).
In the 25% extract incubation of the IHOK, less than 70%
cell viability was shown in SN1, SN2, SN3, TR1, TR2, and
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TR3, which were all from the chemically activated provisional
resin (Figure 7). SN1, SN2, TR1, TR2, JE1, JE2, and LS1 had
significantly lower cell viability compared to the extracts from
the polymerizing material (Figure 7, 𝑃 < 0.05).
The results of the cytotoxicity tests using 50% extract
were confirmed by confocal live and dead microscopic

images (Figure 8). A significant number of dead cells (red)
but few live cells (green) appeared in the initial or
intermediate polymerizing state of SN, TR, and JE,
while similar numbers of viable cells (green) appeared
in both RL and LS compared with the control specimens.
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Figure 5: Live (green) and dead cells (red) were observed on confocal microscopy images in hNOF. Images of live and dead cells for media
supplemented with 50% distilled water (DW) as control (a). (b) 50% initial extract. (c) 50% intermediate extract. (d) 50% extract from fully
polymerized material.

4. Discussion
Periodontal soft tissue management during treatment is
important for fixed prosthodontic or complex implant
restorations for maintaining aesthetically pleasing and
healthy periodontal soft tissue. Before a permanent prosthodontic tooth is applied on a prepared tooth or implant

abutment, an interim restoration using provisional resin
materials is usually performed to enhance the aesthetic
outcomes of periodontal tissue by restoring the gingival
contour. During the fabrication process or restoration period,
provisional resin materials can adversely affect periodontal
tissue by extract or direct contact, which induces periodontal
tissue management failure.
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The mechanical properties of provisional resin materials
are important for resisting severe biting force. If mechanical properties, including compressive strength, are lower,
the material will break from biting force and damage the
periodontal tissue. It is known that bis-acryl and UDMA,
which are basic components of light-curable provisional
resins, have better mechanical properties than do monomers

of chemically activated provisional resins (MMA and EMA),
which has been confirmed by the compressive strength results
in this study. Therefore, from a mechanical point of view, it
is better to use light-curable provisional resin materials for
periodontal tissue management.
Cytotoxicity testing is a basic step in evaluating the biocompatibility of dental materials, including provisional resin
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Figure 8: Live (green) and dead cells (red) were observed on confocal microscopy images in IHOK. Images of live and dead cells for media
supplemented with 50% distilled water (DW) as control (a). (b) 50% initial extract. (c) 50% intermediate extract. (d) 50% extract from fully
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materials, because it is a simple, economical, easily quantified,
and clinically meaningful experiment that mimics the initial
biological reaction in cell levels when dental materials contact
dental tissue [22]. This study performed cytotoxicity testing
using extracts from five types of provisional resin materials,
including three chemically activated and two light-activated
materials. Three different conditions were used for chemically

activated materials to start extraction in distilled water: the
initial polymerizing state (extraction starts from 1/4 of the
setting time); the intermediate polymerizing state (extraction
starts from 1/2 of the setting time); and the final “already
set” stage (extraction starts from the setting time). For lightcurable provisional resin materials, unpolymerized, partially
polymerized by a short light-curing time (10 s), or fully
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polymerized by a long light-curing time (20 s) specimens
were used for extraction. In terms of the dual curing system
product (LS), chemical curing for 1 or 4 minutes or 4minute chemical curing followed by 20 s of light curing was
performed. The reason for using various extracting conditions is to mimic the conditions under which these materials
are applied clinically around the periodontal soft tissue.
Setting (or polymerizing) accelerates leaching or dissolved
substances from the dental materials, which adversely affects
the surrounding periodontal tissues. A low degree of resin
polymerization tends to result in increased cytotoxicity due
to an increase of released toxic components, particularly
monomers, in all polymerizing products [24, 25].
Human oral mucosa consists of human oral keratinocytes
and gingival fibroblasts, which play a major role in the healing
and regeneration of periodontal tissue. When the abovementioned cells are adversely affected by toxic chemicals
or extracts, they lose their potency to maintain a healthy
state and thereby induce inflammation or necrosis. According
to the cytotoxicity test that used two types of oral cells,
chemically active products have greater cytotoxicity than do
light-curable products under all conditions (initial, intermediate, and “already set” stages), indicating that light-curable
provisional resin materials are suitable choice for better
periodontal tissue management outcomes. The monomers
or eluates released from chemically activated acrylic resins
might be toxic to various types of oral cells, such as keratinocytes, gingival fibroblasts, and dental pulp cells [26–28].
For most products, cytotoxicity from polymerizing chemically activated provisional resin materials was significantly
higher than from fully polymerized materials [8]. To our
knowledge, this study is the first to examine the cytotoxicity
of chemically activated provisional resin materials against
oral mucosa cells while they are polymerizing, and we found
that these materials were severely cytotoxic to both oral
keratinocytes and gingival fibroblasts.
Recent studies have reported that the substances that
induce cytotoxic effects of provisional resin materials are
mostly resin monomers, such as MMA, EMA, UDMA, and
bis-acryl [16, 27]. These resin monomers can be released
into the oral cavity and interfere with intracellular metabolic
enzymes as well as with the production of fundamental
proteins for regenerating periodontal tissue or maintaining
its homeostasis [29, 30]. Among the materials we tested,
EMA, MMA, UDMA, and bis-acryl were able to be involved
in extraction and induced cytotoxicity. Along with previous
cytotoxicity tests using various acrylic resin monomers, SN
and TR polymerized from EMA were more cytotoxic than
was JE polymerized from MMA [31]. In addition, LS and RL
polymerized from bis-acryl and UDMA, respectively, showed
lower levels of cytotoxicity than did chemically activated
materials, primarily because of the hydrophobic characteristics of bis-acryl and UDMA. These different cytotoxic effects
of monomers on oral cells can be explained by differences in
lipophilicity because cell membrane lipids have the probability of being solubilized by the monomers, and cell membrane
integrity can be damaged when monomers merge with the
surface of the membrane’s lipid bilayers [31, 32]. According
to a previous study, MMA and EMA consist of traditional
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“chemically activated provisional resins” and belong to more
lipophilic monomers than do bis-acryl and UDMA, which
leads to a lack of biocompatibility as well as time-efficient
characteristics, marginal adaptation, mechanical properties,
and aesthetic performance [33, 34]. Therefore, to enhance
the above-mentioned drawbacks, light-curable resins with
bis-acryl or UDMA were introduced into provisional resin
materials. Further quantitative and qualitative analyses using
chromatography are needed to determine the major cause of
cytotoxicity.

5. Conclusions
Our three null hypotheses were rejected. In terms of mechanical properties using compressive testing, chemically activated provisional resin materials had compromised properties compared to light-activated materials. In terms of
cytotoxicity test, the light-activated products showed less
adverse effects on the periodontal soft tissue cells in any
polymerization stage compared to the chemically activated
products. In addition, chemically activated products had
significantly greater adverse effects during the “polymerizing”
phase compared to those that were “already set.” In conclusion, the weakness of compressive strength and the possibility
of cytotoxicity from chemically activated provisional resin
materials, particularly during polymerization, should be
taken into account when provisional resin materials are to be
used around periodontal soft tissue after implant surgery and
prosthodontic rehabilitation to avoid possible adverse effects
from released toxic components on periodontal soft tissue.
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Purpose. To compare marginal bone loss between subgingivally placed short-collar implants with machined collars and those with
machined and laser-microtextured collars. Materials and Methods. The investigators used a retrospective study design and included
patients who needed missing posterior teeth replaced with implants. Short-collar implants with identical geometries were divided
into two groups: an M group, machined collar; and an L group, machined and laser-microtextured collar. Implants were evaluated
according to marginal bone loss, implant success, and probing depth (PD) at 3 years of follow-up. Results. Sixty-two patients received
103 implants (56 in the M group and 47 in the L group). The cumulative survival rate was 100%. All implants showed clinically
acceptable marginal bone loss, although bone resorption was lower in the L group (0.49 mm) than in the M group (1.38 mm) at 3
years (𝑝 < 0.01). A significantly shallower PD was found for the implants in the L group during follow-up (𝑝 < 0.01). Conclusions.
Our results suggest predictable outcomes with regard to bone loss for both groups; however, bone resorption was less in the L
group than in the M group before and after loading. The laser-microtextured collar implant may provide a shallower PD than the
machined collar implant.

1. Introduction
Currently, dental implants are the first choice of treatment
for missing teeth [1], and satisfactory osseointegration with
minimal crestal bone loss is imperative for long-term success
[2, 3]. Machined collar implants have been employed as a
traditional collar design for many years and are widely used
in implant-supported treatments [1, 2].
Marginal bone loss may occur depending on the implant
collar design and the distance between the implant-abutment
junction (microgap) and the crestal bone in two-piece
implant systems [3]. Supragingival placement of two-piece
implants with long machined collars may help decrease the
influence of these factors on marginal bone loss [4]; however,
such placement is not considered esthetically acceptable. The

short-collar machined surface of the implant is highly biocompatible with soft tissue and can be leveled supracrestally
and subgingivally to prevent esthetic complications [4]. The
attachment between the implant collar and connective tissue
acts as a physical barrier and prevents apical migration of
epithelial cells and fibroblasts that may cause marginal bone
loss [5]. However, the attachment between the machined
surface and fibroblasts is weak due to the circular oriented
connective tissue fibers around the implant collar, and many
factors, such as microgap-oriented peri-implant inflammation, micromovement between the abutment and implant
interface, repetitive mastication forces, and daily hygiene
applications, may break down this fragile attachment [2, 3, 5].
Novel surface-conditioning treatments for implant collars
have been investigated to promote soft and hard tissue

2
attachment around the implant neck to minimize crestal
bone loss. Recent studies have demonstrated that lasermicrotextured surfaces have physical tissue attachments with
connective tissue fibers that are perpendicularly oriented
to the implant surface [5]. Laser-microtextured collars may
help improve the attachment of bone and connective tissue
[6]. Short-collar implants that have strong physical barrier
attachments to destructive intrinsic and extrinsic factors may
show benefits related to limited marginal bone loss.
The aim of this study was to compare changes in marginal
bone loss and the success rate using two different types
of short-collar implant (machined versus machined + laser
microtextured) subjected to conventional loading at a posterior site. The null hypothesis was that there is no difference in
crestal bone resorption between implant collars with different
surface-conditioning treatments.
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Figure 1: Images of the M group and L group implants used in
the study. The M group implants were placed 0.3 mm supracrestally,
while the L group implants were placed 1 mm supracrestally.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Study Design and Sample Selection. To address the
research aims, the authors designed and implemented a retrospective study. The study sample was derived from a population of patients who were required to undergo replacement
of missing posterior teeth with implants from December 2010
through December 2011 at the Istanbul University Faculty of
Dentistry Department of Oral Implantology. Retrospective
chart review data was used for sample collection. The inclusion criteria for the study were as follows: treatment with
either one of two types of short-collar implant (i.e., Tapered
Internal TLX Laser-Lok or TRX, Biohorizons, Birmingham,
AL, USA) in the posterior (premolar and molar) region in
either the maxilla or the mandible, age ≥ 18 years, good general health, adequate natural bone for insertion of implants
measuring at least 3.8 mm in diameter and 10.5 mm in length
(nongrafted sites), requirement of a fixed implant-supported
prosthesis in the maxilla or mandible, history of follow-up
examinations for at least 3 years after implant placement, and
the availability of retrospective chart review data for clinical
and radiographic variables during follow-up. The exclusion
criteria were as follows: lack of medical records related to
the study variables, systemic medical conditions such as
diabetes and any medication that may influence soft and
hard tissue healing mechanisms, uncontrolled oral hygiene,
chronic periodontitis in the remaining teeth, smoking history
(≥10 per day), previous surgery at the implant site, and lack
of primary stability. The presence of these conditions was
ascertained according to retrospective chart data collection.
A retrospective chart review of data, with consideration of
the inclusion and exclusion criteria, yielded the final sample
of eligible patients. The study was conducted in accordance
with the Declaration of Helsinki and approved by the Ethics
Committee of Bezmialem Vakif University (approved protocol number 2015/71306642-050). Written informed consent
was acquired from all patients.
2.2. Implant Designs. The short-collared implants in both
groups were identical in macrodesign (screw shape), type of
abutment connection, and surface characteristics (resorbable

blast texturing with a roughness of 0.72–1.34 𝜇m) but had
implant collars of different designs; one set had a machined
collar (M group: 0.3 mm section of a machined, smooth surface for epithelial tissue attachment [TRX]) and the other had
a machined and laser-microtextured collar (L group: 0.3 mm
section of a machined, smooth surface; a 0.7 mm section
with 8 𝜇m microgrooves for connective tissue attachment;
and a 0.8 mm section with 12 𝜇m microgrooves for bone
attachment [TLX], as shown in Figure 1.
2.3. Surgical Procedure. All surgical procedures were conducted under local anesthesia (Ultracain DS Forte, Sanofi
Aventis, Istanbul, Turkey) by one clinician (BAG). In brief,
a midcrestal incision was made, full-thickness flaps were
raised, and implants were placed using the same surgical kit in both groups according to the manufacturer’s
instructions. The M group implants were placed 0.3 mm
supracrestally, while the L group implants were placed 1 mm
supracrestally (Figures 2 and 3). The mesiodistal aspect of
the alveolar ridge was used as a reference point. Healing
abutments were attached to the implants for transmucosal
healing, and the mucoperiosteal flaps were sutured (Dogsan
Medical Supplies Industry, Trabzon, Turkey). Postoperative
medications included antibiotics (1000 mg amoxicillin and
clavulanic acid twice daily for 7 days, starting on the day
of surgery); an analgesic (600 mg ibuprofen as required
every 6 hours); and 0.2% chlorhexidine mouthwash twice
daily for 2 weeks, starting on the day after surgery. Sutures
were removed 7 days after surgery. After a 3-month healing
period, impressions were recorded with polyvinyl siloxane (Panasil, Kettenbach, Eschenburg, Germany) loaded
on standard closed trays. Final laboratory-manufactured
standard titanium abutments (Biohorizons) were attached to
the implants and torqued to 30 N⋅cm as recommended by
the manufacturer. Finally, cement-retained porcelain-fusedto-metal permanent restorations were cemented using zinc
polycarboxylate cement (Adhesor Carbofine, Spofa Dental,
Prague, Czech Republic).
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Figure 2: Full-thickness flaps were raised (a); M group implants were placed 0.3 mm supracrestally (b, c), loaded after a 3-month transmucosal
healing period (d–f).

2.4. Study Variables. The primary predictor variable was
implant collar texture design. The primary outcome variable
was marginal bone loss. Other study variables were implant
dimensions, implant region, and probing depth.
2.5. Measurement of Marginal Bone Loss. All implant placement sites were radiographed with the long-cone paralleling
technique using a digital radiography system (Kodak DS,
Rochester, NY, USA) at baseline at 3 months and 1, 2, and 3
years after implant placement to evaluate vertical bone levels.
The known implant length was used as a reference to increase
measurement accuracy and eliminate the magnification factor in periapical radiographs. The distance between the mesial
and distal edges of the implant shoulder and the most coronal
level of the bone in contact with the implant body was
calculated using a software program (Kodak DS). For each
implant, the mean of the mesial and distal measurements was
used. The baseline measurement was used as a reference point
for comparisons. All measurements were evaluated by a single
calibrated examiner (AS) specialized in periodontology to
prevent bias and repeated with excellent reliability (𝑅 =
0.960).
2.6. Clinical Follow-Up for Evaluation of Peri-Implant Health
Indices. All patients were recalled at 1 month after prosthesis

delivery and at 12, 24, and 36 months after implant placement. The findings of clinical examinations were analyzed
according to Albrektsson’s success criteria [7]. All clinical
parameters (probing depth [PD], modified plaque index [PI],
and Mombelli’s gingival index [GI]) were measured by a
single periodontologist (AS) [8] at each follow-up visit. Periimplant health indices were evaluated using a customized
guide created after the final restorations were cemented
to provide a reference point for probe measurements and
reproducibility. Peri-implant PD was measured at the mesial,
distal, midfacial, and palatal aspects of each implant using a
periodontal probe (Periowise, Premier Dental Products Co.,
Plymouth Meeting, PA, USA), and the average was calculated
for statistical evaluation. The GI was used to document soft
tissue inflammation, while the PI was used to assess plaque
accumulation. Oral hygiene instructions were also reinforced
for patients if necessary. The annual prosthetic evaluation
included a check of occlusion and articulation by a single
prosthodontist (PG). Any adverse events associated with
the prostheses, such as porcelain chipping, abutment screw
loosening, decementation, and fracture, were recorded.
2.7. Statistical Analysis. Using G∗ Power (version 3.1.9.2) and
experience from a previous study [3], a minimum sample
size of 74 implants was calculated to be necessary to detect
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Figure 3: Full-thickness flaps were raised (a), L group implants were placed 1 mm supracrestally (b, c), loaded after a 3-month transmucosal
healing period (d–f).

a >0.2 ± 0.3 mm difference in bone loss between the M and
L implants at the 𝛼 = 0.05 level. An estimated dropout rate
of 20% and a statistical power of 80% were also allowed
for and an approximate total of 89 implants were deemed
necessary for the study. The charts were reviewed and the
data were collected by one researcher (PG). The data were
entered into tables. Number Cruncher Statistical System
2007 software (NCSS, Kaysville, UT, USA) was used for the
statistical analyses. The Shapiro-Wilk test was used to assess
the normality of the data distribution. Because distribution
of the data did not meet the requirements for normality
and homogeneity of variance assumptions, nonparametric
quantitative data were compared between groups using the
Mann–Whitney 𝑈 test and within groups using the Friedman
test, and the Wilcoxon signed-rank test was used for pairwise
comparisons. Three-way repeated measures ANOVA was
used to assess the marginal bone loss variation related to other
variables (region, length, and diameter). Linear regression
analysis was conducted for mean, mesial, and distal marginal
bone loss values, where group, region, diameter, and length
were introduced as independent risk factors. The confidence
interval was set to 95% and 𝑝 < 0.05 was considered
statistically significant.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Results. From the 68 patients selected for the study,
6 were excluded because marginal bone loss could not be
measured accurately on their radiographs. Consequently, 62
patients (34 women and 28 men) of mean age 52.24 ± 13.38
(range 23–76) years who received 103 implants (56 in the
M group; 47 in the L group) were included in our analysis
(Table 1).
There was no significant difference between groups with
regard to age, sex distribution, diameter, length, region, and
restoration type (𝑝 > .05; Table 2).
All implants showed satisfactory clinical osseointegration, with a 3-year cumulative survival rate of 100% as
assessed by Albrektsson’s criteria.
Marginal bone loss was lower in the L group than in the
M group at all time points (Mann–Whitney 𝑈 test, 𝑝 < 0.01;
Table 3), being 0.49 (0.47, 0.5) mm in the L group (mesial
0.45; distal 0.52) and 1.38 (1.29, 1.46) mm in the M group
(mesial 1.31; distal 1.45) at 3 years. However, marginal bone
loss increased with time in both groups (Friedman test, 𝑝 <
0.01), with the maximum observed at 1 year after implant
placement. Marginal bone loss was also lower in the L group
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Table 1: Descriptive summary of the study sample.
Study variable
Sample size, 𝑛 (%)
Patients
Implants
Demographic variables
Gender, M/F, 𝑛 (%)
Age (years), mean ± sd (min–max)
Health status variables
ASA classification
I
Type of implant (𝑛 = 103), 𝑛 (%)
M
L
Region, 𝑛 (%)
Mandible (L/M)
Maxilla (L/M)
Diameter, 𝑛 (%)
3.8 (L/M)
4.6 (L/M)
Length, 𝑛 (%)
10.5 (L/M)
12 (L/M)
Restoration, 𝑛 (%)
SC (L/M)
FPD (L/M)

Descriptive statistics
62
103
50 (48.5)/53 (51.5)
52.24 ± 13.38 (23–76)

103 (%100)
56 (54.4)
47 (45.6)
30 (29.1)/35 (34.0)
17 (16.5)/21 (20.4)
35 (34.0)/42 (40.8)
12 (11.7)/14 (13.6)
31 (30.1)/41 (39.8)
16 (15.5)/15 (14.6)
23 (22.3)/22 (21.4)
24 (23.3)/34 (33.0)

ASA, American Society of Anesthesiology; M, machined collar group; L,
machined and laser-microtextured collar group; SC, single crown; FPD, fixed
partial denture.

than in the M group for all subgroup comparisons (region,
length, and diameter) (Table 4).
Three separate linear regression analyses were conducted
for mean, mesial, and distal marginal bone loss values,
where group, region, diameter, and length were introduced
as independent risk factors (Table 5). All three models were
found to be statistically significant with 0.578, 0.592, and
0.516 adjusted 𝑅2 levels (𝐹: 35.975, 𝑝: 0.001, 𝑓: 37.935, 𝑝:
0.001, 𝐹: 28.148, and 𝑝: 0.001, resp.). Group and diameter
factors had statistically significant effects on mean, mesial,
and distal marginal bone loss values, where region and length
factors did not have any contribution to the models. Being
on the L group had similar effects on three marginal bone
loss values, 0.411, 0.401, and 0.422, respectively, compared
to M group. Having a diameter of 4.6 had similar effects
on three marginal bone loss values, 0.241, 0.262, and 0.221,
respectively, compared to 3.8 diameter group.
All patients showed satisfactory oral hygiene during
the study (scores 0-1, data not shown), with no significant
differences in GI and PI scores at any time point between the
two groups.
An increase in PD was observed in both groups (𝑝 < 0.01;
Mann–Whitney 𝑈 Test; Table 2), however, a shallower PD
was found for L group implants at all time points (𝑝 < 0.01;
Friedman test; Table 2).

With regard to complications, porcelain fracture and
screw loosening were observed at 2 years after loading in 3
patients, who consequently received new restorations. There
were no other biomechanical complications.
3.2. Discussion. In this study, we compared marginal bone
loss between subgingivally placed, short-collar posterior
implants with machined collars (M group) and those with
machined and laser-microtextured collars (L group) before
and after loading. Currently, evidence supporting ideal
implant collar configurations and length that limit marginal
bone loss is lacking in the literature. The specific aims of
this study were to compare marginal bone loss between two
different short-collar implants that were used routinely and
to evaluate clinical health on the basis of peri-implant tissue
parameters.
The coronal portion of a two-piece dental implant system
plays an important role in minimizing marginal bone loss
[3, 9–11]. In systematic reviews investigating implant neck
configurations, a great range of marginal bone loss (0.07–
2.32 mm) was observed [2, 9–11]. The difference in marginal
bone loss scores between studies can be attributed to several
biological and biomechanical factors, such as biologic width,
microgap, platform switching, loading pattern, soft tissue
biotype, structure and length of the implant collar, characteristics of the implant surface, insertion depth, study design,
and oral hygiene [9, 10]. Marginal bone loss at implants
is a complex problem that is not completely understood
and is a key factor in the long-term success of any implant
design [2, 9, 11]. In the present study, marginal bone loss
was lower in the L group than in the M group over a 3-year
follow-up period; thus, part of the null hypothesis for this
study was rejected. Nevertheless, according to Albrektsson’s
criteria, all implants were successful with regard to marginal
bone loss [7]. The collars of the L group implants featured
specific microchannels created by laser ablation to achieve
a firm attachment with connective tissue [5], which can
inhibit apical migration of epithelial tissue and decrease the
detrimental effects of inflammatory cell infiltration caused
by microgaps on marginal bone [12]. Another possible factor
may be vertical differences in the location of the microgaps
according to the marginal bone level in the two groups.
Ericsson et al. [12] showed that inflammatory cell infiltration
associated with microgaps extends 0.5–0.6 mm apically on
all surfaces of a two-piece implant. Because of differences
in collar configuration, microgaps were positioned 0.3 mm
coronal to the crestal bone in the M group implants but
1 mm coronal to the crestal bone in the L group implants.
Alomrani et al. found that implants with shorter machined
coronal collars can prevent marginal bone loss [13]. However,
our observations for the M group indicate that inflammatory
cell infiltration may occur and cause resorption even if the
implants have short machined collars with supracrestally
positioned microgaps. In another study, Brägger et al. found
0.78 mm of marginal bone loss at 1 year after loading for
supracrestally placed implants with the smooth collar placed
above bone level [14]; this bone loss was greater than that
in the L group in our study, even though the microgap was
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Table 2: Study variables versus predictor variable (M and L).

Age (years)
Gender, F/M, 𝑛
Diameter, 3.8/4.6, 𝑛
Length, 10.5/12, 𝑛
Region, max/mand, 𝑛
Restoration, SC/FPD, 𝑛

Total (𝑛 = 103)
Median (𝑄1 , 𝑄3 )
53 (46, 62)
53/50
77/26
72/31
38/65
45/58

L (𝑛 = 47)
Median (𝑄1 , 𝑄3 )
49 (44, 62)
23/24
35/12
31/16
17/30
23/24

M (𝑛 = 56)
Median (𝑄1 , 𝑄3 )
55.5 (48, 62.5)
30/26
42/14
41/15
21/35
22/34

𝑝
0.094
0.639
b
0.951
b
0.434
b
0.889
b
0.325
a

b

a

Mann–Whitney 𝑈 test; b Pearson chi-square test.
M, machined collar group; L, machined and laser-microtextured collar group; SC, single crown; FPD, fixed partial denture.

located far from the bone crest. These findings indicate that
both specific collar surface characteristics and collar length
above the bone can affect marginal bone loss. Iorio-Siciliano
et al. compared laser-microtextured and machined collar
implants according to marginal bone loss and soft tissue
conditions as in our study, but the implants in both groups
were placed with the smooth color portion at the level of the
bone crest and healed in a two-stage protocol [15]. Although
the collar level of the implants in the study by Iorio-Siciliano
et al. was not comparable with that in the current study, their
results with regard to marginal bone loss are consistent with
our results; that is, the laser-microtextured collar may enable
less bone resorption than implants with the smooth collar.
The 1 mm supracrestal placement of implants with lasermicrotextured collars may show limited bone resorption to
a greater extent than the 0.3 mm supracrestal placement
of implants with machined collars in a subgingival protocol. This protocol offers several benefits. First, resorption
associated with microgap and micromovement (implantabutment interface) may not be observed. Second, esthetic
problems associated with high machined collar lengths can
be minimized. Third, more benefit of a physical connective
tissue attachment onto a laser-microtextured surface implant
collar may be provided compared to when the implant is
placed crestally or subcrestally. Fourth, the detrimental effect
of residual cement to peri-implant health may be less for
implants placed supracrestally in cases of cement-retained
restorations [11, 13, 16]. Botos et al. [17] found marginal
bone loss of 0.42 mm at 1 year after loading for implants
with the same laser-microtextured collar design used in
the present study, although these implants were placed
crestally. In another study, Iorio-Siciliano et al. observed
approximately 0.72 mm bone loss around platform-switched
laser-microtextured collar implants that were placed 1 mm
subcrestally after 2 years of follow-up [18]. Connective tissue
attaches in a perpendicular manner to laser microgrooves
on the implant collar and might prevent marginal bone loss
[6, 12]. Placement of an implant laser-microtextured collar
under the crestal bone may limit the ability of this special
surface to prevent marginal bone loss when compared with
supracrestal placement. In the study by Iorio-Siciliano et al.,
the platform-switched component of the collar may have
been more effective in reducing crestal bone loss than a
special laser-microtextured surface attachment, because the

laser-microtextured surface of the implant was in contact
mostly with bone and not with connective tissue. Considering
these findings, it remains debatable whether the lesser bone
resorption observed in the L group in our study was a result of
the increased distance between microgaps and the marginal
bone or of the firm attachment of connective tissue to the
implant surface (biological seal). We speculate that both
factors affect bone resorption synergistically.
The maximum bone loss was observed at 1 year after
implant placement in both groups in the present study. This
result is in accordance with those of several other clinical
studies [9–11, 19]. The effects of adaptational factors such as
surgical trauma, microgap-related bacterial contamination,
host immune responses, loading forces, and biological width
on marginal bone loss have been found to decrease after
1 year [3, 9–11]. These biological and mechanical changes
may have influenced marginal bone loss immediately after
implant insertion and continued for a year in both of our
study groups.
Both the M group and L group implants showed increased
marginal bone loss before loading. Koutouzis et al. [19]
found marginal bone loss of 0.18 ± 0.27 mm at 4 months
before loading. In another study, the mean marginal bone
levels were 0.05 mm and 0.27 mm for two different implant
designs at 1 year after loading [20]. Botos et al. [17] found
marginal bone loss of 0.15 mm at 6 months before loading
for implants with the same laser-microtextured collar design
used in the present study. In our study, marginal bone loss
was 0.68 mm and 0.28 mm for the M group and L group
implants, respectively, before loading. One explanation for
this increased marginal bone loss before loading was the
removal and reconnection of healing abutments at least
four times for implant stability measurements (data not
shown) in our study. Repeated reconnection of abutments
may compromise the mucosal seal and result in a more
apical epithelial attachment [21], which can increase marginal
bone loss. However, the L group implants appeared to be
more resistant to repeated reconnection than the M group,
exhibiting less bone resorption.
Values for all clinical parameters, including PI, GI, and
PD, increased after prosthesis delivery despite regular oral
hygiene appointments (Table 6). However, plaque control
and soft tissue health were acceptable in both groups,
resulting in an absence of peri-implantitis. PD values were

Mann–Whitney 𝑈 test, b Wilcoxon signed ranks test, and c Friedman test.
< 0.05; ∗∗ 𝑝 < 0.01.

∗𝑝

a

L (𝑛 = 47)
Mean
Mesial
Distal
Median (𝑄1 , 𝑄3 )
Median (𝑄1 , 𝑄3 )
Median (𝑄1 , 𝑄3 )
3m
0.27 (0.25, 0.29)
0.23 (0.22, 0.28)
0.29 (0.25, 0.31)
12 m
0.47 (0.43, 0.48)
0.41 (0.39, 0.46)
0.50 (0.46, 0.54)
24 m
0.48 (0.45, 0.5)
0.43 (0.40, 0.46)
0.51 (0.47, 0.55)
36 m
0.49 (0.47, 0.5)
0.45 (0.42, 0.47)
0.52 (0.48, 0.55)
c
c
c
0.001∗∗
0.001∗∗
0.001∗∗
b𝑝
b𝑝
b𝑝
Median (𝑄1 , 𝑄3 )
Median (𝑄1 , 𝑄3 )
Median (𝑄1 , 𝑄3 )
3 m–12 m 0.20 (0.16, 0.23) 0.001∗∗ 0.18 (0.13, 0.21) 0.001∗∗ 0.22 (0.17, 0.25) 0.001∗∗
3 m–24 m 0.22 (0.17, 0.24) 0.001∗∗ 0.20 (0.15, 0.23) 0.001∗∗ 0.23 (0.18, 0.26) 0.001∗∗
3 m–36 m 0.23 (0.18, 0.25) 0.001∗∗ 0.20 (0.17, 0.23) 0.001∗∗ 0.24 (0.18, 0.27) 0.001∗∗
12 m–24 m 0.02 (0.01, 0.02) 0.001∗∗ 0.02 (0.01, 0.03) 0.001∗∗
0.01 (0, 0.02)
0.001∗∗
12 m–36 m 0.02 (0.02, 0.03) 0.001∗∗ 0.03 (0.01, 0.04) 0.001∗∗ 0.02 (0.01, 0.02) 0.001∗∗
24 m–36 m 0.01 (0.01, 0.02) 0.001∗∗
0.01 (0, 0.02)
0.001∗∗
0.01 (0, 0.01)
0.001∗∗
Mean
Median (𝑄1 , 𝑄3 )
0.68 (0.65, 0.72)
1.33 (1.25, 1.42)
1.37 (1.28, 1.45)
1.38 (1.29, 1.46)
c
0.001∗∗
b𝑝
Median (𝑄1 , 𝑄3 )
0.65 (0.54, 0.71) 0.001∗∗
0.69 (0.59, 0.74) 0.001∗∗
0.70 (0.63, 0.77) 0.001∗∗
0.03 (0.02, 0.04) 0.001∗∗
0.04 (0.03, 0.05) 0.001∗∗
0.01 (0.01, 0.02) 0.001∗∗

M (𝑛 = 56)
Mesial
Median (𝑄1 , 𝑄3 )
0.65 (0.61, 0.69)
1.26 (1.08, 1.35)
1.30 (1.18, 1.40)
1.31 (1.20, 1.41)
c
0.001∗∗
b𝑝
Median (𝑄1 , 𝑄3 )
0.63 (0.41, 0.70) 0.001∗∗
0.67 (0.49, 0.74) 0.001∗∗
0.70 (0.53, 0.77) 0.001∗∗
0.03 (0.01, 0.05) 0.001∗∗
0.04 (0.03, 0.07) 0.001∗∗
0.02 (0.01, 0.02) 0.001∗∗

Distal
Median (𝑄1 , 𝑄3 )
0.71 (0.69, 0.74)
1.41 (1.27, 1.47)
1.43 (1.31, 1.51)
1.45 (1.32, 1.53)
c
0.001∗∗
b𝑝
Median (𝑄1 , 𝑄3 )
0.69 (0.56, 0.76) 0.001∗∗
0.70 (0.58, 0.80) 0.001∗∗
0.72 (0.59, 0.83) 0.001∗∗
0.02 (0.01, 0.04) 0.001∗∗
0.04 (0.02, 0.05) 0.001∗∗
0.01 (0, 0.02)
0.001∗∗

Table 3: Marginal bone loss with M group and L group implants at the 3-year follow-up examination.

a𝑝
0.001∗∗
0.001∗∗
0.001∗∗
0.013∗
0.001∗∗
0.007∗∗

𝑝mesial

a𝑝
0.001∗∗
0.001∗∗
0.001∗∗
0.001∗∗
0.001∗∗
0.001∗∗

a

0.001∗∗
0.001∗∗
0.001∗∗
0.001∗∗

𝑝mean
0.001∗∗
0.001∗∗
0.001∗∗
0.001∗∗

a

𝑝distal

a𝑝
0.001∗∗
0.001∗∗
0.001∗∗
0.001∗∗
0.001∗∗
0.017∗

0.001∗∗
0.001∗∗
0.001∗∗
0.001∗∗

a
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Table 4: Three-way repeated measures ANOVA results for mesial, distal, and mean marginal bone loss related to other variables (region,
length, and diameter).

Mean

Mesial

Distal

‡

Within-subjects effects
‡
Source
𝐹
Time
392.271
Time ∗ Group
77.335
Time ∗ Region
0.382
Time ∗ Group ∗ Region
0.410
Time
322.461
Time ∗ Group
67.721
Time ∗ Diameter
28.501
Time ∗ Group ∗ Diameter
5.465
Time
365.332
Time ∗ Group
76.285
Time ∗ Length
1.040
Time ∗ Group ∗ Length
0.101
Time
333.461
Time ∗ Group
69.415
Time ∗ Region
0.417
Time ∗ Group ∗ Region
0.686
Time
277.718
Time ∗ Group
60.532
Time ∗ Diameter
33.225
Time ∗ Group ∗ Diameter
8.381
Time
307.962
Time ∗ Group
70.307
Time ∗ Length
0.823
Time ∗ Group ∗ Length
0.246
Time
372.087
Time ∗ Group
69.780
Time ∗ Region
0.285
Time ∗ Group ∗ Region
0.160
Time
286.418
Time ∗ Group
58.223
Time ∗ Diameter
18.651
Time ∗ Group ∗ Diameter
2.458
Time
349.141
Time ∗ Group
67.089
Time ∗ Length
1.103
Time ∗ Group ∗ Length
0.022

𝑝
0.001∗∗
0.001∗∗
0.577
0.562
0.001∗∗
0.001∗∗
0.001∗∗
0.014∗
0.001∗∗
0.001∗∗
0.324
0.799
0.001∗∗
0.001∗∗
0.566
0.442
0.001∗∗
0.001∗∗
0.001∗∗
0.002∗∗
0.001∗∗
0.001∗∗
0.391
0.676
0.001∗∗
0.001∗∗
0.640
0.740
0.001∗∗
0.001∗∗
0.001∗∗
0.112
0.001∗∗
0.001∗∗
0.309
0.920

Between-subjects effects
Source
𝐹
Intercept
1613.261
Group
298.065
Region
0.547
Group ∗ Region
0.220
Intercept
1533.668
Group
287.963
Diameter
26.997
Group ∗ Diameter
5.561
Intercept
1477.272
Group
276.488
Length
0.875
Group ∗ Length
0.001
Intercept
1626.138
Group
319.692
Region
0.787
Group ∗ Region
0.634
Intercept
1550.248
Group
312.604
Diameter
27.627
Group ∗ Diameter
6.420
Intercept
1479.121
Group
300.815
Length
0.872
Group ∗ Length
0.041
Intercept
1460.545
Group
254.932
Region
0.338
Group ∗ Region
0.030
Intercept
1342.527
Group
236.093
Diameter
23.370
Group ∗ Diameter
4.434
Intercept
1343.308
Group
232.828
Length
0.798
Group ∗ Length
0.055

𝑝
0.001∗∗
0.001∗∗
0.461
0.640
0.001∗∗
0.001∗∗
0.001∗∗
0.019∗
0.001∗∗
0.001∗∗
0.352
0.972
0.001∗∗
0.001∗∗
0.377
0.428
0.001∗∗
0.001∗∗
0.001∗∗
0.013∗
0.001∗∗
0.001∗∗
0.353
0.840
0.001∗∗
0.001∗∗
0.563
0.864
0.001∗∗
0.001∗∗
0.001∗∗
0.038∗
0.001∗∗
0.001∗∗
0.374
0.815

Assumption of sphericity was violated; Greenhouse-Geisser 𝐹 and 𝑝 values are reported.
< 0.05; ∗∗ 𝑝 < 0.01.

∗𝑝

significantly lower in the L group than in the M group,
consistent with previous findings for implants with the same
laser-microtextured collar design used in this study [16, 22].
This may be the result of increased resistance to probing
as dense connective tissue attempts to establish a better
mucosal barrier in the collar region of these implants [5].
Finally, the prosthetic outcomes were excellent in all cases,
with screw loosening and porcelain chipping observed in
only a small number of patients. Small adaptations and
occlusal adjustments during recall visits may help to prevent

such complications, although a 3-year observation period
may be too short for mechanical problems to manifest
[23].
This study has some limitations. First was the retrospective design, because patients and implant groups were
not randomized, masked, or equally distributed with regard
to the study variables. Subjects were evaluated according
to a retrospective chart review after considering the study
inclusion and exclusion criteria. Another limitation is the
lack of evaluation of buccal and lingual marginal bone loss.
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Table 5: Linear regression analysis for mesial, distal, and mean marginal bone loss values.

Mean

Mesial

Distal

Source

Beta

𝑝

Group (L)
Region (mand)
Diameter (4.6)
Length (12)
Group (L)
Region (mand)
Diameter (4.6)
Length (12)
Group (L)
Region (mand)
Diameter (4.6)
Length (12)

0.411
0.008
0.241
−0.010
0.401
0.011
0.262
0.001
0.422
0.004
0.221
−0.021

0.001∗∗
0.852
0.001∗∗
0.824
0.001∗∗
0.781
0.001∗∗
0.973
0.001∗∗
0.927
0.001∗∗
0.673

95% CI for beta
Lower bound
Upper bound
0.334
0.488
−0.073
0.089
0.152
0.331
−0.096
0.077
0.326
0.476
−0.068
0.090
0.175
0.349
−0.083
0.086
0.334
0.509
−0.088
0.096
0.119
0.323
−0.119
0.077

Dependent variables: difference between 3-month and 36-month mean, mesial and distal marginal bone loss values.
∗∗ 𝑝
< 0.01.

Table 6: Comparison of probing depth parameters after prosthesis delivery between the L group and M group implants.
Months
4
12
24
36

4–12
4–24
4–36
12–24
12–36
24–36
a

L (𝑛 = 47)
Median (𝑄1 , 𝑄3 )
1.75 (1.5, 1.75)
2 (1.75, 2)
2 (2, 2.25)
2.25 (2, 2.5)
d
0.001∗∗
Median (𝑄1 , 𝑄3 )
0.25 (0.25, 0.25)
0.5 (0.25, 0.5)
0.5 (0.5, 0.75)
0.25 (0, 0.25)
0.25 (0.25, 0.5)
0.25 (0, 0.25)

c𝑝
∗∗

0.001
0.001∗∗
0.001∗∗
0.001∗∗
0.001∗∗
0.001∗∗

M (𝑛 = 56)
Median (𝑄1 , 𝑄3 )
2.5 (2.5, 2.75)
3 (3, 3.25)
3.25 (3.25, 3.5)
3.5 (3.25, 3.5)
d
0.001∗∗
Median (𝑄1 , 𝑄3 )
0.5 (0.25, 0.5)
0.75 (0.5, 0.75)
0.75 (0.5, 1)
0.25 (0.25, 0.25)
0.25 (0.25, 0.5)
0 (0, 0.25)

a𝑝

0.001∗∗
0.001∗∗
0.001∗∗
0.001∗∗
c𝑝

a𝑝
∗∗

0.001
0.001∗∗
0.001∗∗
0.001∗∗
0.001∗∗
0.001∗∗

0.001∗∗
0.001∗∗
0.001∗∗
0.463
0.507
0.239

Mann–Whitney U test; c Wilcoxon signed-rank test; d Friedman test. ∗∗ 𝑝 < 0.01. 𝑄1 : first quartile, 25th percentile; 𝑄3 : third quartile, 75th percentile.

Two-dimensional radiographs only show the mesial and
distal aspects of an implant; however, stable buccal bone levels
also affect the outcomes of implant-supported restorations
[24]. Another limitation is the study design. All implants
were placed in optimum conditions, with no grafted sites,
minimally invasive flap elevation, and conventional loading
protocols.

4. Conclusions
Within the limitations of this study, our results suggest
predictable outcomes with regard to marginal bone loss
and success for both implants with machined and lasermicrotextured collars and those with machined collars; however, bone resorption is lower with the former than with the
latter, before and after loading. The laser-microtextured collar
may provide a shallower PD than machined collar implants.
Additional long-term clinical investigations are necessary to
clarify our findings further.
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Nonthermal atmospheric pressure plasma jets (APPJ) have been developed and applied in biomedical research as a cancer treatment
or bacterial sterilization. However, the drawback of APPJ on normal oral cells during plasma treatment and underlying cell death
mechanisms have not been studied and clearly explained, although there is known to be an influence from reactive oxygen species
(ROS). Hence, this study investigates whether and how a nonthermal atmospheric pressure air plasma jet kills human normal
gingival cells using immortalized human gingival fibroblasts (hTERT-hNOF cells). In this study, a set of physicochemical or
biological methods were used to illuminate the killing mechanisms. It was found that ROS were induced intracellularly without
a breakdown of the cell wall and apoptosis was involved in cell death when an air APPJ treatment was performed on the cells
directly without media; the air treatment only supported a detachment of the cells without increase of ROS. It was also revealed
that a correlation between intracellular ROS concentration and cells viability existed. These results indicated that the direct air APPJ
treatment possibly raises safety issue to normal tissue and thereby APPJ application in biomedical field needs more in vitro and in
vivo study to optimize it.

1. Introduction
Killing cancer cells and eradicating harmful microorganisms
in the environment are both important aims [1]. Current
strategies for cancer treatment are based on the removal
of cancer cells through surgery. To reduce the risk of
recurrence by residual cancer cells, an adjuvant treatment
is used that consists of radio-radiation, chemotherapy, or
proton beam and magnetic nanoparticles [2–4]. However,
adjuvant treatments such as chemotherapeutic drugs have
side effects as they may also kill normal cells or mistakenly
target noncancerous cells due to their high proliferation.
Therefore, the development of a novel therapeutic method for
killing target cells is strongly needed. As a novel therapeutic
technique, nonthermal atmospheric pressure plasma jets

(APPJ) have been considered in recent years due to their
many advantages, which include operation at atmospheric
pressure, application to target sites without heat-induced
damage, and cost-effective, portable systems [5, 6]. However,
the side effect of APPJ on normal oral cells during plasma
treatment for cancer therapy has not been studied to the
author’s knowledge.
APPJ therapy within many biomedical applications could
modulate the various biological processes of cells and thus
can be used as a substitute for conventional cancer therapeutics or sterilization [1, 7–9]. In order to make APPJ
therapy more effective in killing the target cells, a study of
cell death mechanisms is essential. First, plasma-irradiated
cells lose their ability to attach and incurred cellular changes,
which clearly shows the response of mammalian cells to

2
plasma species [10]. Second, it has been reported that plasma
therapy can induce apoptosis by plasma radicals directly
[11]. Furthermore, plasma-induced apoptosis has been clearly
demonstrated in a recent paper that investigated cellular
signaling related to an apoptotic process [12, 13]. Recent
research suggests that reactive oxygen species and reactive
nitrogen species (ROS/RNS) are significant and perhaps even
central actors in the actions of antimicrobial and cancer
therapies [14, 15]. However, the cell membrane damage by
APPJ as a role for cell death and correlation between quantity
of intracellular ROS and cell viability have not been clearly
explained other than the influence of ROS induced apoptosis.
To evaluate the side effect of APPJ treatment in oral cavity
and cell death mechanism of human cells by APPJ treatment,
immortalized human normal gingival fibroblasts with human
telomerase reverse transcriptase gene transfection (hTERThNOF cells) were selected for this study. Using human cell
lines derived from normal oral tissues would be considered
more appropriate choice for evaluating side effect of normal
cells by APPJ treatment for cancer treatment, compared
to malignant cell lines (e.g., L929, Saos-2). The study was
undertaken using human normal gingival fibroblasts (hNOF)
in situ in order to evaluate biocompatibility of titanium dental
implant in contact with the mucosal gingival [16]. However,
such hNOF cannot be consistently used for evaluating cytotoxicity of dental products, due to the limited lifespan in
serial culture and the genomic instability in later passages [17,
18]. It was studied that the cytotoxicity response of hTERThNOF cells is significantly similar to human normal gingival
fibroblasts (hNOF) and more sensitive compared to L929 cells
with genomic stability even at the later passages [19].
Hence, the aim of this study is to reveal the effect of APPJ
on immortalized human gingival fibroblasts during plasma
treatment and the normal human cell death mechanism
by direct APPJ treatment, in terms of the plasma etching
phenomenon, cell detachment, cell wall destruction, and ROS
accumulation.

2. Experimental Set-Up
2.1. Plasma Source. The treatment consisted of an air plasma
jet (Kwangwoon University, Korea) [20] with a compressed
air flow rate of 3 L/min. Briefly, the plasma jet components
consisted of a steel inner electrode having 1.2 mm depth,
0.2 mm thickness, and 3.2 mm depth of quartz as a dielectric.
The hole in the outer electrode was 0.7 mm. An oscilloscope
(Lecroy Wave Runner 64xi (10 GS/s)), voltage probe (Tektronix P6015A (1000 : 1)), and Neon Trans (PNP-1000, max
output voltage 15 kV, current 13 mA) were included in the
plasma jet equipment. The plasma treatment time ranged
from 5 seconds to 4 minutes.
2.2. Determination of the Etching Effect of APPJ. To determine
the etching effect of the air APPJ treatment, a polystyrene
plate surface was analyzed by an optical 3D surface measurement profile (Contour GT-X3 BASE, Bruker, Bremen,
Germany) after treatment with air and the air APPJ for
5 minutes. Each specimen was visualized in 2D and 3D
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images and was further analyzed by the Ra value in order to
determine the difference in roughness between groups. The
scan length and backscan were 5 and 15 𝜇m in the vertical
scanning interferometry mode, respectively. Magnification of
the objective and multiplier was 2.5x and 0.55x, respectively.
2.3. Determination of the Chemical Composition of Cell
Debris. After hTERT-hNOF cells (1.5 mL of 1 × 105 cells/mL)
were incubated in Dulbecco’s Modified Eagles Medium/F12 (DMEM/F-12 3 : 1, Welgene, Daegu, Korea) supplemented
with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS, Gibco, Grand Island,
NY) and 1% antibiotic-antimycotic (Gibco, BRL, USA) for
3 days, it was washed twice by phosphate buffer solution
(PBS, Welgene) to remove residual media. The air or air APPJ
treatment was performed on adherent cells after discarding
the PBS. Next, 200 𝜇L of cell lysis buffer (Cell signaling
Technology, Beverly, MA) was added, and the cells were
incubated at 4∘ C for 10 minutes. After the cells were manually
scraped into a tube using a cell scraper, they were briefly
sonicated and centrifuged for 20 minutes at 15000 ×g at 4∘ C.
The pellets including inclusion bodies, which are nuclear
or cytoplasmic aggregates (proteins) of stainable substances,
without DNA, RNA, and soluble protein were gathered and
washed twice by PBS after discarding the supernatant. A
freeze dryer (Bondiro, Ilshin, Kyungki-do, Korea) was used
for one day at −48∘ C with 7 mTorr to dry the pellets. Xray photoelectron spectra (XPS, Thermo Scientific, UK) were
obtained using K-alpha. The X-rays were irradiated on the
pellets of cells. C1s at 284.8 eV were used as a reference, and
C, O, N, P, and Na were detected in detail.
2.4. Determination of Intracellular Accumulation of ROS.
To monitor the intracellular accumulation of ROS, the
cell-permeable fluorescent probe 2 , 7 -dichlorodihydrofluorescein diacetate (DCFH-DA, Cell Biolabs Inc., San Diego,
CA) was used. DCFH-DA was oxidized to highly fluorescent
2 , 7 -dichlorodihydrofluorescein (DCF) by ROS after diffusion into the cells. The fluorescence intensity is known to be
proportional to the ROS levels within the cell cytosol [21].
Procedures were followed according to the manufacturer’s
protocol. Briefly, 100 𝜇L of 1x DCFH-DA/media solution was
added to each well of a 96-well black plate, which had 3-day
cultured hTERT-hNOF cells (cell seeding amount is 100 𝜇L
of 1 × 105 cells/mL per well). After the plate was incubated at
37∘ C for 30 minutes, the solution was removed, and each
well was washed twice by DPBS. After air or air APPJ
treatment was performed on DCFH-DA loaded hTERThNOF cells without any intermediate solution, a fluorescent
microplate reader was used to detect the fluorescence, using
excitation and emission wavelengths of 480 nm and 530 nm,
respectively, after 20 minutes of further incubation with
supplemented media. After obtaining the standard curve
between the DCF concentration and the relative fluorescent
unit (RFU), a correlation was calculated between the cell
viability and the concentration of DCF, as the quantity of
intracellular ROS. After preparing a 1 : 10 dilution series of
DCF standards in the concentration range of 0 nM–10 𝜇M, by
diluting the 1 mM DCF stock in the cell culture media, 75 𝜇L
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of each standard and cell lysis buffer was transferred to a 96well plate and a fluorescence measurement was performed at
the above wavelengths.
2.5. Cell Viability Test. Cell viability was determined using a
cell viability assay kit which consumes WST salt (Ez-Cytox,
Daeillab, Korea). The amount of yellow formazan dye that is
generated from the cells is known to be directly proportional
to the number of viable cells, because WST salt changes into
a highly water soluble dye by the mitochondrial NADHdehydrogenase activity of live cells. The immortalized human
gingival fibroblasts, hTERT-hNOF cells, were established by
transfecting human normal gingival fibroblasts with human
telomerase reverse transcriptase. This preserved the phenotypical characteristics, replicative potential, and biological
properties of human normal gingival fibroblasts [19]. hTERThNOF cells were cultured in supplemented DMEM/F-12 3 : 1
media by the way that was previously described in Section 2.3.
The cells were maintained in a humidified incubator at 37∘ C,
in an atmosphere containing 5% CO2 . After hTERT-hNOF
cells (500 𝜇L of 1 × 105 cells/mL) were seeded on each well
of a 12-well polystyrene plate (SPL, Pocheon, Gyeonggi-do,
Korea), they were incubated for 3 days without change of
media prior to treatment. The air or air APPJ treatment was
performed without any liquid on adherent cells after discarding the media and washing the cells with PBS. The absorbance
was measured in a spectrophotometer at a wavelength of
450 nm after washing by PBS, and 3 h after adding 50 𝜇L (10%
of supplemented media) of WST solution. The results were
expressed as a percentage of the values obtained from an
untreated specimen as a control group.
2.6. Determination of Cell Detachment and the Morphology
Change. After air APPJ treatment of hTERT-hNOF cells in
a way of 2.5. and 3 hr further incubation in supplemented
media, each sample was visualized as a bright field image
of cells using a Juli fluorescent cell analyzer (Digital Bio,
Seoul, Korea). The samples were prepared by following
the procedures for a scanning electron microscopy image.
The specimens were fixed with 2% glutaraldehyde and 2%
paraformaldehyde with 0.5% CaCl2 in 0.1 M pH 7.4 phosphate
buffer for 2 h and washed three times for 30 min in 0.1 M
PB. The samples were postfixed with 1% OsO4 dissolved in
0.1 M PB for 2 h, dehydrated in an ascending gradual series
(50∼100%) of ethanol, followed by T butyl alcohol, and then
subjected to a freeze dryer (Hitachi, Japan). They were then
coated with gold using an ion sputter (IB-3 Eiko Japan) of
6 mA for 6 min and examined and photographed with a FESEM (S-800, Hitachi, Japan) at the acceleration voltage of
20 kV.
2.7. Annexin V-PI Cytofluorimetric Analyses. Cell apoptosis and necrosis were analyzed with the annexin Vfluoroisothiocyanate apoptosis detection kit (BD Biosciences
Pharmingen, CA, USA) following the manufacturer’s instructions. hTERT-hNOF cells incubated for 3 days as described
in Section 2.5. were treated with 15-second air or air APPJ.

3
Air (N2 , O2 , Ar, CO2 , O3 etc.)

Air APPJ (O3 , O2 − , OH, OH2 , 1 O2 etc.)

(a)

(b)

Figure 1: Schematic diagram illustrating the main hypotheses
explaining the cell death mechanism: (a) by direct air through
detachment and (b) by air APPJ treatment on cells with an
expression of apoptosis-like or split morphology by intracellular
ROS.

After treatment, 3 hr of incubation was performed in supplemented media before analysis. The samples were analyzed by
flow cytometry (FC 500, Beckman Coulter, CA, USA) with
10,000 cells per each running.
2.8. Statistical Analysis. One-way ANOVA and Tukey’s test
were used to analyze the differences between groups. The
significance level was set at 95% (𝑝 = 0.05). The Pearson
correlation test was performed between groups at the 95%
level.

3. Results and Discussion
Three possible cell responses to the plasma treatment have
been reported: programmed cell death (apoptosis), temporary loss of cell adhesion, and necrosis [7]. Since the cell
response to air APPJ produced in ambient air was strongly
affected by the air flow, the main hypotheses postulated to
explain the cell death mechanism by direct air and by air APPJ
treatment on cells are explained in the schematic diagram
in Figure 1. With the APPJ treatment, apoptosis and loss of
cell adhesion possibly occurred, while the air treatment only
induced the detachment of cells on the surfaces.
Among various plasma effects—such as etching, heat
damage, and metallization or polymerization of single materials on the biomaterial surfaces—measurements of the etching effect in terms of surface roughness had the greatest
priority, as heat damage from APPJ was excluded in the
device developmental stage and another material was not
used in this study [20, 22, 23]. Figure 2(e) shows that a
surface roughness change (Ra) after APPJ treatment was not
statistically observed (air: 1.94 ± 0.28 𝜇m, air APPJ: 1.74 ±
0.66 𝜇m). Although each treatment had a different mean
value about the surface roughness, the 3D and 2D surface
roughness images in Figures 2(a)–2(d) confirmed that there
was no visibly etched morphology on the surface. This lack
may be advantageous for creating a warranted plasma effect
on cells without physical ablation.
An XPS analysis of cell debris, consisting of a cell wall
and organelle, is shown in Figure 3. Because there was strong
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Figure 2: (a), (c) 3D and (b), (d) 2D surface roughness images of an (a), (b) air or (c), (d) air APPJ treated polystyrene plate, and (e) a
comparison graph of the Ra value (𝑛 = 5).
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Figure 3: XPS analysis of cell debris after the air APPJ treatment on the hTERT-hNOF cells. P2p (133.2 eV), C1s (285.1 eV),
N1s (399.9 eV), O1s (531.9 eV), and Na1s (1071.1 eV) were majorly
detected.

relationship between the N/P atomic concentration ratio of
the inclusion bodies, mostly composed of insoluble lipid cell
membrane, and the electrophoretic mobility of them, XPS
was applied to investigate any change of inclusion bodies to
investigate damage of insoluble lipid cell membrane, which
was important for cell membrane integrity [24]. In this study,
the significant change of N/P ratio as atomic percentage was
not found in air APPJ treatment groups (5.8∼6.2) compared
to nontreated control (6.0 ± 0.4). Therefore, the composition
change in the insoluble cell lipid membrane consisting of cell
membrane was not observed significantly, which means that
plasma radicals rarely damage the cell wall directly.
The quantity of relative intracellular ROS according to
the treatment in the hTERT-hNOF cells was investigated after
20 minutes from the treatment time to calculate quantity of
immediately generated ROS. Figure 4 shows that the quantity
of intracellular ROS by air or air APPJ treatment on hTERThNOF cells increased with an increase in the treatment time;
furthermore, this quantity was statistically different between
air and air APPJ in the 1 m and 4 m treatment groups (𝑝 <
0.05). There have been some reports that ROS exists inside the
cell membrane. ROS may bind to the cell membrane receptors
and the activated intracellular signaling pathways that modify
the intracellular ROS concentration [25]. Alternatively, ROS
may move across the cell membrane by active transport
across the bilayer, through a transient opening of pores in the
membrane or in calcium channels [2, 26]. This study used a
cell permeable fluorescent probe (DCFH-DA) to monitor the
intracellular accumulation of ROS by both of these options.
DCFH-DA can only be oxidized to highly fluorescent DCF by
intracellular ROS after it is deacetylated to DCFH by cellular
esterases. In addition, suctioning of the cell media prior
to treatment was performed to minimize the interactions
between ROS and the cell media, including amino acids

30000

∗
a

∗

∗
∗
b

a
20000

10000

0

NT

5s

15 s

30 s

1 min

2 min

4 min

No treatment
Air
Air APPJ

Figure 4: Intracellular reactive oxygen species (ROS) after air or
air APPJ treatment on hTERT-hNOF cells. ROS was measured 20
minutes later after treatment. Statistic difference is shown between
same letters in same treatment time. Asterisk indicates significant
difference compared to NT (𝑛 = 5, 𝑝 < 0.05).

and proteins, and also to minimize the production of longlived reactive organic hydroperoxides in the media. This
in turn reduced the lipid peroxidation and cell membrane
damage by plasma-media interaction [27]. Therefore, the
fluorescence intensity by DCF has been used to detect the
quantity of selective ROS that is induced by the plasma
radicals themselves, and not by the plasma-media interaction.
To reveal the effect of APPJ treatment on human normal
cells and correlation between cell viability and the quantity
of intracellular ROS, a cell viability test was first performed.
It is known that plasma induces a time dependent cell death
in several cells (i.e., human cancer cells and canine blood
cells) [28, 29]. The cancer cells were easily eliminated by a
few-second treatment of direct air APPJ in previous study
(no results); in extreme condition up to 4-minute treatment
was performed for evaluating side effect of APPJ treatment
on human oral gingival fibroblasts in this study. However,
the effect of air APPJ on human oral gingival fibroblasts,
in case of APPJ application in oral cavity, has been rarely
studied. To precisely evaluate the intracellular ROS effects by
APPJ, the air treatment was used as a control group. Figure 5
shows that hTERT-hNOF cells viability after air or air APPJ
treatment decreased as the treatment time increased, except
for the 5-second treatment. The results for the 5-second short
treatment show that the drying effects of the air flow reduce
cell viability, while the plasma radicals induce a moderate
increase in viability. In terms of the evaluation of the APPJ
effects on cells, the air APPJ treatment had statistically lower
hTERT-hNOF cells viability compared to the air treatment,
except for the 5-second and 4-minute treatment (𝑝 < 0.05).
The correlation between the air APPJ treated cell viability
and the calculated DCM concentrations of treated cells are
described in Table 1. The quantities of calculated DCM in
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Table 1: Pearson correlation between air APPJ-treated cell viability
and calculated DCM concentrations of treated cells.
Air APPJ-air
0.784
0.065

Pearson correlation
Significance
∗

Air APPJ
0.873∗
0.023

Air
0.920∗
0.009

Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level.

Human gingival fibroblasts
viability (WST-1, %)

120
∗
a

100
80
∗
a

60

∗
b

∗
b

40

∗
c

∗
c

20
0

NT

5s

15 s

30 s

∗
d ∗
d
1 min

∗ ∗
e e

∗ ∗

2 min

4 min

No treatment
Air
Air APPJ

Figure 5: hTERT-hNOF cells viability after air or air APPJ treatment. Cell viability was measured 3 hr later after treatment. Statistic
difference is shown between same letters in same treatment time.
Asterisk indicates significant difference compared to NT (𝑛 = 4,
𝑝 < 0.05).

the air APPJ and air treated cells are correlated with the cell
viability of air APPJ-treated cells at the 0.05 level, except for
that of air subtracted from air APPJ. The above correlation
shows the quantity of intracellular ROS induced ablation of
hTERT-hNOF cells.
Since ultraviolet (UV) radiation also has the potential
to reduce cell viability, UV effects were eliminated from the
previous study. No species were detected under 300 nm, at
which the strongest effects of UV occur in biological systems
for the ablation of bacteria and organic cells; also, very
few species were observed near UV light (300–400 nm) in
the exact same air APPJ system, as detected using optical
emission spectrum analysis [30].
A comparison of cell phenotypes after air treatment and
after air APPJ treatment (Figure 6) clearly shows that the
air APPJ treatment causes apoptosis-related morphological
changes in hTERT-hNOF cells compared to the air treatment.
In Figure 6(a), the ablation area of cells by air flow clearly
appeared with detached cells (Figure 6(b)). However, the
ablation of cells by air APPJ obviously appeared (Figure 6(c))
with apoptosis (indicated by arrow) and a cell shrinkage or
condensation (Figure 6(d)) morphology. This apoptosis phenomenon was even more evident in Figure 6(g), where typical
apoptosis morphology—surface blebbing which describes
bubbling of the plasma membrane—was mostly observed.

However, it was rarely observed that the plasma also has a
direct physical impact on the cells to make them “burst.”
Otherwise, the loss of cell attachment and the breakage of the
outer actin filament were observed after the air flow treatment
in Figures 6(e) and 6(f). Mammalian cell death consists of
three morphologically distinct types: apoptosis, necrosis, and
autophagic cell death (ACD) [31]. There have been no reports
to date that mammalian cells can be killed via ACD in vivo,
and apoptosis and necrosis are commonly studied under
various physiological conditions. Between the remaining
two cell death types, apoptosis is the preferable choice due
to a minimal inflammatory reaction by the “programmed
cell death mechanism” compared to the large inflammatory
reaction of necrosis from dead cells and the innate immune
system [11, 32]. The above evaluation of cell morphology
showed that apoptosis possibly occurred after air APPJ
treatment on human gingival fibroblasts, while necrosis rarely
occurred, and the air treatment only supported detachment
of the cells.
Annexin V-PI cytofluorimetric analyses were performed
to evaluate whether the cell viability loss was due to induction
of apoptosis or necrosis. According to the results, ∼20% of
cells were undergoing early or late apoptosis in air APPJ treatment while ∼3% of cells were necrosis (Figure 7(b)), which
was also found in other APPJ treatment against oral cells. The
annexin V-PI staining confirmed more apoptotic death in air
APPJ treatment [12]. In contrast, air treatment showed most
of the cells were alive with only few % of apoptotic or necrotic
cells along with the results from direct APPJ treated oral cells
[33] (Figure 7(a)). Therefore, the direct air APPJ treatment
on human gingival fibroblasts possibly induced warranted
cell ablation with minimal necrosis induced inflammatory
reaction.
In this study, we used immortalized normal oral cells not
cancer cells. Therefore, it cannot be assumed exactly whether
killing selectivity among cancer cells and normal gingival
cells was obtained. However, according to previous studies
[12, 13, 34], nonthermal atmospheric pressure plasma is able
to get selective killing effect between normal gingival cells
and cancer cells due to sensitivity against reactive species
including ROS and difference of involved biological pathway
to deal with plasma generated reactive species. Further study
is necessary to investigate application of air APPJ treatment
for cancer treatment.

4. Conclusions
In this study, air APPJ was used to study whether a nonthermal atmospheric pressure air plasma jet kills immortalized
human gingival fibroblasts during treatment and to reveal the
cell death mechanism by direct treatment on immortalized
human gingival fibroblasts, in terms of the plasma etching
phenomenon, cell detachment, cell wall destruction, and ROS
accumulation. Air APPJ possibly incurs death of human
gingival fibroblasts during treatment according to increase
of treatment time over 10 seconds without etching damage
and destruction of cell wall by direct treatment, as seen by 3D
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Figure 6: Bright image of hTERT-hNOF cells after 15 second (a and b) air and (c and d) air APPJ treatment, and SEM image after 15-second
(e and f) air and (g and h) air APPJ treatment. After treatment, 3 hr of incubation was performed in supplemented media before observation.
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Figure 7: Annexin V-PI cytofluorimetric analyses were performed to observe apoptosis. hTERT-hNOF cells were treated with 15-second (a)
air or (b) air APPJ. After treatment, 3 hr of incubation was performed in supplemented media before analysis. 10,000 cells were counted per
each running.

image and XPS analysis. With a correlation between intracellular ROS concentration and hTERT-hNOF cells viability, it
was found that the ablation of cells by air APPJ was caused
by the interaction between plasma radicals and intracellular
reaction. Bright and SEM images with annexin V-PI assays
confirmed that, in most cases, direct air APPJ treatment
on cells induced apoptosis without a breakdown of the cell

membrane, while the air treatment supported the detachment
of cells without further apoptosis. These results indicated that
the direct air APPJ treatment possibly decrease the number
of human gingival fibroblasts according to an increase of
treatment time by intracellular ROS activated apoptosis and
thereby safety issue to normal tissue will remain for APPJ
application.
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Introduction. The bone volume of the posterior maxilla may not be appropriate for implant placement, due to factors such as
pneumatized maxillary sinus. The purpose of this study was to evaluate the percentage of graft volume reduction following sinus
floor elevation (SFE), with either slow resorbable bone substitute only or a composite of slow and fast resorbable bone substitutes,
using cone beam computed tomography (CBCT). Materials and Methods. In this retrospective study, CBCT scans of SFE procedures
were evaluated to determine the volume of grafted sinus with either deproteinized bovine bone (DBB) or a 2 : 1 mixture of biphasic
calcium sulfate (CS) and DBB, as a composite. The volumetric changes of sinus augmentations were measured 2 weeks (V-I) and 6
months (V-II) after operation. Results. Thirty-three patients were included in this study. The average percentage volume reduction
was 9.39 ± 3.01% and 17.65 ± 4.15% for DBB and composite grafts, respectively. A significant graft volume reduction was observed
between V-I and V-II for both groups (𝑝 < 0.01). The DBB group exhibited significantly less volume reduction than the composite
group (𝑝 < 0.01). Conclusions. Augmented sinus volume may change before implant placement. DBB offers greater volume stability
during healing than composite grafts.

1. Introduction
Implant-supported restorations have become a successful
and predictable choice of treatment for patients who have
sufficient bone volume available [1]. After tooth loss, maxillary sinus enlargement and resorption of the alveolar ridge
may be observed in the edentulous posterior maxilla [2].
Sinus floor elevation (SFE) has been accepted as a common
treatment method in cases of atrophy of the posterior maxilla,
as it has high predictability and low intra- or postsurgical
complication rates [3].
Although SFE has become a standard treatment procedure since the early 1980s, there is currently no evidence
supporting an ideal graft material for this approach [3].
Various grafting materials have been used for SFE, including
autogenous bone, allogenic grafts, xenogenic grafts, alloplasts, and a mixture of these materials as a composite [4].

The ideal bone replacement biomaterial for SFE should
be biocompatible, resorbed quickly, replaceable by newly
formed bone, and able to create adequate volume for implant
stability [5]. Autogenous bone grafts are considered as
the gold standard in augmentation procedures because of
their unique osteogenic, osteoinductive, and osteoconductive
properties [5, 6]. However, autogenous bone grafting also
has a number of disadvantages, including limited availability;
donor site morbidity; extension of surgical time; fast and
unpredictable resorption rates, especially for extraoral donor
sites such as the iliac bone; and the requirement of general
anesthesia for extraoral sites [5, 6].
Deproteinized bovine bone (DBB) is a frequently used
bone substitute in SFE procedures and may be used alone or
in combination with another substitute [4, 7, 8]. Importantly,
the osteoconductive interconnecting pore system of DBB
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serves as a scaffold for the migration of osteogenic cells [8–
10]. Furthermore, DBB has very low substitution rates [4, 7].
Calcium sulfate is a synthetic bone graft material that has
been used clinically as a resorbable material for over a century
[11]. It has high biocompatibility and osteoconductivity and
can be completely reabsorbed [12]. Indeed, the rapid rate of
calcium sulfate resorption allows grafted areas to be replaced
by newly formed bone even after just 2 weeks [11, 12].
The primary aim of the 2-stage SFE procedure is placement of implants in the grafted bone after a healing period
[13]. Therefore, graft volume stability is considered a primary
factor underpinning success in SFE procedures [13].
Different radiographic techniques have been reported
for evaluation of grafted areas [14]. Cone beam computed
tomography (CBCT) is a useful radiological method for
evaluating the presence of any pathology within the sinus
cavity before operation [15]. Furthermore, CBCT can be used
to identify the amount of available grafted bone both before
implant placement and in the period following SFE [15–17].
The aim of the present study was to use repetitive CBCT
scans to compare the grafted volumes in patients receiving
either DBB or a 2 : 1 mixture of novel synthetic biphasic CS
and DBB as a composite. To the best of our knowledge,
this is the first clinical study using computerized threedimensional (3D) analysis and CBCT scans to compare volumetric changes in both slow resorbable bone graft substitutes
and a mixture of slow and fast resorbable graft substitutes
as a composite, in the augmented maxillary sinus. The null
hypothesis of this retrospective study was that there would
be no difference in volume reduction, after SFE, between
interventions.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Study Design. CBCT scans of the maxillary sinuses of
patients who required 2-stage (delayed implant placement)
SFE augmentations were retrospectively collected from the
Oral Implantology Department between February 2010 and
February 2012. Only cases with repetitive CBCT images were
included, specifically, cases where images were taken before
the operation, within two weeks (V-I) of the operation, and
six months after SFE (V-II). Patients underwent uni- or
bilateral SFE with either DBB (Bio-Oss, Geistlich Pharma AG,
Wolhusen, Switzerland) with a 0.25–1 mm particle size or a
2 : 1 mixture of biphasic CS (BondBone, Medical Implant System, Shlomi, Israel) with a 0.3–0.8 mm particle size and DBB
(Bio-Oss, Geistlich Pharma AG, Wolhusen, Switzerland), as
a composite. The inclusion criteria were as follows: repetitive
CBCT history (before the operation, within two weeks (VI) of the operation, and six months after SFE (V-II)); <5 mm
of remnant alveolar portion of bone height, as evaluated
by CBCT, before SFE; age > 18 years; and adequate oral
hygiene. The exclusion criteria were smoking at preoperative
evaluation or the healing stage (≥10 cigarettes/day), alcohol
or drug abuse, maxillary sinus pathology, systemic diseases
that could affect the healing process, pregnancy, uncontrolled periodontal disease, radiation and/or chemotherapy
in the past, psychiatric problems, and large sinus membrane
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perforations that could not be repaired during SFE. The
presence of any of these conditions was ascertained according
to responses given in a routinely performed questionnaire
that is nonspecific and administered to all SFE patients. A
retrospective chart review of responses to this questionnaire,
with consideration for the inclusion and exclusion criteria,
yielded a final study cohort of 35 patients. This cohort was
divided into 2 groups (DBB, 𝑛 = 18; composite, 𝑛 = 17)
according to the biomaterial used, and written informed consent was obtained from all patients. The study protocol was
approved by the Ethical Committee of Istanbul University,
Turkey (Approval number 2015/37), and all procedures were
performed in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki.
2.2. Surgical Methods. Treatment was administered to
patients with good periodontal health. A 2-stage approach
(delayed implant placement) was used, and all surgical
procedures were performed under local anesthesia (Ultracain
DS Forte, Sanofi Aventis, Istanbul, Turkey). Mid-crestal and
vertical releasing incisions were made along the residual
alveolar bone to expose the buccal sinus wall. An ovalshaped access window was created according to the planned
location of the implant and anatomy of the maxillary sinus.
A mucoperiosteal flap was elevated, and the sinus membrane
was accessed by drilling a window into the buccal sinus wall
with a dental carbide and diamond round bur in a highspeed handpiece, under copious sterile saline irrigation. In
case of thin sinus walls, piezosurgery was used for lateral
window osteotomy. The bone at the center of the access
window was gently fractured inward with an osteotome,
and the intact sinus membrane with the remaining bone
was elevated superiorly. In cases with perforation of the
sinus membrane, repair was performed using a resorbable
collagen membrane (Mem-Lok, Collagen Matrix, Franklin
Lanes, NJ, USA). According to group allocations, the
appropriate graft was gently packed until it filled the entire
cavity between the sinus floor and the sinus membrane. A
trimmed, resorbable collagen barrier membrane, matching
the osteotomy window, was tacked (Pinfix, Sedenta, Istanbul,
Turkey) onto the buccal wall of the sinus to prevent migration
of the graft and soft tissue invasion. The mucosal flap was
sutured using a 4-0 nonabsorbable monofilament material
(SERALON, Serag-Wiessner, Naila, Germany) for primary
closure (Figures 1–5).
All patients received the same medication protocol. Postoperative care included antibiotic prophylaxis starting 1 hour
before the surgery and continued for 7 days postoperatively
(1000 mg amoxicillin and clavulanic acid, twice daily), pain
medication (600 mg ibuprofen to be taken as needed every
6 h), and a 0.2% chlorhexidine mouthwash twice daily for
10 days from the day after the operation. Dexamethasone
(4 mg orally, daily) was administered for 3 days to minimize
edema. Sutures were removed 10 days after surgery. Patients
were also examined for adverse outcomes, such as infection,
pain, and fistula formation, during follow-up sessions at 2,
4, and 6 months after SFE. Bone grafts were left to heal for
6 months before root-form roughed surface implants were
placed. These were then left for an additional 3 to 4 months to
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Figure 1: Crestal and vertical releasing buccal incisions were made
along the residual alveolar bone.
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Figure 4: The lateral window was then covered and tacked with
resorbable collagen membrane.

Figure 5: The mucosal flap was replaced with nonabsorbable
monofilament material for primary closure.
Figure 2: An osteotomy was performed on the buccal sinus wall
using diamond rotary instruments or a piezosurgical device. The
bone at the center of the access window was gently fractured, and the
intact sinus membrane was gently elevated with proper instruments.

Figure 3: Patients requiring SFE underwent grafting procedures
using either deproteinized bovine bone (DBB) or a 2 : 1 mixture of
biphasic CS and DBB as a composite.

allow osseointegration before prosthetic loading. All patients
received cement-retained fixed prosthetic restorations with
porcelain fused to metal crowns or bridges. Clinical examination of the implants placed in the grafted sinus was conducted
according to Albrektsson survival criteria, every 6 months for
2 years [18].
2.3. Radiographic Analysis. The intraexaminer study error
was evaluated using postoperative images from 5 randomly
selected SFE sites. An investigator (OB), not involved in
the SFE operations, repeated the measurements; an excellent
intraclass correlation coefficient of 0.972 was observed.
CBCT scan data were collected in the Digital Imaging
and Communications in Medicine (DICOM) file format,
using the i-CAT 3D Imaging System (Imaging Sciences
International Inc., Hatfield, PA, USA) with a field view of
13 × 8 cm and 0.25 voxel size. The data obtained from the
CBCT images of the upper jaw were transferred to a network
computer workstation, where the volumetric changes of
the graft were analyzed using the MIMICS 14.0 software
(Materialise Europe, World Headquarters, Leuven, Belgium).
In a room with low lighting conditions, the sinus bone
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Table 1: Mean residual bone height and width at the implant sites
prior to operation.
Residual bone height (mm) Residual bone width (mm)
Mean ± SD
Mean ± SD
DBB
3.19 ± 0.96
7.54 ± 1.23
Composite
3.34 ± 0.84
7.23 ± 1.03
0.622
0.408
𝑝1
1
Student’s t-tests, 𝑝 > 0.05.
DBB, deproteinized bovine bone; composite, 2 : 1 mixture of biphasic CS and
DBB.

Figure 6: Digital reconstruction was performed by selecting the
grafted volume, whereas manual reconstruction was based on
threshold values selected according to the gray values of native bone,
grafted bone, soft tissue, and sinus cavity, expressed on the software
program.

2.4. Statistical Analysis. Power calculation for comparison of
volume reductions between the groups gave the following
results: power = 0.80, 𝛽 = 0.20, and 𝛼 = 0.05 (in accordance with the reference related to the parameter of volume
reduction of grafted sinus, Δ = 0.45, and standard deviation
(SD) = 0.47). On the basis of this calculation, the necessary
sample size was 11 subjects per group. Changes in grafted bone
volume over time were statistically analyzed using IBM SPSS
Statistics 22 (IBM SPSS, Turkey). The Kolmogorov-Smirnov
test was used to assess the normality of data distribution.
Student’s 𝑡-tests were used for comparisons between groups,
whereas intragroup comparisons of parameters were conducted using paired-sample 𝑡-tests for normally distributed
data. The level of statistical significance was set at 𝑝 < 0.05
for all analyses.

3. Results and Discussion

Figure 7: The volume of the three-dimensional grafted biomaterial
was calculated.

grafts were reconstructed in 3D to evaluate the volume
changes in DBB or composite grafts at 2 reference points
in time (V-I and V-II). The digital volumetric calculation
methodology used has been described in previous studies [19,
20]. Digital reconstruction was accomplished by selecting the
grafted volume, whereas manual reconstruction was based
on threshold values selected according to the gray values
of native bone, grafted bone, soft tissue, and sinus cavity,
expressed in CBCT. The volume (mm3 ) of the 3D grafted
object was calculated for V-I and V-II (Figures 6 and 7). The
residual bone height (H-0) and width (W-0) of the alveolar
ridge were measured prior to the operation at the point of
planned implant insertion using software (i-CAT, Imaging
Sciences International Inc., Hatfield, PA, USA). Ridge width
was calculated at a level corresponding to mid-height. A
single value of ridge height and width was calculated for each
grafted site.

3.1. Results. Two of 35 patients, both belonging to the composite group, were excluded from the analysis as the border
between the graft and natural sinus bone walls appeared
indistinct at follow-up (V-II). In total, 33 patients with the
necessary criteria, including 19 DBB and 18 composite SFE
sites, were included in the study. Of these, 18 patients received
DBB grafts (mean age, 52.47 ± 11.44 years) and 15 patients
received composite grafts (mean age, 50.66 ± 11.65 years).
Bilateral augmentation was performed in 1 case in the DBB
group and in 3 cases in the composite group. Most of the sites
were partial (13 DBB, 10 composite) or totally edentulous (2
DBB, 6 composite). There were 4 single tooth sites in the DBB
group and 2 in the composite group. Minor perforation of
the sinus membrane occurred in 2 cases of the DBB group;
both of these cases were closed with the help of a collagen
membrane. None of the perforations were wide enough to
require abortion of SFE. No further surgical complications
or adverse events were observed during follow-up. The mean
residual bone height and width at the planned implant sites
were 3.26 ± 0.89 mm and 7.39 ± 1.13 mm, respectively.
Student’s 𝑡-test results revealed no significant differences in
the mean residual bone height and width between the DBB
and composite groups (𝑝 > 0.05) (Table 1). Overall graft
height losses of 1.72 ± 0.66 mm and 3.14 mm ±0.61 mm were
observed in the DBB and composite groups, respectively,
after 6 months of healing. The mean graft volume reduction
rate was 13.40 ± 5.49% (1.7%–26.2%). A significant graft
volume reduction was observed between V-I and V-II in
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Table 2: Graft volume changes at V-I and V-II for both groups.

V-I (mm3 )
V-II (mm3 )
Volumetric
change rate (%)
𝑝2

DBB
Mean ± SD

Composite
Mean ± SD

𝑝1

2431.12 ± 634.98
2206.89 ± 615.95

2870.34 ± 536.73
2360.06 ± 431.52

0.030∗
0.389

9.39 ± 3.01

17.65 ± 4.15

0.001∗∗

0.001∗∗

0.001∗∗

1

Student’s t-tests, ∗ 𝑝 < 0.05 and ∗∗ 𝑝 < 0.01.
Paired t-tests.
DBB, deproteinized bovine bone; composite, 2 : 1 mixture of biphasic CS and
DBB.
2

30,00

Volumetric reduction (%)

25,00
20,00
15,00
10,00
5,00
0,00

DBB

Composite

Figure 8: Box plot of percentages of reduction in bone graft volume
in the experimental groups after 6 months. DBB, deproteinized
bovine bone; composite, 2 : 1 mixture of biphasic CS and DBB.

both groups (𝑝 < 0.01) (Table 2). The average percentage
volume reduction in the DBB and composite groups was
9.39 ± 3.01% and 17.65 ± 4.15%, respectively (Table 2). The
DBB group exhibited significantly less volume reduction than
the composite group (𝑝 < 0.01) (Table 2, Figure 8). A
total of 73 dental implants were placed in the grafted sinuses
successfully. Implant manufacturers included Biohorizons,
Birmingham, AL, USA (𝑛 = 39), Nobel Biocare AB,
Göteborg, Sweden (𝑛 = 21), and Medical Implant System,
Shlomi, Israel (𝑛 = 13). No implants were lost during the
2-year follow-up period, and the survival rate was 100%,
according to Albrektsson criteria.
3.2. Discussion. The aim of this study was to evaluate the
volumetric changes associated with 2 biomaterials that had
either low or high substitution rates in SFE. Selection of the
ideal biomaterial is influenced by the time taken to form
new bone, as well as the stability of the grafting volume [13].
Volumetric evaluation of the resorption rate of grafted bone
by using three-dimensional techniques is more accurate than
evaluation using two-dimensional techniques [13]. Several
factors such as size of the sinus, number of missing teeth,
smoking, pneumatization effect, and remaining alveolar bone

may influence the amount of bone graft on maxillary sinus
[3, 4, 8, 13]. Volume reduction following augmentation
procedures is primarily influenced by the features of the bone
grafting biomaterial [3, 4, 8]. In the present study, a significant
volumetric reduction was observed in both groups; however
the composite group exhibited more resorption than the DBB
group. Therefore, the null hypothesis of the present study was
rejected.
DBB has previously been reported as having none or
limited resorption [7, 21]. Although high rates of new bone
formation have been reported for DBB, the resorption capacity of the material is still of concern [13, 21]. Scarano et
al. [22] observed 31% residual DBB graft material in core
biopsies taken after 6 months of healing. Umanjec-Korac
et al. [23] used 3D assessment to observe changes in SFE
DBB grafts and noted a 19.30% volume reduction. In the
literature, it has been shown that the resorption rate of DBB
is between 6% and 20% prior to implant placement in 2stage SFE operations [19, 24]. Additionally, some studies have
used two-dimensional (2D) analysis to evaluate changes in
grafting ridge height after SFE. Specifically, in a study by
Hallman et al. [25], a reduction in linear grafting volume was
observed, in addition to changes in height measured from
a reference point as a representative metric of volumetric
change. However, these studies may have a high risk of bias,
as they evaluated volumetric changes using only linear measurements as representative of 3D alterations. Differences that
exist in the volumetric reduction rates reported by different
studies, even when the same graft biomaterial is used, may be
explained by the anatomy of the sinus cavity, surgical method,
experience of the surgeon, repneumatization force of the
patient, and the technique used for measurement [9, 13, 19].
In the present study, the lowest volume reduction rate was
associated with DBB, which has osteoconductive properties,
structural stability, and low turnover rates [13, 19]. The very
limited resorption of this material may serve as an advantage
by resisting repneumatization force of the sinus, resulting
in volumetric stability of the grafted region after SFE [26].
However, high-turnover resorbable biomaterials may help
to fill spaces with newly formed bone during replacement,
instead of residual DBB. This, in turn, increases the boneimplant contact surface and resistance to infections that may
be observed in the future [4, 27].
Graft particles of CS are prone to resorption and are
replaced by newly formed bone after only 1 to 4 months
of healing [11, 12]. In addition, a direct source of calcium
may help induce the initial stage of osteoprogenitor cell
migration more rapidly [5, 14]. Therefore, in the present
study, fast resorbable biphasic CS was mixed as a composite
with DBB and then compared with DBB, which had very
low substitution rates. The combined use of high- and lowturnover-rate materials as a composite may offer advantages.
Repneumatization of the sinus, which may result in reduced
overall grafting volume, can be inhibited during the healing period when using low-turnover-rate materials. In the
present study, the composite group presented with a high
level of graft shrinkage when compared with that of the DBB
group. It is possible that the proportion of DBB grafting
particles in the composite may have been insufficient to resist
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repneumatization forces. The grafting volume of the composite group may be more stable if the biphasic CS is used in
mixture ratios less than 2 : 1. Reducing healing time may also
help to decrease the detrimental effect of repneumatization.
Collins et al. [28] reported that CS alone may be successfully
used in the treatment of well-protected defects (e.g., socket
augmentation), provided implants are placed shortly after
surgery. Using high shrinkage biomaterials in SFE may result
in placement of short implants after healing and also increases
surgical complications during operation [9, 13].
It has been suggested that the ideal biomaterial for bone
regeneration should have mechanical characteristics similar
to the hard tissue to be regenerated [9, 26]. Although CS
is rapidly replaced with natural bone, clinical maturation of
the newly formed bone takes time, sometimes more than 4
to 6 months [29, 30]. During healing, the grafting volume
of the composite may not adequately resist the ongoing
pneumatization, resulting in immature characteristics of the
newly formed bone. Therefore, it can be speculated that the
mechanical properties of the regenerating bone should be
greater, in order to maintain volume and increase resorption
time, at least until placement of implants and loading.
No implants were lost during the 2-year follow-up period.
According to the literature, the survival rate of implants
after SFE is between 91% and 95% [3, 8, 20]. Failure rates
increase when the 1-staged approach is used [3, 8, 9]. We
found that a 6-month healing period was sufficient to achieve
and maintain stability for 2 years in both groups with the 2staged SFE approach.
Although the evaluation period of the present study is
not very long, it has been reported that the majority of
graft resorption occurs during the first 6 months of healing
after augmentation [8, 14]. Therefore, with respect to stability
of the grafting volume, the time period prior to implant
placement is crucial for evaluation of biomaterials in 2-stage
SFE procedures.
One of the primary limitations of the present study is
the lack of histological and histomorphometrical analysis
in the 2 groups after 6 months of healing. Although the
2-year follow-up period showed no adverse events and all
implants were well integrated and loaded, we had no way of
investigating the relationship between volumetric reductions
and histomorphometrical measurements.

4. Conclusions
Within the limits of this study, it can be concluded that
these bone substitutes can be successfully used alone or as a
composite in SFE procedures. Significant volume reduction
at the SFE site over time was observed for both biomaterials.
However, DBB may offer greater volume stability over time
than a composite. Reduced grafting volume did not appear to
compromise the survival rates of implants in either group. A
longer observation period is necessary to better understand
the volumetric stability of augmented maxillary sinuses and
the survival rates of implants.
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The aim of this study was to evaluate the effectiveness of techniques for soft tissue augmentation in the placement of immediate
implants with and without provisionalization and to assess the quality of the reports in the literature. Randomized clinical trials,
prospective clinical trials, and case series were included in this review. Clinical questions were formulated and organised according
to the PICOS strategy. An electronic search was performed in PubMed, Cochrane Central Register of Controlled Trials, Scopus,
and ISI Web up until June 2016. Interexaminer agreement on eligibility (𝑘 = 0.842; 𝑝 = 0.103) and quality (𝑘 = 0.933; 𝑝 < 0.001)
was high. Methodological approaches were assessed using criteria based on design related forms designed by the Dutch Cochrane
Collaboration. Finally, 14 papers were identified. In two studies, the implant survival was 90%; for the rest of the studies it was
100%. All studies reported favourable aesthetic, biological, and radiographic outcomes. Surgical and biomechanical complications
of this technique were not relevant. This technique effectively compensates for the expected loss of volume of the oral soft tissues
and maintains high success rates with good aesthetic results over time.

1. Introduction
After tooth extraction, a number of changes take place in the
socket during the following 12 months of surgery. The width
of the ridge will be reduced by 50% (about 5 to 7 mm); twothirds of this reabsorption occurs after the first three months
[1]. These changes expressed both horizontally and vertically
are expected in hard and soft tissues [2]. However, further
bone loss occurs horizontally and increased resorption of
the vestibular cortical thickness [3] results in a more palatal
position after the alveolar ridge resorption process [4].
Immediate implant placement (IIP) reduces alveolar
resorption [5, 6], the number of surgeries, and the waiting
time necessary until the placement of the final restoration
[7, 8]. Surgeons should however consider many factors to
achieve success in the treatment such as the location of
the implant, gingival marginal position, width and thickness
of keratinized mucosa [9], gingival biotype [10], vestibular

cortical thickness, and the size of the horizontal “gap” buccal
or sagittal position of the root [11].
To optimally preserve tissue, surgeons implement IIP [12]
to maintain bone architecture and immediate provisionalization to maintain soft tissue [13]. However, the appearance of
gingival recession has been reported after the first year in the
vestibular cortex [14–16]. To increase thickness of the gingival
tissues practitioners have suggested using connective tissue
grafts (ITC) as a method of preservation of soft tissue levels
[12, 17, 18].
A connective tissue graft associated with IIP was described by Edel [19] who used a biological membrane to cover
the residual alveolar defects associated with tooth extraction
and considered it a valid protocol [20, 21] against the use of
synthetic membranes that show more clinical complications,
such as colonization and bacterial infection [22, 23]. Biological membranes also improve metabolic environment of the
local soft tissue surface preserving the amount of keratinized
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tissue and allow for optimal marginal and peri-implants seals
[24]. We have therefore developed an associated surgical
procedure based on IIP palatal flaps rotation to obtain and
maintain coverage of primary soft tissue and crestal bone
augmentation following placement of the IIP [25, 26].
Some systematic reviews report the effectiveness of soft
tissue augmentation procedures around dental implants and
in partially edentulous sites [27] and changes in mucosal
soft tissue thickness and keratinized mucosa width after
soft tissue grafting around dental implants [28] or evaluate
success, the function, complications, and patient satisfaction
between “immediate,” “immediate-delayed,” and “delayed”
implants [29]. However, there is still a limited number of
articles analysing this type of mucogingival technique in
the immediate implants. The aims of this review were (1)
to evaluate the effectiveness of mucogingival techniques
after extraction and implant placement in adult patients
in randomized controlled trials (RCT), prospective clinical
trials (PCT), and case series (CS) and (2) to analyse the
changes in aesthetic and clinical outcomes in the peri-implant
tissues.

2. Material and Methods
The reporting of this systematic review is based on the
PRISMA guidelines [30]. A structured approach was used
to formulate the research question for this systematic review
using five components commonly known by the acronym
“PICOS” [31]: the patient population (P), the interventions
(I), the comparison group (C), the outcome of interest (O),
and the study design (S).
We therefore chose studies that demonstrated this:
Participants: adult patients who needed a dental
extraction and who required an immediate implant
treatment.
Interventions: use of connective tissue graft alone or
combined with immediate provisionalization and use
of rotated palatal graft.
Comparisons: no use of mucogingival and immediate
restoration techniques.
Outcome: changes in aesthetic and clinical outcomes.
Study design: randomized controlled trials (RCT),
prospective clinical trials (PCT), or case series (CS).
2.1. Search Strategy. An electronic search was performed in
PubMed, Scopus, ISI Web, and the Cochrane Oral Health
Group Specialized Trials Register (RCTs) database until
the 21st of May 2015. Two authors (Rosa Rojo and Jesús
Rodrı́guez-Molinero) performed all searches and selected
articles fulfilling the inclusion criteria independently and
in duplicate (Figure 1). The level of agreement between the
reviewers regarding study inclusion was calculated using
Cohen’s kappa statistic.
2.2. Search Terms. The following search algorithm was used:
((dental (MeSH) OR immediate (MeSH)) AND implants
(MeSH)) AND (“connective tissue graft” (free text word) OR

“free gingival graft” (free text word) OR “rotated palatal flap”
(free text word)) OR “immediate provisionalization” (free
text word) OR “immediate implant restoration” (free text
word).
2.3. Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria. The included study
articles had to fulfil all the following criteria: (1) randomized
and controlled clinical trials, prospective clinical trials, or
case series; (2) at least ten human participants; (3) full-text no
language restrictions; (4) studies that carried out immediate
placement of dental implant(s); (5) use of connective tissue
and/or pedicle flap techniques; (6) with or without immediate
provisionalization; (7) the use of any type of graft material.
Reviews and case reports were excluded from this study.
2.4. Assessments of Study Quality. Following the selection
of eligible papers on the basis of inclusion and exclusion criteria, studies were rated on their quality. Specific
study design related forms were designed by the Dutch
Cochrane Collaboration based on the Cochrane Handbook
for Systematic Reviews of Interventions [41]. We developed a
checklist for each study type, focusing on randomization (if
applicable), patient and site characteristics, patient selection,
intervention, evaluation method, outcome, and follow-up
(Table 1).
Two investigators (Rosa Rojo and Jesús Rodrı́guezMolinero) independently generated a score for all selected
articles expressed as the amount of plus signs given. A score
of at least 8 was considered methodologically acceptable for
RCTs and that of 7 was acceptable for PCT and CS. To reduce
the risk for bias as much as possible, studies showing poor
quality on the basis of this assessment were excluded.
2.5. Statistical Analysis. A Cohen’s kappa statistic was used
to evaluate interexaminer agreement on study eligibility and
quality.
Due to the heterogeneity between the techniques used
in the studies (flapless/graft), a meta-analysis on the survival
rates of implants and the rate of suitable aesthetic levels was
performed.
Survival rates were calculated by dividing the number of
events (survival of the implants or suitable aesthetic results)
in the numerator by the total exposure time obtained in
the denominator, which is calculated by taking the sum of
exposure time of implants that survived the total followup time, exposure time up to the failure of implants lost
during the observation time, and exposure time up to the
end of follow-up time for implants that did not complete the
observation period due to any reason.
To evaluate the suitable aesthetic results only studies that
had applied aesthetic indexes are included.
The total number of survival rates was considered to be
Poisson distributed and Poisson’s regression with a logarithmic link function was used. Standard errors were calculated
to obtain 95% confidence intervals (CIs) of the summary
estimates of the survival rates.
To assess heterogeneity of the study-specific event rates,
𝐼2 statistics was done and also the 𝑝 value was calculated. If
𝑝 < 0.05, indicating heterogeneity, random-effects Poisson’s
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Identification

Records identified through database searching
(n = 968)

PubMed
(n = 224)
8th Jun 2016

Scopus
(n = 269)
8th Jun 2016

k = 0.82

Cochrane
(n = 179)
8th Jun 2016

ISI Web
(n = 296)
8th Jun 2016

k = 0.67

k = 0.84

k = 0.94

Independently selected by 2 reviewers and agreed on by both: 70 titles/abstracts obtained

Screening

Records after duplicates were removed
(n = 35)

Records excluded (n = 10)
Reasons:
(i) 4 systematic reviews

Records screened
(n = 35)

(ii) 5 literature reviews

Included

Eligibility

(iii) 1 clinical trial on dogs

Full-text articles assessed for eligibility
(n = 25)

Records excluded (n = 8)
Reasons:
(i) 6 case reports
(ii) 1 no use of techniques of free
gingival graft
(iii) 1 no immediate implant placement

Studies included in qualitative analysis
(n = 17)

Records excluded (n = 3)
Detailed in Table 2 reasons

Studies included in quantitative analysis
(n = 14)

Meta-analysis of the survival of
the implants
(n = 14)

Meta-analysis of the suitable
aesthetic results
(n = 8)

Figure 1: Flow chart of the literature search.

regression was used to obtain a summary estimate of the
survival rates. Survival proportions were calculated by the
relationship between survival rate and number of implants
evaluated.
All analysis were done using R version 3.1.3 (R Core
Development Team, R Foundation, Vienna, Austria) with the
interrater reliability (irr) package and metafor package.

3. Results
3.1. Search Results. All search strategies yielded 738 papers.
Two investigators (Jesús Rodrı́guez-Molinero and Rosa
Rojo) independently identified 17 potentially eligible papers.
Interexaminer agreement on study eligibility was high (𝑘 =
0.842, 𝑝 = 0.103). Eligible studies were methodologically
assessed by the same investigators with high agreement
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Table 1: Checklist for quality assessment. N/A: not applicable; ∗: items applicable to prospective controlled clinical trial.

Quality assessment of randomized controlled trials (∗ prospective
clinical trial)

Quality assessment of case series

Randomization
(1) Were adequate methods used for randomization? (∗ N/A)

N/A

Patient and site characteristics
(1) Were patient characteristics well described for both groups?∗
(2) Were site characteristics well described for both groups?∗
(3) Were there no disparities in terms of patient or site characteristics
between the groups?∗

Patient and site characteristics
(1) Were patient characteristics well described?
(2) Were site characteristics well described?

Patient selection
(1) Were the inclusion and exclusion criteria well described and the
same for both groups?∗

Patient selection
(1) Were the inclusion and exclusion criteria well
described?
(2) Did the study report on consecutively treated
patients?

(2) Did the study report consecutively treated patients?∗
Intervention
(1) Were interventions for both groups clearly described?∗
(2) Were all patients of the same group treated according to the same
intervention?∗

Intervention
(1) Was the intervention clearly described?
(2) Were all patients treated according to the same
intervention?

Evaluation method

Evaluation method
(1) Was the outcome assessed by an investigator who
had not been involved in the treatment?
(2) Were adequate methods used to assess the outcome?
(3) Were reproducibility data reported on the outcome
variable(s)?

(1) Was blinding used to assess the outcome?∗
(2) Were adequate methods used to assess the outcome?∗
(3) Were reproducibility data reported on the outcome variable(s)?∗
Outcome & follow-up
(1) Was the outcome clearly described?∗
(2) Was an intention-to-treat analysis performed and was there low
risk for selective loss to follow-up?∗

Outcome & follow-up
(1) Was the outcome clearly described?
(2) Was the response rate acceptable and was the
number of patients lost to follow-up clearly described?

Table 2: Studies excluded after quality assessment and reasons for exclusion.
Authors

Study design

Grunder et al. [7]

Case series

Fagan et al. [32]

Case series

Reinhardt [33]

Case series

Reasons for exclusion
The inclusion and exclusion criteria were not clearly described; it is unclear whether
patients were consecutively treated; outcome was possibly assessed by an
investigator involved in the treatment; methods used to assess the outcome were
unclear; no actual data on the outcome were available.
Patients characteristics were incomplete (teeth not described); site characteristics
were incomplete (age not described); patients were not treated according to same
intervention (delayed or immediate implant placement); outcome was possibly
assessed by an investigator involved in the treatment; methods used to assess the
outcome were unclear; no reproducibility data were reported; no actual data on the
outcome were available.
Patients characteristics were incomplete (conditions around teeth not described);
site characteristics were incomplete (age not described); it is unclear whether
patients were consecutively treated; outcome was possibly assessed by an
investigator involved in the treatment; no actual data on the outcome were available.

(𝑘 = 0.933, 𝑝 < 0.001). Three studies [7, 32, 33] did not meet
the inclusion criteria and were excluded. The reasons for
exclusion are depicted in Table 2.
One examiner (Rosa Rojo) extracted all data from the
selected papers. Finally, 14 papers could be identified. The
characteristics of included studies are described in Tables 3
and 4. Nine studies were case series, two were prospective
clinical trials, and three were randomized clinical trials.

Clinical requirements to be met by the patient are detailed
in Table 5.
3.2. Study Investigations. Only two of the studies used the
rotated palatal flap (RPF) as a technique for increasing the soft
tissue and the rest used subepithelial connective tissue graft
(SCTG). One study evaluated the long-term effectiveness
over a period of up to nine years and one showed clinical

Authors, year
Study design Follow-up (mo)
Migliorati et al., 2015 [17]
RCT
24
Bianchi and Sanfilippo, 2004 [6]
RCT
72 to 216
Yoshino et al., 2014 [18]
RCT
12
Rungcharassaeng et al., 2012 [34]
PCT
17
Cornelini et al., 2008 [35]
PCT
12
Lee et al., 2012 [36]
CS
24
Kan et al., 2009 [37]
CS
12 to 48
Kan et al., 2007 [38]
CS
12
Nemcovsky et al., 2000 [26]
CS
6 to 8
Tsuda et al., 2011 [39]
CS
12
Chung et al., 2011 [40]
CS
12
Covani et al., 2007 [20]
CS
12
Jyothi et al., 2013 [21]
CS
12
Nemcovsky et al., 1999 [25]
CS
6 to 9

Country
Teeth
Genova, Italy
14 to 24
Milano, Italy
17 to 27 and 37 to 47
Loma Linda, CA
14 to 24
Loma Linda, CA
13 to 23
Rimini, Italy
15 to 25 and 35 to 45
Seoul, Korea
11 and 21
Loma Linda, CA
13 to 23
Loma Linda, CA
13 to 23
Tel Aviv, Israel
15 to 25
Loma Linda, CA
14 to 24
Loma Linda, CA 15 to 25 and 35 and 45
Lucca, Italy
15 to 25 and 35 to 45
Karnataka, India 15 to 25 and 35 to 45
Tel Aviv, Israel
15 to 25

Sample
Mean age (range of years) Number of implants evaluated
48 (25 f/23 m)
47,5 (22 to 70)
47
116 (58 f/58 m)
45,4 (19 to 73)
116
20 (13 f/7 m)
52,6 (27 to 87)
20
24 (11 f/13 m)
45,4 (23 to 87)
23
34 (15 f/19 m)
43 (21 to 62)
34
10 (8 f/2 m)
46,4 (22 to 56)
11
20 (14 f/6 m)
52,3 (18 to 71)
20
23 (undefined)
39,5 (25 to 63)
23
24 (undefined)
45,5 (29 to 65)
26
10 (6 f/4 m)
48 (35 to 70)
10
10 (4 f/6 m)
52,1 (22,7 to 67,1)
10
10 (5 f/5 m)
(42 to 55)
10
10 (5 f/5 m)
25,3
10
29 (undefined)
44,5
33

Table 3: Characteristics of included studies. RCT: randomized clinical trial; PCT: prospective clinical trial; CS: case series; f: female; m: male; mo: months.
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N
N
N
N

Y/N
Y
N

Y/N
Y
N
N
N
Y
Y

Bianchi and Sanfilippo, 2004 [6]

Yoshino et al., 2014 [18]

Rungcharassaeng et al., 2012 [34]

Cornelini et al., 2008 [35]

Lee et al., 2012 [36]
Kan et al., 2009 [37]

Kan et al., 2007 [38]

Nemcovsky et al., 2000 [26]
Tsuda et al., 2011 [39]
Chung et al., 2011 [40]
Covani et al., 2007 [20]
Jyothi et al., 2013 [21]

Nemcovsky et al., 1999 [25]

Buccal flap

Migliorati et al., 2015 [17]

Authors, year

Y/N

N
Y
N
N
N

Y

Y
N

Y/N

N

N

N

N

Membrane

Y

Y
Y
Y
N
N

Y

Y
Y

N

Y

Y

N

Y

Xenograft

N

N
N
N
N
N

N

N
N

N

Y

N

N

N

Allograft

N

N
N
N
N
N

Y

N
N

N

N

N

N

N

Autogenous

Groups (sample)
TG (24), CG (24)
TG1 (32), TG2
(42),TG3 (22), and
CG (22)
TG (10), CG (10)
TG (31), CG (24)
TG (17), CG (17)
TG (10)
TG (20)
TG (11), CG (12)
TG (24)
TG (10)
TG (10)
TG (10)
TG (10)
TG (14 in 15 sites), CG
(15 in 18 sites)

Provisionalization on
implant crown
Y
N
Y
N
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
Y
Y
N
N
N

IIPP with SCTG (TG) and IIPP
without SCTG (CG)
IPP with SCTG (TG) and without
SCTG (CG)
IIPP with SCTG (TG) and IIPP
without SCTG (CG)
IIPP with SCTG (TG)
IIPP with SCTG (TG)
IIPP with SCTG (TG) and IIPP
without SCTG (CG)
IIP with RPF (TG)
IIPP with SCTG (TG)
IIPP with SCTG (TG)
IIP with SCTG (TG)
IIP with SCTG (TG)
IIP with RPF used membrane (TG)
and IIP with RPF used no
membrane (CG)

IIP with SCTG (3 TGs) and IIPP
without SCTG (CG)

Surgical technique soft tissue
augmentation
IIPP with SCTG (TG) and IIPP
without SCTG (CG)

Table 4: Characteristics of the clinical procedure of included studies. N: no; Y: yes; SCTG: subepithelial connective tissue graft; IIPP: immediate implant placement and provisionalization;
IIP: immediate implant placement; RPF: rotated palatal flap; TG: test group; CG: control group.
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Table 5: Patient profile: inclusion and exclusion criteria.
Inclusion criteria

Age ≥ 18 years

Good oral hygiene
Adequate native bone to
achieve implant primary
stability with sufficient bone
volume with minimum
dimensions of 3.3 × 12,0 mm
or 3,25 × 15,0 mm or 3,5 ×
13,0 mm
Presence of adequate gingival
architecture with the
surrounding dentition
Appropriate
gingiva-to-underlying bone
dimension facially (≥2 mm)
and interproximally (4 to
6 mm)
Adjacent teeth or implants
without need for prosthetic
restorations
Stable occlusion

Exclusion criteria
Systematic diseases that
could alter tissue
integration of dental
implants (severe systematic
problems)
Pregnancy

Alcohol or drug
dependency

Head and neck radiation
treatment

Bruxism and/or
parafunction

A lack of stable posterior
occlusion
Perforation and/or loss of
the labial bony plaque after
tooth removal and/or
implant osteotomy

Adequate vertical dimension
of the existing metal-ceramic
prosthetic restorations
Indications for periodontal
treatment before the implant
surgery
Absence of periodontal
disease
Being without active infection
Tobacco abuse
No smoking

efficacy of implant placement for the treatment of nonsalvageable teeth that showed gingival recession or absence of
attached gingiva. The parameters evaluated in the studies
varied; examinations included the changes in the soft and
hard tissues [17, 18, 21, 34, 36–38] and in the all tissue response
to the peri-implant [39, 40]. Aesthetic results [35] and rates of
success [18, 21, 37–40] also differed between studies.
Also, Nemcovsky et al. [25] reported the use of palatal
coverage rotational flap without using membranes to regenerate the crestal bone and which surgical approach was used
to allow primary closure [26].
3.3. Preoperative and Postoperative Care
Preoperative. Some studies reported various preoperative
treatments, such as oral administration of an antibiotic one

hour prior to surgery, for example, 2 g amoxicillin or 600 g
clindamycin for patients allergic to penicillin [17] or 500 mg
amoxicillin four times daily for 4 days [20].
Postoperative. Patients were instructed to rinse twice daily
with chlorhexidine digluconate [17] (0.12% [12, 18, 26, 39,
40] or 0.2% [35]) and to refrain from removing plaque by
mechanical means at the surgical site for 2 weeks [39, 40].
Sutures were removed 2 weeks postoperatively, and patients
were asked to commence plaque removal at the provisional
crown with a soft-bristled toothbrush [17].
Antibiotics and an analgesic were prescribed [18, 35, 38]
such as system antibiotics (amoxicillin 625 mg + clavulanic
125 mg two times daily [36] or amoxicillin 500 mg thrice
daily for 5 days [21]) and nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory
medication (aceclofenac 100 mg two times daily [36] or
diclofenac sodium + serratiopeptidase combination thrice
daily for 3 days [21]).
A liquid diet was suggested for 1 or 2 weeks [18, 38–40]
following surgery with a transition to a soft diet for the next
3 months [18, 38–40].
3.4. Implant Survival. In two studies, the implant survival
rate was 90% [39, 40]. One implant developed a periapical
infection 3 weeks after implant placement [39] and the other
patient experienced an early implant failure at the 3-month
follow-up appointment due to mobility [40]. The implant
survival in the rest of the studies was 100%.
In meta-analysis, the annual survival rate of the implant
was estimated at 6,526 (6,125–6,927) per 100 years for model
of random effects (𝐼2 = 93,21%) (Figure 2) translating into the
survival of implant as observed in Table 6.
The meta-analysis shown in the forest plot (Figure 2)
shows survival proportion of the number of implants evaluated.
3.5. Aesthetic Outcomes. The evaluation of the aesthetic
results was assessed using the stability of the keratinized
mucosa width (KMW) parameters. The mean values of KMW
>3 mm were considered acceptable for aesthetic purpose.
All patients treated by immediate implant combined with
subepithelial connective tissue graft had a KMW value
>3 mm at the end of each of the studies’ follow-up periods
[20, 21, 36]. Stability of this tissue during the 9-year period
was reported in one publication [6].
In the experimental groups of studies, none reported
aesthetic compromises and, overall, the aesthetic outcomes
were quite favourable [7]. In some studies, pink aesthetic
score (PES) and white aesthetic score (WES) indexes were
used by two independent evaluators. The first evaluates the
mesial papilla, distal papilla, curvature of the facial mucosa,
level of the facial mucosa, and root convexity/soft tissue color
and texture at the facial aspect of the facial implant site as
five variables. The second index evaluates the visible part of
the implant restoration such as general tooth form, outline
and volume of the clinical crown, color, surface texture,
translucency, and characterization. In both, a score of 2, 1, or
0 is assigned to each parameter. Thus, in case of an implant
restoration, a maximum total PES or WES of 10 is possible.
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Table 6: Survival rate of implant and survival rate of suitable aesthetic results. Total exposure time corresponds to the sum of exposure time
of implants that survived the follow-up time, exposure time to the failure of implants lost during the observation time, and exposure time up
to the end of follow-up time for the implants that did not complete the observation period due to any reason.

Study

Year

Total
implants
evaluated

Migliorati et al. [17]
Bianchi and Sanfilippo [6]
Yoshino et al. [18]
Rungcharassaeng et al. [34]
Cornelini et al. [35]
Lee et al. [36]
Kan et al. [38]
Kan et al. [37]
Nemcovsky et al. [26]
Tsuda et al. [39]
Chung et al. [40]
Covani et al. [20]
Jyothi et al. [21]
Nemcovsky et al. [25]

2015
2004
2014
2012
2008
2012
2007
2009
2000
2011
2011
2007
2013
1999

47
116
20
23
34
11
20
23
26
10
10
10
10
33

Total

Mean
follow-up
(years)

Number of
failures of the
implants

Total
exposure
time

2
12
1
2,5
1
2
2,5
1
0,7
1
1
1
1
0,8

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0

96
1392
20
60
34
20
50
23
17
10
10
10
10
23

Fixed effects
Random effects
df
𝑝 value
𝐼2

We derived a mean pink aesthetic score (PES) of 7.15 (SD:
1.75) and a mean white aesthetic score (WES) of 7.98 (SD:
0.99). A statically significant difference between control and
test groups was revealed for PES scores (𝑝 < 0.001) while no
differences were revealed for WES (𝑝 = 0.88) [17].
For aesthetic reasons, 1 mm was the maximum discrepancy accepted for attesting to a good alignment of emergence
lines (ELs) of the prosthetic crown. The collected data
demonstrated a complete success in the 1–3-year test group,
while a mean of 80% of the control group showed scores of
EL > 1 mm. A low decrement of mean EL scores > 1 mm was
reported in the following 6-year interval in both groups [6].
3.6. Biological Parameters. The modified plaque index (mPI)
demonstrated scores of 0 and 1. There was no statistically
significant difference in the mPI at the end of the follow-up
period (𝑝 > 0.05) [39, 40].
All sites that showed a probing depth (PD) value <
3 mm were considered healthy. Covani et al. [20] results
showed a mean decrease of PD value between the baseline
measurements and the PD value at the end of the follow-up
period [21].
After 12 months of surgery, more than 50% of the papilla
fill was observed in 80% [18, 39] and 89% [40] of all sites. The

Estimated
survival rate
of the
implants (per
100 years)

Estimated
rate of
suitable
aesthetic
results (per 5
years)

100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
90%
90%
100%
100%
100%
6,018
(5,919–6,117)
6,526
(6,125–6,927)
13
0,001
93,21%

65%
N/A
100%
N/A
32%
70%
84%
35%
N/A
30%
60%
N/A
N/A
N/A
1,261
(1,111–1,410)
1,292
(1,029–1,555)
7
0,001
64,32%

papilla index score (PIS) ranged from 0 to 3 at all the time
intervals in the studies of Yoshino et al. [18] and Chung et al.
[40]. In other studies, the PIS ranged from 2 to 3 [37, 39]; for
Lee et al. [36], the PIS ranged from 1 to 3 at all time intervals.
No statistically significant differences were noted for either
mesial or distal papilla levels among the time intervals and
between the test and control groups (𝑝 > 0.05).
The intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) for facial
gingival level (FGL) measurements was 0.92 [39] and 0.998
[40], indicating that the measurement method was reliable
and reproducible. The mean FGL change at the end of the
follow-up period was −0.05 mm [39, 40], +0.13 ± 0.61 [37],
and −0.25 ± 0.35 [18] (𝑝 > 0.05). No statistically significant
differences for FGL were noted between any of the time
intervals.
The mean of periotest values (PTV) at T3 (−2.6 ± −5.5)
[39] (−2.0 ± 0.9) [40] was statistically significantly lower than
that at T1 (−0.2 ± 3.8) [39] (−0.1 ± 2.2) [40] (𝑝 < 0.05), which
indicated good stability for the implants.
3.7. Radiographic Results. There were no significant differences in marginal bone level (MBL) or in the MBL change
either at or between any time intervals between the test and
control groups (𝑝 > 0.05) [18].
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Figure 2: Forest plot for survival rate of proportion of implants evaluated. Proportion ratio corresponds to the percentage of survival implants
between the total number of implants evaluated.

The intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) for MBL
measurements was 0.99 [39] and 0.955 [40], indicating that
the measurement method was reliable and reproducible. The
mean value of the MBL was 1.5 ± 0.5 mm [20], 0.1 ± 0.6 mm
[17], +0.10 mm [39], and −0.31 mm [40] at the end of the
follow-up period.
3.8. Complications. All studies showed generally intraoperative and postoperative complications. In the surgical phase,
they reported complications of rotational instability observed
in any implants [18, 39] and partial necrosis of the SCTG [39,
40]. Eventually, immediate postsurgical bleeding in the palate
occurred and there were granules of the grafting material
exfoliating at this position during the first healing weeks
[26].
In the prosthetic phase, studies reported the following
complications: episodes of provisional restoration debonding
[18, 38, 40], fractures in the provisional restorations [40],
abutment screw loosening [39, 40], and a fistula tract as a
result of the residual flow of composite resin [18, 39].
3.9. Survival Suitable Aesthetic Results. In the meta-analysis
only those studies whose indexes include applied information
were available in a follow-up of 12 months.
PIS indexes of 5 studies [35–37, 39, 40] were included,
considering those unfavorable aesthetic results scores equal
to or less than 2; PES index of Migliorati et al. [17] was
included, considering those unfavorable aesthetic results
scores equal to or below 5; the FGL of 2 studies [18, 38] was
included, considering unfavorable aesthetic results whose
measurements were greater than 1.5 mm.
The annual aesthetic suitable rate of the implant was
estimated at 1,292 (1,029–1,555) per 5 years for model of

random effects (𝐼2 = 64,32%) translating into the survival of
implant as observed in Table 6.
The meta-analysis shown in the forest plot (Figure 3) of
the proportion of suitable aesthetic results of the number of
implants evaluated.

4. Discussion
In this paper, we have presented a systematic review of
studies that demonstrate techniques for implant placement
after tooth extraction. We examined those studies that use
autologous connective tissue graft or a rotational palatal flap
as options for effective treatment that would compensate for
the expected loss of volume labial soft tissue and maintain
good aesthetic results over time.
The results showed that all of the studies reported positive
behaviour of soft tissue and bone peri-implants. This technique could minimize facial gingival recession; accordingly,
several studies observed an increase in gingival tissue of
0.07 mm [37], 0.2 mm [35], 0.25 mm [39], 0.4 mm [36], or
0.5 mm [38]. The use of connective tissue grafts seems to prevent induced complications by using synthetic membranes,
improving metabolism in the local environment of superficial
tissues [21], and by increasing the height and thickness of the
tissue [21, 36, 38], especially if the implants are positioned
palatally [20, 34, 38, 39]. This is especially useful in cases of
insufficient soft tissue and transformation of a thin gingival
biotype to a thick one [37], allowing a sufficient thickness of
peri-implant to hide various underlying restoration materials
(titanium, titanium-ceramic, zirconia ceramic, and zirconia)
[34].
Performing the technique with a rotational palatal flap
showed predictable results with or without the use of
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Figure 3: Forest plot for proportion of suitable aesthetic results rate of implants evaluated. Proportion ratio corresponds to the percentage of
suitable aesthetic results between the total number of implants evaluated.

membranes and was advantageous because it retains some
of the blood supply [25]. However, this procedure is not
advisable when the probing of the palatal gingiva measured
<4 mm [26].
Several factors associated with bone resorption have been
reported as due to flap elevation; although some studies
[17, 42] argue that lack of flap elevation does not prevent
reabsorption, it is vitally important to choose a suitable profile
of the patient. The thickness of the bones can also determine
the degree to which vertical resorption is produced [38, 40,
43]. Sites with thinner facial bone underwent significantly
more vertical resorption than sites with thicker facial bone.
The major benefit of this treatment is the preservation of the
existing papillae with no risk of creating scar tissue.
The studies reported good results in the absence of
using provisional restorations [37]. However, in the study
of Yoshino et al. [18], the experimental group receiving the
subepithelial connective tissue graft and provisionalization
experienced fewer changes in facial gingival levels compared
to those not receiving the connective tissue graft.
Although the influence of oral hygiene on implant success
has been controversial, it is generally agreed on that plaque
accumulation could induce a negative response in the mucosa
without a good level of oral hygiene [37, 40]. To minimize
disruption to the peri-implant gingival tissue and ISTC
teeth immediately after replacement, patients were advised
to thoroughly rinse with chlorhexidine solution but refrain
from brushing the surgical site for one month following the
procedure [39].
In this systematic review, eligible studies were rated
on their quality using specific study design related forms
designed by the Dutch Cochrane Collaboration. This method
was also used by Den Hartog et al. [44] to evaluate the
outcome of immediate, early, and conventional single implant
treatment. Note that other checklists based on the CONSORT

statement for RCTs [45] or STROBE statement for case series
[46] could also have been used to evaluate methodological
background. Albeit one search method may be considered
more detailed than another, we believe that the two papers we
excluded would have been omitted in any quality assessment
as clear data on the outcome were missing.
Randomized clinical trial, prospective clinical trials, and
case series studies were included in this meta-analysis to
summarize data on survival rates and the failure of the
implants with these techniques.
After the period of investigation, the highest rates of
failure (10%) were observed in studies of Tsuda et al. [39] and
Chung et al. [40]. However, the sample size was insufficient
(10 implants per study) and due to heterogeneity between
variables (flap technique, graft, provisionalization, and using
membrane) it was not possible to determine whether any of
them could affect the survival of the implant.
For the meta-analytic study of soft tissues higher rates of
failure (70%) were observed in the study of Tsuda et al. [39],
where the implant failure is also accompanied, which could
be due to an inadequate assessment of the clinical variables
intervention protocol, since due to heterogeneity between
variables it was not possible to determine if any of them could
have significantly affected the results.
Studies Kan et al. [38] and Cornelini et al. [35] are the only
ones that combine the technique with flap and flapless, with
unfavorable cosmetic results (68% and 65%, resp.). However,
studies of Yoshino et al. [18] and Lee et al. [36] (with failure
rates of 0% and 30%, resp.) do not employ flap, but the study
of Kan et al. [37] (with aesthetic failure rate of 16%) is used.
In all grafts, they are used. These results suggest that the use
of the flap does not seem to influence the final results.
Immediately placing the implant is especially the most
advanced treatment modality, reducing the number of surgical treatments and the time between tooth extraction and
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positioning of the definitive prosthesis. The option presented
by this systematic review is an effective means to compensate
for the expected loss of lip volume of soft tissue that
maintains good aesthetic results over time. It is a simple,
safe, and reliable method to achieve functional and aesthetic
restorations with a high degree of success [6, 17, 20, 34, 35].
However, stabilization of tissues is documented in the last
period of 6–9 years, so most retrospective studies would be
desirable to support the predictability of positive change at
the level of the soft and hard tissues.
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Background. It is important to understand the influence of different collar designs on peri-implant marginal bone loss, especially
in the critical area. Objectives. The purpose of the present systematic review and meta-analysis was to compare dental implants
with different collar surfaces, evaluating marginal bone loss and survival rates of implants. Methods. Eligibility criteria included
clinical human studies, randomized controlled trials, and prospective and retrospective studies, which evaluated dental implants
with different collar surface in the same study. Results. Twelve articles were included, with a total of 492 machined, 319 roughsurfaced, and 352 rough-surfaced microthreaded neck implants. There was less marginal bone loss at implants with rough-surfaced
and rough-surfaced microthreaded neck than at machined-neck implants (difference in means: 0.321, 95% CI: 0.149 to 0.493; 𝑝 <
0.01). Conclusion. Rough and rough-surfaced microthreaded implants are considered a predictable treatment for preserving early
marginal bone loss.

1. Introduction
The long-term clinical and aesthetic outcome of implantsupported restoration depends on preservation of both soft
and hard tissues around implant [1–3]; thus the overall
amount of crestal bone loss may influence the clinical success.
Initial breakdown of peri-implant bone takes place in the
most coronal portion of the bone-implant interface [1]. Bone
resorption of 1.5 to 2 mm is observed during the first year
of function and is generally considered a normal physiologic
process. Successive annual bone loss of 0.2 mm occurs in
subsequent years [4–6].
Many factors have been proposed to contribute to the
marginal bone loss (MBL) around an implant. Factors such
as unfavorable stress distribution, surgical trauma, implantabutment microgap, and bacterial infiltration result in apical
migration of the biologic width; thus the bone is protected
from further irritation [7–10]. Implant neck design and
surface characterization have been associated with reduced
marginal bone loss [1, 11, 12]; this has led to the development
of implants with new collar configuration and topographic

modification in order to improve the soft and hard tissue
osseointegration. Up to date, there is no consensus in the
literature relative to the effectiveness of these configurations
and their influence on the MBL. Implants with a shorter
polished smooth collar have proven to be more effective
in decreasing MBL [13]. Likewise, implants with coronal
retentive grooves may provide more stable peri-implant bone
levels [14–16]. Although the amount of MBL after functional loading was not significant with regard to rough and
microthreaded configuration, the polished collar showed the
highest amount of crestal bone loss in any follow-up periods
[15]. Unfortunately, the available data are not sufficient to
sustain a conclusion with regard to the neck configurations.
The present systematic review and meta-analysis were
conducted to evaluate the MBL around implants with different collar surfaces. The null hypotheses are as follows: (1)
there are no differences in marginal bone loss in patients who
received dental implants with different collar surface characterizations and (2) there are no differences among dental
implants with different collar characterizations with regard to
survival rates of implants.

2

2.1. Eligibility Criteria. The studies were included if they
met the following inclusion criteria: (1) randomized clinical
trials (RCTs), (2) retrospective and prospective studies, (3)
comparing different collar surfaces, (4) follow-up periods of
longer than 1 year, and (5) published in English.
Exclusion criteria were (1) case reports, (2) computational
studies, (3) animal studies, (4) in vitro studies, (5) studies
that evaluated only one type of collar design, and (6) review
papers.
Based on population, intervention, control, and outcome
(PICO) criteria the focused question was “what is the best
implant collar configuration for preservation of MBL?”
and the population was the patients undergoing implantprosthetic rehabilitation with machined, rough, or roughsurfaced microthreaded neck configurations. The two outcomes evaluated were the survival rates and MBL of implants.
2.2. Study Selection. The titles were screened independently
by the two reviewers. Abstracts of studies were inspected and
those appearing to meet the inclusion were retrieved. Also,
all reference lists of the selected studies and relevant reviews
were scanned to identify articles that have been missed in
database searches. Disagreements were settled by discussion
between the authors until a consensus was achieved.
2.3. Quality Assessment. All studies were assessed for quality
depending on whether they met all the quality criteria or if
one or more criteria were partially met or not met using the
Jadad scoring system [18] which ranges from 0 to 5. Studies
with a Jadad score of 3 or higher were considered of high
quality.
2.4. Summary Measures. The meta-analysis was based on
the Mantel-Haenszel and inverse variance methods. Survival
rates of implants were the dichotomous outcome measure
expressed in risk ratio (RR) and marginal bone loss and
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Figure 1: Diagram of the search strategy.

the continuous outcome measure expressed in mean difference (MD), both with a 95% confidence interval (CI). The RR
and MD values were considered significant when 𝑝 < 0.05.
The data were analyzed using comprehensive meta-analysis
software (CMA 2.0) (BioStat Inc., Englewood, New Jersey,
USA).

3. Results
3.1. Literature Search. The search in the databases retrieved
2018 references, including 1778 from PubMed/MEDLINE,
229 from Embase, and 11 from The Cochrane Library. The
identification and removal of duplicate references and application of the inclusion/exclusion criteria yielded 19 publications (14 cohorts, 2 retrospective studies, and 3 randomized
controlled trials (RCT)) for further eligibility assessment
(Figure 1). After qualitative assessment of the selected studies
and reading the full texts of these publications, 12 studies
[3, 15, 19–29] remained for inclusion in the quantitative metaanalysis (Tables 1 and 2).
3.2. Description of the Studies. A total of 12 studies were
included in this quantitative meta-analysis which were published from 1998 to 2015. A total of 1163 implants and
930 patients were evaluated, and of these, 492 implants
were machined, 319 rough-surfaced, and 352 rough-surfaced
microthreaded. The follow-up periods were between 1 and 10
years. Eight of the selected studies [3, 15, 21–25, 27] evaluated
the survival rates in relation to the type of collar surface characterization. Radiographic evaluation of MBL was performed
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Arch

den Hartog et al. 2013 [3]

Author, year

Follow-up Patients
Study design
time
(𝑛)

41.9
37.3

53.3

48

25–50

23–65

58.4

53

56.9

57.6

53.50

45.2

37.2 ± 12.9
40.1 ± 14.4
40.1 ± 17.2

Patients’ age

Collar surface
characterization
Machined
Rough microthreaded
Scalloped microthreaded
Machined
Rough microthreaded
Machined
Rough
Machined
Rough
Rough microthreaded
Machined
Rough microthreaded
Machined
Rough
Machined
Rough
Rough microthreaded
Machined
Rough microthreaded
Machined
Rough
Machined
Rough
Rough microthreaded
Rough microthreaded
Rough
Machined
Rough

Implants
system
Noble Biocare
Noble Biocare
Noble Biocare
Noble Biocare
Noble Biocare
BIS Biotech
BIS Biotech
Restore
Branemark
Hexplant
Osseous
Inhex
Astra Tech
Astra Tech
Branemark
Astra Tech
Astra Tech
MIS-Implants
MIS-Implants
Oraltronics
Nobel Biocare
Ankylos
Lifecore
Oneplant
Astra Tech
Astra Tech
Astra Tech
Branemark

Implants
Collar
(𝑛)
Diameter (mm2 ) Length (mm)
—
30
1.5
—
31
—
—
31
—
4.3
63
—
4
70
—
3.6/3.9/4.4
515
2.5
3.6/3.9/4.4
729
—
—
45
3
—
45
—
—
45
—
3.75/4.25
69
—
3.75/4.25
72
—
3.5/4
36
—
3.5/4
36
—
—
70
—
—
75
—
—
50
—
3.75/4.25
46
—
3.75/4.25
46
—
—
20
2
—
20
—
—
35
—
—
34
—
—
38
—
3.5/4
17
—
3.5/4
17
—
—
15
—
—
15
—

Table 1: Characteristics of studies included (𝑛 = 12).
MBL (mm)
<5 y
5–10 y
>10 y
1.19 ± 0.82
—
—
0.90 ± 0.57
—
—
2.01 ± 0.74
—
—
1.3
1.4
—
0.6
0.7
—
1.08 ± 1.27
1.12 ± 1.21 1.18 ± 1.39
2.63 ± 1.61 2.39 ± 1.59 2.41 ± 1.35
1.38 ± 0.71
—
—
1.24 ± 0.36
—
—
0.78 ± 0.49
—
—
0.38 ± 0.51
—
—
0.12 ± 0.17
—
—
0.26 ± 0.81
—
—
0.22 ± 0.55
—
—
1.52 ± 0.64
—
—
0.80 ± 0.98
—
—
0.81 ± 1.11
—
—
1.47 ± 0.4
—
—
0.69 ± 0.25
—
—
1.53 ± 0.28
—
—
1.41 ± 0.35
—
—
1.32 ± 0.27
—
—
0.76 ± 0.21
—
—
0.18 ± 0.16
—
—
0.24 ± 0.13
—
—
0.51 ± 0.33
—
—
1.65 ± (0.26)
—
—
0.57 ± (0.28)
—
—

Survival
rate (%)
96.8
100
100
—
—
—
—
100
100
100
98.6
98.6
95.3
100
98.6
100
100
100
100
—
—
100
100
100
100
100
—
—
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(1) Was the study described
as random?
(2) Was the randomization
scheme described and
appropriate?
(3) Was the study described
as double-blind?
(4) Was the method of
double blinding
appropriate?
(5) Was there a description
of dropouts and
withdrawals?
Jadad score
Quality of study

Quality criteria

Yes
Yes
No
No

Yes
3
High

Yes

No

No

Yes

3
High

Nickenig et al.
[19]

Yes

den Hartog et
al. [3]

1
Low

Yes

No

No

No

No

Sánchez-Siles et
al. [20]

1
Low

Yes

No

No

No

No

Piao et al. [21]

3
High

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

PeñarrochaDiago et al.
[22]

1
Low

Yes

No

No

No

No

Karlsson et al.
[23]

Studies

3
High

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

3
High

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

Van de Velde et
Bratu et al. [25]
al. [24]

Table 2: Results of quality assessment.

1
Low
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No

No

No

No

Goswami [26]

3
High

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

Shin et al. [16]

1
Low

Yes

No

No

No

No

Lee et al. [27]

1
Low
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No

No

No

No

PuchadesRoman et al.
[28]
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by means of periapical radiographs in 9 studies [3, 15, 20–
24, 27, 28], panoramic radiographs in two studies [19, 25],
and maxillofacial CT in one study [26]. Rough and machined
collars were considered in 7 studies [15, 20, 21, 23, 24, 26,
28]; while machined and microthreaded neck implants were
installed in seven studies [3, 15, 19, 21, 22, 24, 25]. Only four
studies compared microthreaded collar with roughened neck
surfaces [15, 21, 24, 27].
The RCT study by den Hartog et al. [3] found a significantly greater marginal bone loss around smooth collars
(1.19 ± 0.82 mm) compared with rough-surfaced neck
implants (0.90 ± 0.57 mm) after 18 months of implant
placement. One smooth-necked implant was lost 5 months
after implant placement; thus, the survival rate was 96.8%
at 18 months after implant placement compared with 100%
of rough-surfaced collar. Nickenig et al. [19] determined
marginal bone level changes around 70 rough-surfaced
microthreaded and 63 machined-neck implants at six time
points of implant placement, with a median follow-up time of
5.2 years. The two implant types revealed significant marginal
bone level changes. The machined-neck implants were associated with a mean bone loss of 0.8 mm after six months
of loading, 1.1 mm at two years’ follow-up, 1.3 mm at three
years’ follow-up, and 1.4 mm at five years’ follow-up, while the
rough-surfaced microthreaded implants showed a mean crestal bone loss of 0.4 after six months of loading, 0.5 mm at two
years’ follow-up, 0.6 mm at three years’ follow-up, and
0.7 mm at five years’ follow-up. A 10-year retrospective
study of 400 patients receiving 1244 implants by SánchezSiles and colleagues [20] assessed radiographic bone loss
around implants with or without smooth collar designs. It
was observed that smooth-necked implants had significantly
lower amounts of marginal bone loss (1.18 ± 1.39 mm) compared with rough-surfaced implants (2.41 ± 1.35 mm) after
10 years of function (𝑝 < 0.001). Piao et al. [21] compared
three different implant systems with a machined, rough, and
rough-surfaced microthreaded neck in relation to marginal
bone loss and detected significant differences (𝑝 < 0.0001).
Implants with the rough-surfaced microthreaded collar
surfaces had the least amount of bone loss (0.42 ± 0.27 mm)
while the machined surface had the greatest amount (0.89 ±
0.41 mm) after one year of loading. In a RCT study by
Peñarrocha-Diago et al. [22] MBL was evaluated around 69
dental implants with machined surface collar, external connection, and without platform switching and 72 implants with
rough-surfaced microthreaded collar, internal connection,
and with platform switching. MBL changes for machined
and microthreaded implants were 0.38 ± 0.51 mm and
0.12 ± 0.17 mm, respectively, 12 months after loading (𝑝 =
0.047). 34% of rough-surfaced microthreaded and 56% of the
machined-neck implants had 3.75 mm diameter and the rest
were 4.25 mm in diameter. A positive correlation was found
between an increased implant diameter and the amount of
bone loss (𝑝 = 0.034); however, no significant differences
were observed in MBL around different neck configurations
according to implant diameters. Moreover, no significant differences were found in bone loss changes in terms of patient’s
age and gender in implant groups. Subjects were comprehensively treated with bar over dentures and fixed prostheses.
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The greatest marginal bone loss was attributed to machinedneck configuration in combination with bar overdentures
(𝑝 = 0.034). They reported 98.6% survival and 97.1% success
rate for machined-neck and 98.6% survival and 97.2% success
rate for microthreaded implants after 12 months of loading.
Karlsson et al. [23] reported the cumulative survival rate
of 97.7% for Astra Tech implants with no significant difference
between machined (95.3%) and TiOblast-surfaced collars
(100%) (𝑝 = 0.24). Moreover, the amount of bone loss did not
differ significantly between the two groups, 2 years after prosthesis placement (𝑝 > 0.3). Another study by Van de Velde
and colleagues [24] focused on implants with machined,
rough, and rough microthreaded neck and followed up to
one year after loading. The mean MBL was 1.52 ± 0.66 mm,
0.79 ± 0.79 mm, and 0.70 ± 1.01 mm for implants with
machined, rough, and rough microthreaded neck. A significant difference in MBL existed between machined and rough
neck (𝑝 = 0.23) and between machined and rough-surfaced
microthreaded neck implants (𝑝 = 0.046); however, the
amount of bone loss around implants with rough collars
was not statistically different compared with rough microthreaded neck implants (𝑝 = 0.7). They reported 1-year
survival rate of 98.6% for machined, 100% for rough, and
100% for rough-surfaced microthreaded neck implants.
Bratu et al. [25] found that the machined-neck implants,
which showed premature exposure, exhibited significantly
greater amounts of MBL compared to those with intact soft
tissue coverage (𝑝 < 0.05). This event was not statistically significant for rough neck implants. However, it is noteworthy to
mention that the low occurrence of dehiscence in both collar
configurations (eight in machined and four in microthreaded
neck implants) prevents the drawing of definite conclusions.
The prospective study by Shin et al. [16] compared
marginal bone loss around implants with machined, rough,
and rough microthreaded neck designs at 1 year after loading.
Rough-surfaced microthreaded neck showed the least (0.18±
0.27) amount of crestal bone loss. The greatest amount of
MBL was observed around machined collars which was statistically significant at every follow-up period. Neither rough
collar nor rough microthreaded neck implants showed significant bone loss at 3 months after implant placement (𝑝 <
0.05).
3.3. Interinvestigator Agreement. The Kappa interinvestigator
agreement was 0.87 for studies extracted from PubMed/
MEDLINE, 0.86 for Embase, and 0.91 for The Cochrane
Library and showed a high level of agreement.
3.4. Marginal Bone Loss. 12 studies assessed the mean marginal bone changes (mm) around the implants in different
follow-up periods. The range of marginal bone loss in
machined-neck groups, rough-surfaced collar, and roughsurfaced microthreaded neck groups was 0.26 to 1.6 mm, 0.22
to 2.63 mm, and 0.14 to 0.81, respectively. Implants with rough
collars showed significantly greater MBL than machinedneck implants (𝑝 < 0.01; MD: 0.321; and 95% CI: 0.149 to
0.493). In addition, rough-surfaced microthreaded implants
had significantly higher MBL than machined (𝑝 < 0.01; MD:
1.098; 95% CI: 0.934 to 1.263) and rough-surfaced neck
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Figure 2: Forest plot for the event “marginal bone loss” in the comparison between machined and rough-surfaced neck implants (a),
machined and rough-surfaced microthreaded neck implants (b), and rough and rough-surfaced microthreaded neck implants (c).

implants (𝑝 < 0.01; MD: 0.829; 95% CI: 0.586 to 1.072)
(Figure 2).
3.5. Survival Rates of Implants. The assessed studies [3, 15, 21–
25, 27] showed that 7 out of 420 implants failed (1.66%),
comprising 5 machined-neck implants (1.11%) and 2 roughsurfaced microthreaded implants (0.47%) (Figure 3). All
accepted studies showed more favorable survival rate in
rough-surfaced implants than those with machined implants,
but none showed this difference to be statistically significant.
Quantitative analysis revealed that there was no statistically
significant difference due to the implant neck surface characterization (𝑝 = 0.417; RR: 1.810; 95% CI: 0.431–7.59).

4. Discussion
The present systematic review showed that insertion of
implants with rough and rough-surfaced microthreaded neck

implants influenced the rate of bone loss and favored lesser
MBL compared to machined-neck implants. Thus the null
hypothesis of the study that there would be no difference
between different collar surfaces of the implant with regard
to marginal bone loss was rejected.
All implants have some degrees of bone loss following
implant installation and loading. An early implant bone loss
of 1.5 mm occurs during the healing phase and the first year
in function at the crestal area of implants, followed by an
annual bone loss of 0.2 mm thereafter [1, 4, 5]. Until now, the
basic mechanisms underlying early peri-implant marginal
bone loss are not clarified [12, 13, 20, 29, 30]. Surgical trauma,
the establishment of biologic width, lack of passive fit of the
superstructures, the presence of a microgap at implantabutment interface, occlusal overload, and implant neck
design are among the possible etiologic factors [2, 8, 9, 31–
36].
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Figure 3: Forest plot for the event “survival rate” in the comparison between machined and rough-surfaced neck implants.

Different implant neck designs have been proposed in
order to stabilize the bone-implant contact [19, 20, 26, 29, 37].
The smooth neck implants result in reduced plaque accumulation and thus presumably prevent peri-implantitis [15,
16, 22]. However, FEA investigations revealed high stress
concentrations in the area of crestal bone around the polished
neck of dental implants [38, 39]. Thus MBL might be partially
attributed to the lack of favorable stress distributions at the
coronal portion of the implants [14].
In vivo experiments revealed that the rough-surface dental implants dramatically enhanced bone-implant interface
and lowered the rate of bone loss compared with smooth
surfaces [40, 41]. Moreover, the presence of microthread at
the neck area might provide an increased interlocking of the
implant and the marginal bone, thus reducing the MBL [14,
15, 42]. Hansson [14] found that implant surface roughness
at the implant neck area leads to an increased interfacial
shear strength and is effective in counteracting MBL. This
result is supported by some recent clinical studies while other
investigations found no significant differences in MBL [21, 23,
43, 44]. It is noteworthy to mention that the current systematic review included only those studies comparing rough or
rough-surfaced microthreaded implants with machinedneck implants in order to perform a direct comparison.
The result for selected studies revealed that marginal
bone changes were decreased around rough-surfaced microthreaded neck implants compared with polished and roughsurfaced neck implants. However only 2 of the 12 studies
included in the meta-analysis were RCTs with greater clinical
reliability. Only three studies followed up the cases more
than 5 years and the rest were with 1-year follow-up. The 10year retrospective study by Sánchez-Siles et al. [20] evaluated
a total of 1244 implants with and without smooth neck
and concluded that 2.5 mm smooth-necked implants suffered
less bone loss and peri-implantitis at any follow-up time
interval. Conversely, Chappuis et al. [29] reported a median of
lower bone changes around rough implant necks after followup periods of 5 to 9 years. Other studies evaluated bone
loss around rough necks with short follow-up periods and
achieved good results [15, 19, 22, 24].
An important issue to consider is the presence of several
confounding factors in the studies. It is known that titanium
surface topography and chemistry affect the osseointegration [45–47]. Moderate Surface roughness improves the

bone-implant contact which may have favored improved
osseointegration and preservation of the marginal bone level
[46]. The majority of the evaluated studies did not provide
information about surface topography characterizations of
implants. Implant-abutment connection is also an important
factor in crestal bone level [22, 48–50]. Mostly, comparative studies were conducted among heterogeneous groups,
comparing different implant neck designs and implantabutment connections with or without platform switching
with regard to marginal bone loss [15, 19, 21, 22, 24–26,
28]. Peñarrocha-Diago et al. [22] compared two groups of
implants; machined-neck, externally connected, and platform matched Osseous implants were compared with rough
microthreaded, internally connected, and platform switched
Inhex implants. Greater marginal bone loss was observed
in the case of Osseous implants with no platform switching.
However, the possible effect of platform switching or implantabutment connection upon marginal bone loss was not
considered.
The studied population was patients with a wide range of
ages. Age is an important factor that can affect bone formation and resorption. The relationship between advancing age
in adults and patterns of cortical bone maintenance has been
extensively documented [51, 52]. In a study by Negri et al. [53],
marginal bone loss was progressively increased with age and
the greatest amount of marginal bone loss was observed in
women of 50 to 60 years of age.
Regarding the type of prostheses design, details of the
treatment were not frequently present. Almost all of the
studies rehabilitated the patients with fixed prostheses and
only one was implant supported over denture. However, the
effect of splinting was not defined. Splinting dissipates the
loads between implants and reduces the stress and influences
the results.
Data on peri-implant health were frequently not present
in studies. This cannot be excluded as risk factors for
peri-implant bone disease. Only Sánchez-Siles et al. [20]
reported that 120 implants developed peri-implantitis and the
incidence of peri-implantitis for roughened neck implants
(2.92%) was much lower than smooth necks (14.41%).
There is another arguably more insidious source of confounding, however, and that is the method of assessment
of MBL. Varying the X-ray exposure parameters of the
different manufacturers and measurement tools may account
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for sources of bias. In the evaluated studies, dental intraoral,
panoramic radiographs and maxillofacial CT scans provided
an estimate of changes over follow-up intervals. Standardized
digital intraoral radiographs were used for radiographic
assessment in 10 studies. Likewise, different implant systems
and neck designs were included; thus MBL could not be
assessed in relation to a standard reference point. Investigating the marginal bone level changes from baseline at each
follow-up time point has been suggested. However, only 7
studies reported the radiographic marginal bone changes
from baseline.
Considering these limitations, the findings of the current
study should be interpreted cautiously. Several other confounding factors influence the survival of implants and thus
MBL is not only affected with collar configuration. Grafting,
insertion of implants in freshly extracted teeth sockets,
various healing periods, occlusion of the opposite arch, angulations of implants, and bone type are among other confounding variables. Prediction of these factors is only applicable
when other metaregressions of two other process are performed. Study population has several confounding factors
simultaneously and in this regard is considered heterogenic;
hence it seems impossible to isolate risk factors as a separate
study. Thus, coexistence of other risk factors in population of
the study makes the evaluation of one particular risk factor
impossible and the lack of control over these factors lowers
the potential of definitive result extraction.
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5. Conclusion
The result of the present systematic review revealed that
marginal bone changes around rough-surfaced microthreaded neck implants were significantly lower than polished and rough-surfaced neck implants. However, considering the limitations of the current study, the results should be
interpreted cautiously.
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The aim of this preliminary prospective RCT was to histologically evaluate peri-implant soft tissues around titanium abutments
treated using different cleaning methods. Sixteen patients were randomized into three groups: laboratory customized abutments
underwent Plasma of Argon treatment (Plasma Group), laboratory customized abutments underwent cleaning by steam (Steam
Group), and abutments were used as they came from industry (Control Group). Seven days after the second surgery, soft tissues
around abutments were harvested. Samples were histologically analyzed. Soft tissues surrounding Plasma Group abutments
predominantly showed diffuse chronic infiltrate, almost no acute infiltrate, with presence of few polymorphonuclear neutrophil
granulocytes, and a diffuse presence of collagenization bands. Similarly, in Steam Group, the histological analysis showed a
high variability of inflammatory expression factors. Tissues harvested from Control Group showed presence of few neutrophil
granulocytes, moderate presence of lymphocytes, and diffuse collagenization bands in some sections, while they showed absence
of acute infiltrate in 40% of sections. However, no statistical difference was found among the tested groups for each parameter
(𝑝 > 0.05). Within the limit of the present study, results showed no statistically significant difference concerning inflammation and
healing tendency between test and control groups.

1. Introduction
Pure titanium (CP-Ti) and titanium alloy Ti-6Al-4V are
widely used for dental implant abutments. In fact, titanium
and its alloys provide higher strength, rigidity, and ductility
compared to other dental alloys. Due to increased esthetic
requirements and procedure standardizations, the use of
customized instead of prefabricated titanium abutments has
been promoted.
Abutment customization can be realized in laboratory or
by CAD-CAM procedures. After laboratory customization,
microgrooves can be observed on the milled surface of the
titanium abutments. In the clinical usage, these microgrooves
could result in accumulation of contaminants/debris.

Additionally, contaminants and debris (2–4 𝜇 in width
microparticles of titanium mixed with lubricant) on the
surface and below the finishing line are often detected even
after traditional cleaning procedures [1]. Although smoother
and cleaner surfaces can be obtained using CAD-CAM
procedures, a minimal amount of contaminants is detected
after SEM analysis. Additionally, titanium usually exhibits
a surface layer of titanium oxide. This surface oxidation
together with pollution due to the laboratory workflow results
in chemical contamination of the surface, which cannot be
eliminated by steam sterilization procedure [2].
Presence of contaminants at the implant platformabutment level has been suggested to be associated with
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tissue-damaging inflammation and titanium wear microparticles were demonstrated to activate osteoclastic action [3].
Additionally, according to Albrektsson et al. [4], initial periimplant marginal bone changes could represent a foreign
body response to the implant/abutment complex.
It has been shown how the interactions between cellular
components and implant abutment materials influence the
stages of the healing process around implants [5]. However,
the cells reaction to implanted foreign bodies depends on
the material properties, since contaminants and chemical
debris could significantly change the composition of the
surface, at the interface level with biologic tissues. For this
reason, cleaning and disinfection procedures represent a
mandatory step during the prosthetic phases of implantsupported rehabilitations.
Few cleansing protocols (through ultrasounds or Plasma
of Argon) are proven to allow complete microcontamination
removal [6]. Plasma cleaning has been generically defined
as a process that uses partially or entirely ionized gas with
an approximately equal number of positively and negatively
charged particles. Plasma discharge gas is generated by
supplying energy to natural gases to form small charge
carriers, reactive species, and UV radiations. Low temperature plasmas, used in surfaces modification and organic
cleaning, are ionized gases generated at pressures between
0.1 and 2 torr. Low temperature plasmas work within vacuum
chambers where atmospheric gases have been evacuated
below 0.1 torr. These low pressures allow a relatively long
free path of accelerated electrons and ions. At this pressure,
the reactions remain at a low temperature. With appropriate
plasma parameters, Argon Plasma removes all chemical
traces that remain from previous processes.
It has been demonstrated that plasma cleaning has a
triple effect on titanium: cleaning, corrosion protection,
and surface energy enhancement of the cleaned surfaces.
Moreover, cleaning protocols based on Plasma of Argon were
proven to allow improved fibroblast adhesion, also suggesting
better soft tissue healing around titanium abutments [7].
The aim of this study was to histologically compare the
peri-implant soft tissue response to titanium abutments characterized by different surface cleaning treatments. The null
hypothesis tested was that Argon Plasma cleaning treatment
of the tested abutments did not have any histological effect on
the peri-implant tissue inflammation.

2. Materials and Methods
A pilot prospective, randomized, controlled trial was performed following the principles outlined in the Declaration
of Helsinki. Sixteen consecutive patients were recruited and
treated at the Oral Surgery Unit of the University of Valencia
(Spain) from July 2011 to December 2012. Any patient older
than 18 years, able to sign an informed consent, and in need
of tooth replacement in premolar or molar areas of upper and
lower jaws was considered eligible for the trial. Reasons for
inclusion/exclusion are listed as follows.
Subject and Study Site Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria
Subject Inclusion Criteria.
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Consider the following:
(i) Need for fixed implant-supported prosthesis in the
premolar and molar area in the upper maxilla.
(ii) Age > 18 years.
(iii) No relevant medical conditions.
(iv) Nonsmoker or smoking ≤ 10 cigarettes/day (all pipe
or cigar smokers were excluded).
(v) Plaque Index and bleeding on probing ≤ 25%.
(vi) Presence of a wide ridge of bone allowing the insertion of a 4 mm platform implant according to the
Branemark protocol.
Specific Subject and Site Exclusion Criteria.
Consider the following:
(i) Sites with acute infections.
(ii) Pregnant and lactating patients.
(iii) Sites needing horizontal or vertical bone regenerative
procedures.
(iv) Patients with a history of bisphosphonates therapy.
All procedures were approved by the local ethical committee
of the University of Valencia (H1358503825365). The paper
was written following the CONSORT statement for improving the quality of RCTs (http://www.consort-statement.org/).
2.1. Surgical Procedures. Each patient was premedicated with
2 gr of amoxycillin and clavulanic acid (Augmentin 1 g,
GlaxoSmithKline, Verona, Italy) 1 h prior to implantation. A
miniflap with papilla preservation was raised. Using a surgical
stent, patients received one implant (Global Implant, 4.8 mm
in diameter, Sweden & Martina, Padova, Italy), inserted
0.5 mm below buccal bone level. Immediate impression
was taken and, after suturing, implants were allowed for
submerged healing.
2.2. Prosthetic Procedures. After 3 months of healing, a
minimally invasive flap for second surgery procedure was
performed and the abutment was screwed at 20 N/cm.
Sixteen screw retained healing abutments, especially
designed for the study by CAD-CAM procedures (Echo,
Sweden & Martina, Padua, Italy), were randomly divided
into 3 groups and allocated to different cleaning processes:
(1) Plasma Group: after laboratory customization, abutments
underwent Argon Plasma treatment in a plasma reactor
(Diener Electronic GmbH, Jettingen, Germany) at 75 W of
power and 1 bar of pressure for 12 min; (2) Steam Group: after
laboratory customization, abutments underwent cleaning
by steam, performed for 5 s at 4 MPa (VAP 1, Zhermark,
Cologne, Germany); (3) Control Group: abutments were
used as they came from industry and received no further
treatment.
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2.3. Randomization. Immediately before second surgical
step, implants included in the study were randomly assigned
to one of the three treatment groups. A second operator
performed the assignment using sealed envelopes. The envelope was opened at the time of abutment connection and
the abutment treatment process related to the selected group
was immediately performed chair-side. The surgeon and the
patients were blinded to the type of abutment inserted, which
was brought by a dental assistant in a sealed envelope.
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Table 1: Report of the histological analysis of acute infiltrate (exact
significance: 𝑝 = 0.734; point probability: 𝑝 = 0.133).

Group 1

Group 2

2.4. Biopsy Procedures and Histological Evaluation. Seven
days after the second surgery, soft tissues around abutments
were dissected using a circular blade of 6 mm in diameter.
Immediately after surgery, the 16 soft tissues biopsies were
immediately fixed in 4% glutaraldehyde in 0.2 M sodiumcacodylate buffer (Sigma Chemical, St. Louis, MO, USA)
at 4∘ C for 24 h, rinsed in 0.2 M sodium-cacodylate buffer,
dehydrated in an ascending series of alcohols in increasing
concentrations of ethanol (from 50% to 100%), and embedded in a London White resin (LR White Resin, London Resin,
London, England).
After resin polymerization, specimens were sectioned
along their longitudinal axes using a high-precision lowspeed diamond disk (Micromet, Remet, Casalecchio di Reno,
Italy) up to 100 𝜇m thick, glued on glass, and ground to
approximately 40 𝜇m thick sections with a specially designed
grinding machine (Micromet, Remet, Casalecchio di Reno,
Italy) under water irrigation. Ground sections were stained
with acid fuchsine and toluidine blue and observed under
normal transmitted light using an optical microscope (Nikon
Eclipse, Nikon, Tokyo, Japan) at 100x magnification.
On each section, two independent observers assessed
the inflammatory expression. Scoring was performed in
accordance with a paper by Van Brakel et al. [8]. All prepared
full specimens were scored with respect to the degree of
inflammation on a 4-point scale. A higher score represents
healthier tissues, that is, less inflammatory response: (1)
masses of inflammatory cells; (2) many inflammatory cells,
showing some fibroblasts; (3) immature connective tissue,
showing fibroblasts with few inflammatory cells; (4) normal
appearance of connective tissue with few inflammatory cells.
Statistical evaluation of the scores for each parameter was
performed using the Kruskal-Wallis nonparametric variance
analysis and the probability of the observed outcome or an
outcome more extreme is calculated exactly. 𝛼 value indicating statistical difference was a priori set at 0.05. Intraexaminer
reliability was assessed using the kappa test (𝜅).

Group 3

Score
1
2
3
4
1
2
3
4
1
2
3
4

% sections
0%
20%
20%
60%
0%
0%
40%
60%
20%
0%
40%
40%

Table 2: Report of the histological analysis of chronic infiltrate
(exact significance: 𝑝 = 0.500; point probability: 𝑝 = 0.150).

Group 1

Group 2

Group 3

Score
1
2
3
4
1
2
3
4
1
2
3
4

% sections
40%
20%
40%
0%
20%
0%
80%
0%
20%
0%
80%
0%

Table 3: Report of the histological analysis of collagenization bands
(exact significance: 𝑝 = 0.441; point probability: 𝑝 = 0.053).

Group 1

Group 2

Score
1
2
3
4
1
2
3
4
1
2
3
4

% sections
40%
0%
60%
0%
60%
40%
0%
0%
60%
20%
20%
0%

3. Results

Group 3

At the end of the study, 16 patients were recruited (9 males
and 7 females) presenting a mean age of 62.2 (SD 18.3). One
patient was excluded and 15 remained (5 in each group).
Results from the evaluation of the five assessed parameters for each of the three tested groups are reported in Tables
1–5. The kappa test confirmed the intraexaminer reliability
(𝜅 = 0.89).

Histologically, an extreme variability of inflammatory
expression factors was found within the sections of each
group. Soft tissues surrounding Plasma Group (Figures 1(a)
and 1(b)) predominantly showed diffuse chronic infiltrate,
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1: Soft tissue around healing abutment. Histological evaluation of soft tissue surrounding plasma-conditioned abutments (Plasma
Group). (a) Histological view showing rete pegs, with little round cell infiltration and to the right keratinized epithelial cells (×100, acid
fuchsine and toluidine blue staining). (b) Histological view showing absence of acute infiltrate, minimal chronic infiltration, and diffuse
presence of collagenization bands (×200, acid fuchsine and toluidine blue staining).

Table 4: Report of the histological analysis of foreign material (exact
significance: 𝑝 = 0.500; point probability: 𝑝 = 0.250).

Group 1

Group 2

Group 3

Score
1
2
3
4
1
2
3
4
1
2
3
4

% sections
0%
60%
0%
40%
0%
20%
0%
80%
0%
20%
0%
80%

almost no acute infiltrate (with presence of few polymorphonuclear neutrophil granulocytes), and a diffuse presence
of collagenization bands.
Similarly, in Steam Group (Figures 2(a) and 2(b)), the
histological analysis showed a high variability of inflammatory expression factors. Low magnification views revealed
minimal acute infiltrate, mild presence of chronic infiltrate,
massive presence of collagenization bands, and pseudoepitheliomatous hyperplasia probably due to chronic trauma
and characterized by multiple layers of keratinocytes with
both hyper- and orthokeratosis.
Tissues harvested from Control Group (Figures 3(a) and
3(b), Controls) showed presence of few neutrophils, moderate presence of lymphocytes, and diffuse collagenization
bands in some sections, while they showed absence of acute
infiltrate in other sections.
All groups showed presence of extraneous material in half
of the observed sections.

Table 5: Report of the histological analysis of pseudoepitheliomatous hyperplasia (exact significance: 𝑝 = 0.301; point probability:
𝑝 = 0.100).

Group 1

Group 2

Group 3

Score
1
2
3
4
1
2
3
4
1
2
3
4

% sections
40%
0%
0%
60%
60%
0%
0%
40%
0%
20%
0%
80%

Despite minimal difference in favor of Plasma Group, no
statistical difference was found among the tested groups for
each parameter (𝑝 > 0.05).

4. Discussion
Data reported in the present study was focused on the
influence of cleaned and noncleaned titanium surfaces and
their impact on soft tissues. For long-term implant success,
the formation of a soft tissue barrier that prevents bacterial
penetration through the transmucosal tunnel is essential.
This barrier, facing the abutment, is formed by a fiber rich
connective tissue [9] and the quality of this attachment
depends on the components in contact with the soft tissues
[2]. Presence of contaminants on the abutment surface, such
as titanium microparticles, could reduce the adhesion to
soft tissues and influence peri-implant tissues inflammatory
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2: Soft tissue around healing abutment. Histological evaluation of soft tissue surrounding no conditioned abutments, customized by
laboratory procedures and cleaned by steam (Steam Group). (a) Low magnification view of a pocket epithelium, revealing minimal acute and
chronic infiltrate, diffuse collagenization bands, and pseudoepitheliomatous hyperplasia due to chronic trauma and characterized by multiple
layers of keratinocytes with hyper- and orthokeratosis (×100, acid fuchsine and toluidine blue staining). (b) Representative histological image
showing absence of acute infiltrate, minimal chronic infiltrate, and presence of collagenization bands (×100, acid fuchsine and toluidine blue
staining).

(a)

(b)

Figure 3: Soft tissue around healing abutment. Histological evaluation of soft tissue surrounding no conditioned abutments (Control
Group). (a) High magnification view showing keratinized oral gingival epithelium with rare presence of neutrophils and diffuse presence of
lymphocytes and of collagenization bands (×200, acid fuchsine and toluidine blue staining). (b) Low magnification histological view showing
keratinized oral gingival epithelium with absence of acute infiltrate, minimal chronic infiltrate, and diffuse collagenization bands (×100, acid
fuchsine and toluidine blue staining).

response [3]. Microstained abutment surfaces are known to
cause early inflammatory reactions and various cleaning procedures are helpful to provide healing without complications
and to maintain an undamaged and long-lasting soft tissueabutment interface [10].
The null hypothesis tested was confirmed as histologic
results of all groups showed similar inflammatory reactions
of soft tissues surrounding the tested abutments, despite
minimal differences in favor of Plasma Group.
Although our results, obtained harvesting tissues 7 days
after abutment placement, seem not to support one specific

cleaning procedure versus another, we can speculate that
there is at least a positive short-term effect of cleaned titanium
surfaces confirming previous in vitro findings. Abutment
cleaning procedure using Plasma of Argon increases fibroblast adhesion on titanium surfaces only within the first 8
hours [11].
Unfortunately, limited data are available in the literature
concerning the topic of cleaning titanium abutment surfaces
using Plasma of Argon. Argon Plasma treatment is able to
enhance cell adhesion at titanium surfaces and promotes
fibroblast aggregation in early wound healing [12]. Moreover,
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it has been demonstrated that the treatment of titanium with
Argon Plasma is able to reduce titanium oxidative stress,
improving its biocompatibility [13].
On the other hand, the effectiveness of cleaning performed in different way (ultraviolet light, steam autoclaving,
and Plasma of Argon) has been previously assessed, even if
no difference was found by direct comparison between these
methods in terms of cell spreading and therefore between the
cleaning effectiveness [14].
In a previous histological analysis [15], the performance
of different healing abutments after 8 weeks from their
placement was evaluated testing hydrophobic machined titanium, chemically modified hydrophilic acid etched titanium,
or zirconium alloy. The zirconium abutments showed the
highest epithelial and subepithelial connective tissue contact
to the abutment surface, and these results led the authors
to state that zirconium abutments may have the potential to
enhance soft tissue adhesion at the transmucosal aspect of
titanium implants [15].
In a recent systematic review, Bishti et al. [16] analyzed the
peri-implant tissue response to different abutment materials.
After an initial search of 2449 titles, the authors selected only
23 studies after their filtering process. Of these 23 studies, only
4 clinically evaluated the peri-implant soft tissue reactions
to different abutments assaying bleeding on probing [17],
gingival inflammation [18], amount of keratinized gingiva
around abutments, and gingival recession [19], while no
histological parameter was analyzed.
In the present study, soft tissues response to the differently
treated abutments was assayed by quantitative histological
analysis, rather than qualitative one as in previous reports.
However, despite the improvement in the analysis, no difference was found among the tested cleaning procedures.
The same quantitative approach previously allowed comparing the histological responses of peri-implant tissues in
switching and traditional platform implants after 4 years from
restoration showing differences in percentage of inflammatory infiltrated area and collagen content [20].
Van Brakel et al. [8] compared the health of soft tissues
towards zirconia and titanium abutments, obtaining biopsies
after 3 months from abutment placement. Histologic analysis
showed little signs of inflammation and well-keratinized
stratified squamous epithelium facing the abutment surface
[8]. Conversely, soft tissue biopsies included in our study
have been harvested after 7 days since abutments placement.
Probably, the strength and process of the inflammatory
reaction could change harvesting the tissue with an interval
of one or more consecutive weeks of healing [21].
Additionally, to better characterize the healing and
inflammation process around abutments cleaned with different procedures, additional studies are currently ongoing
to perform a quantitative immunohistochemical analysis
of tissue fragments and evaluate presence and amount of
Vascular Endothelial Growth Factor (VEGF) in keratinized
gingiva around healthy and failing dental implants [22].
In conclusion, the results of the present study showed
no improvement with plasma cleaning treatment of titanium
abutments if compared to steam cleaning or even to untreated
abutments, as no difference was found between the tested
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groups for inflammation and healing around the implants.
Future studies should allow defining cleaning procedures to
achieve surface disinfection of prefabricated and custommade titanium surfaces that would allow forming a barrier
to prevent bacterial penetration through the mucosal tunnel.
Additional randomized controlled clinical trials are currently ongoing associated with further immunohistochemical
analyses, with a multicenter approach, to confirm the effectiveness of the cleaning disinfection protocol on the healing
of soft tissues around plasma-treated titanium abutments.

5. Conclusions
Within its limits (small sample size and long healing period),
results of this preliminary study showed no statistically
significant difference concerning inflammation and healing
tendency after 1 week between test and control groups.
Introduction of cleaning procedures based on Plasma of
Argon or steam was not proven to be successful for soft tissue
healing.
However, bigger effort in the research of soft tissue
response in early wound healing stage appears strictly recommendable.
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The aim of this retrospective radiological study was to evaluate the variability of the mandibular anatomy in the presence and
absence of teeth and to consider how it could influence implant planning. 187 mandibular CT DentaScans were selected from our
department archive according to the inclusion criteria. The axial height, vertical height, angulation of the bone crest, and the bone
available for ideal implant placement were measured. The analysis of the data shows that the mandible contour presents a constant
degree of angulation. The variation of angulation in the absence of teeth was statistically significant only in the region between the
canine and the first premolar and in that between the second premolar and the first molar. The difference between the crest height
and the available distance to place the implant was greater in the region of the second molar while in the other regions the implant
planning was made complex by postextraction resorption. Alveolar bone resorption after tooth loss can be considered as a risk
factor for lingual cortical perforation during the insertion of an implant. To avoid potential intra/postoperative complications, 3D
radiographic examination is recommended in order to study the mandibular anatomy and identify the risk areas.

1. Introduction
For a better implant placement and to avoid surgical complications, clinicians must have total knowledge of the bone
anatomy, including the osseous topography, bone volume,
crest angulation, and bone deficiencies [1, 2]. To obtain
this information, as well as the clinical examination, a
radiographic study of the jaw anatomy is essential. A variety
of imaging modalities is available for preoperative planning
purposes [3]. Computed Tomography (CT), in the past,
and Cone Beam Computed Tomography (CBCT), nowadays,
seem to be the best presurgical radiographic evaluations
for the prevention of complications related to an incorrect
implant placement, either mechanical, esthetic, or surgical.

Mechanical complications are caused by the necessity of
using angled abutments to correct the implant axis, which
results in a bending movement of the implant and potential
biomechanical problems [4]. Types of failure relating to
angled abutments include fractures of the coating material
[5], fractures in parts of the framework [5], loosening of the
abutment screws [4, 5], and loss of implant osseointegration
[5, 6]. Surgical complications may occur during or immediately after the surgery. They mainly consist in damage to
the neurovascular structures close to the implant site [7].
Generally, dental implant positioning in the interforaminal
region of an edentulous mandibular ridge is considered a
safe surgical procedure [8–10]. The arterial blood supply
to the mouth floor is formed by an anastomosis between
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the sublingual artery (2 mm in average diameter), a branch of
the lingual artery, and the submental artery (2 mm in average
diameter), a branch of the facial artery [11, 12], which passes
close to the lingual plate. Intraosseous hemorrhage is not a
serious event and its control can be ensured by compressing
the area with an implant, for example [12].
Severe bleeding and the formation of massive hematomas
in the floor of the mouth are the result of an arterial
trauma. A hemorrhage noted in the mandibular floor of
the mouth during or after implant surgery is caused, in
most cases, by a perforation of the lingual cortical plate
[13]. Goodacre et al. found hemorrhage as a complication of
implant surgery placement with an incidence of up to 24%
[14]. This occurrence may lead to extensive bleeding into
the submandibular area, resulting in a life-threatening acute
airway obstruction within the first few hours after surgery
[15]. The hemorrhage can easily spread into the loose tissues
of the floor of the mouth, the sublingual area, and the space
between the lingual muscles, which may require intubation
or an emergency tracheostomy [14].
In the posterior mandibular region, major complications
are related to damage to the inferior alveolar nerve as well
as the mylohyoid artery, a branch of the inferior alveolar
artery. The lingual concavity (submandibular gland fossa and
submandibular fossa) below the mylohyoid ridge, with its
variations, could restrict the implant placement [16].
The alveolar bone crest is subject to vertical and horizontal resorption secondary to tooth loss; this may cause an
increased incidence of complications during implant surgery.
To avoid these potential complications, an anatomical study
of the mandible and its variability is necessary. To perform a
3-dimensional (3D) study of the mandibular bone morphology and to obtain a millimeter (mm) scale read on the vertical
and horizontal measurements, CT dental scan examination
has become popular [17]. Hence, the aim of this retrospective
radiological study was to evaluate the variability of the
mandibular anatomy in the presence and absence of teeth and
to consider how it could influence implant planning.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. CT Selection. Two hundred and twenty-six (out of 513)
images {124 males and 102 females; mean age: 45.24 ±
12.86 (range: 18–70)} from the radiographic archive of the
Department of Oral Surgery of the University of Naples
Federico II that met the following inclusion criteria were
obtained:
(i) A good quality of the CT images (clear, well defined,
without any artifacts and interference due to previous
treatment such as dental implants, crowns, or pontics).
(ii) An analogical CT presenting a reference plane parallel
to the occlusal plane in mandibles with teeth or
parallel to the mandibular lower margin in edentulous
mandibles and/or a digital CT which provides an
original DICOM file (gantry tilt = 0∘ ).
(iii) The presence of teeth in the dental arch or the
absence of teeth in the dental arch with a minimum

Figure 1: Regions of interest.

residual height of 10 mm from the alveolar canal and
a minimum ridge width of 6 mm, excluding severe
atrophies.
(iv) An orthoradial section of 2 mm.
(v) The absence of pathological or traumatic conditions
that might modify the anatomical mandibular morphology.
As the CTs came from different radiological centers, it was
hypothesized that the parameters of the patient positioning,
exposure, and reconstruction algorithms would be different.
Therefore, the CTs were grouped according to the radiological
centers, excluding those centers that did not provide a
sufficient number of CT scans for the statistical analysis,
resulting in a total number of 187 CTs (92 males and 95
females; mean age: 46.78 ± 14.36; age range: 18–70). Finally,
given that the measurements for each center were similar to
each other, they were grouped into a single sample.
Informed consent was obtained from all patients.
This study has been approved by the Ethical Committee
of the University of Naples Federico II.
2.2. Procedure. The analogical CT images were digitalized
using an Epson Perfection 4990 scanner (Seiko Epson Corporation, Suwa, Nagano, Japan). All the digital CTs were
postprocessed to obtain a gantry tilt = 0∘ . All the measurements were performed on orthoradial sections by a single
implantologist (RG) using the digital program OsiriX 5.8.2
for Mac OS X that is recommended for preoperative planning
[18]. For each sample, in the presence of teeth, it was decided
to perform the measurements in different regions (Figure 1):
(i) The symphysis region that corresponds to the section
between the two central incisors.
(ii) The region between the canine and first premolar on
the right and left.
(iii) The region between the second premolar and the first
molar on the right and left.
(iv) The region on the distal margin or distal root of the
second molar on the right and left.
In CTs without teeth, the section between the apophysis genii
was considered as the median one. The other measurements
were chosen after measuring the mean distance of the areas
considered in the CT with teeth with respect to the central
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2: (a) The distance between the most coronal and medial point of the ridge and the lowest point along the axis of the crest; (b) the
height from the most coronal and medial point of the ridge to the projection of the lowest point on the perpendicular to the CT reference
plane; (c) the angle between the axis of the crest and the line perpendicular to the CT reference plane.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3: (a) The distance between the most coronal and medial point of the ridge and the lowest point along the axis of the crest; (b) the
available distance to place the implant.

section. For each region, the following measurements were
observed: the axial height, vertical height, and angulation
(Figures 2(a), 2(b), and 2(c)). In the interforaminal region,
the axial height and the available distance to place the implant
were compared (Figures 3(a) and 3(b)).
In the posterior region of the mandible, considering a
safety distance of 1.5 mm [19, 20], the distance from the most
coronal medial point of the ridge to the inferior alveolar
nerve was compared with the available distance for implant
positioning (Figures 4(a) and 4(b)).

The available distance in both regions was chosen by
one single expert implantologist as the maximum distance
to place the implant according to an axis of insertion that
realistically is close to the ideal one. Finally, given that the
measurements for each sample were similar to each other,
they were grouped into a single sample. Except for the
symphysis region, the right and left sites of each region were
combined into one single sample.
2.3. Statistical Analysis. The statistical analysis was performed using the statistical software package IBM SPSS
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Table 1: Angulation means revealing statistically significant difference between the canine-first premolar region and second premolar-first
molar region relating to the presence or absence of teeth.

Symphysis
Canine-first premolar
Second premolar-first molar
Distal site of second molar

Presence of teeth
(𝑛 = 111) 9.26 ± 6.63
(𝑛 = 270) 7.43 ± 4.77
(𝑛 = 252) 9.38 ± 5.38
(𝑛 = 178) 16.06 ± 5.99

Absence of teeth
(𝑛 = 76) 11.07 ± 8.84
(𝑛 = 104) 10.96 ± 4.99
(𝑛 = 122) 12.49 ± 5.94
(𝑛 = 196) 16.37 ± 7.47

𝑃 value
0.374
0.000632
0.000617
0.768

1.5 mm

(a)

(b)

Figure 4: (a) The distance from the most coronal and medial point of the ridge to the inferior alveolar nerve; (b) the available distance for
implant positioning.

Statistics for Windows, version 21.0 (Released 2012, IBM
Corp., Armonk, NY, USA).

Table 2: Difference between the axial height and the available
distance at the level of symphysis revealing similarity in both groups
(presence or absence of teeth).

3. Results
One hundred and eighty-seven mandibular CTs (92 males
and 95 females; mean age: 46.78 ± 14.36; age range: 18–70)
were evaluated. The mandible presents a constant degree of
angulation in the buccolingual direction and from the bottom
upwards. The lowest degree of mandibular angulation was
between the canine and first premolar in both groups (in
the presence of teeth: mean 7.43∘ ± 4.77∘ ; in the absence of
teeth: mean 10.96 ± 4.99∘ ). Therefore, the highest value was
at the distal point of the second molar in both groups (in the
presence of teeth: mean 16.06∘ ± 5.99∘ ; in the absence of teeth:
mean 16.37∘ ± 7.47∘ ).
The mean angulation of the jaw in the samples examined
in the absence of teeth is greater than in the presence of teeth
in all the considered regions but the difference is statistically
significant only in the region between the canine and first
premolar and between the second premolar and the first
molar (Table 1). There is no statistically significant difference
in the angulation between women and men.
The difference between the axial height and the available
distance to place the implant, considering the symphysis, is

Axial height
Available distance
Difference

Presence of teeth
28.23 ± 5.32
24.54 ± 4.73
3.69

Absence of teeth
26.84 ± 4.67
22.90 ± 3.78
3.94

Table 3: Difference between the axial height and the available
distance at the level of the canine-first premolar.

Axial height
Available distance
Difference

Presence of teeth
27.12 ± 3.62
23.45 ± 4.50
3.67

Absence of teeth
24.22 ± 4.13
19.66 ± 3.93
5.30

similar in both groups (Table 2). In the canine-first premolar
region, more differences were observed between the values: in
the presence of teeth: mean 3.67 mm; in the absence of teeth:
mean 5.30 mm (Table 3).
Studying the posterior region, in the presence of teeth,
the difference between the nerve distance and the available
distance is greater in the distal site of the second molar (mean
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Table 4: (a) Difference between the nerve distance and the available
distance in the presence of teeth. (b) Difference between the nerve
distance and the available distance in the absence of teeth.
(a)

Regions 5-6 (252
samples)
Region 7 (178
samples)

Distance from
the nerve
(mm)

Available
distance (mm)

Difference

16.94 ± 4.17

14.83 ± 3.55

2.11

15.10 ± 3.93

12.64 ± 4.21

2.46

Distance from
the nerve
(mm)

Available
distance
(mm)

Difference

14.32 ± 3.45

12.16 ± 3.56

2.16

12.6 ± 4.11

10.44 ± 3.72

2.16

(b)

Regions 5-6 (122
samples)
Region 7 (196
samples)

2.46 mm) than in the second premolar-first molar region
(mean 2.11 mm) (Table 4(a)). There is no difference between
the two regions when the teeth are absent (Table 4(b)).

4. Discussion
Influencing factors, such as the buccolingual, apicocoronal,
and mesiodistal 3D positions as well as the implant angulation, dictate a correct implant placement [21]. The ideal
implant position must be predetermined according to the
future prosthesis, occlusal plane, and esthetic parameters.
Mandibular teeth, in the natural dentition, have a slight
lingual inclination in relation to both the mandibular base
[22] and the opposite maxillary arch dentition, and therefore
implants should be placed considering both inclinations [23].
The results from our study showed that the mandibular
angulation was 7.43∘ ± 4.77∘ in the presence of teeth and
10.96∘ ± 4.99∘ when the teeth were absent between the canine
and first premolar. The same trend was also noted in the
second premolar-first molar area. As presented, we noticed a
major change of angulation, in the sense that the axial height
and available distance were different from each other. This
sets a restriction on the implant positioning according to an
ideal prosthetic axis, limiting the use of angled abutments.
Angled abutments result in an increased stress on the
implants and adjacent teeth [24]. When the abutment angulation increased, the stress and strain increased [25]. Although
Sethi et al. reported that the magnitude of the angles did not
significantly influence the overall implant survival rate [26],
the stresses on the bone might go beyond physiological limits
when the abutments are angled [27].
The anatomy of the mandible is different in the presence
and absence of teeth and changes, due to the bone remodeling
after tooth loss leading to a variation of the bone height,
width, and angle, may complicate the surgical act of the
implant placement [28]. Initially, the greatest amount of bone

Table 5: The proposed classification of mandibular angulation
based upon the potential risk of lingual plate perforation.

LMI
MMI
HMI

Angle
<10∘
∘
10 < angle < 17∘
>17 ∘

Risk assessment
Low risk
Medium risk
High risk

loss is in the horizontal dimension and occurs mainly on
the buccal plate of the ridge. Our results, which consist in
increased mandibular angulation in each considered region,
are confirmed by the literature, which shows more buccal
resorption and lingual relocation of the ridge [29]. These
changes seem to be more evident in the middle regions of the
mandibular body.
Although the area of second molar is not affected by
excessive changes, overangulation, as mentioned before, may
increase the difficulty in achieving an optimal implant placement. In the symphysis region, not having excessive angulation or an excessive modification of height and angulation
after tooth loss, the axial height and available distance are
similar in both groups, rendering this region a safety area, if
a careful evaluation of the anatomical characteristics of the
lingual plate has already been performed.
Some authors have even suggested that a CT scan should
be performed routinely before implant placement in the
interforaminal region [30].
In terms of image quality, reproducibility, and validity,
the CBCT produced superior images to the helical CT, with
approximately 400-fold less radiation exposure in the dental
radiology field [31–33].
Another advantage is accuracy [1, 33] because the CBCT
volumetric data is isotropic. This makes it possible to reorient
the images to fit the patient’s anatomical features and to
perform real-time measurements [33, 34].
CBCT units provide choices in terms of field of view
(FOV), which allows irradiation of particular areas of interest
to dentists, while limiting the irradiation of other tissues. This
function contributes to an excellent resolution and a minimal
radiation risk for the patients [33, 35, 36].
One major disadvantage is that it can only demonstrate a
limited contrast resolution [33, 37, 38]. If the objective of the
examination is hard tissue only, using a CBCT would not be a
problem; however, it is not sufficient for soft tissue evaluation
[33, 39].
According to our measurements, it was possible to propose a classification of mandible angles based on the potential
risk of lingual cortical plate perforation (Table 5):
(i) Low mandibular inclination (LMI): angle < 10∘ .
(ii) Medium mandibular inclination (MMI): angle between 10∘ and 17∘ .
(iii) High mandibular inclination (HMI): angle > 17∘ .
One of the most important clinical applications of our study
concerns postextraction implants; in these cases, clinicians
usually believe that the transversal dimension is sufficient,
given the postextractive nature of the implant. Moreover,
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Figure 5: Different ranges of angulation.

clinicians assume that the vertical dimension can be calculated by using a panoramic radiograph, with a template to
overcome the related distortion, adding at least 2 mm beyond
the alveolar socket in order to achieve an optimal primary
stability [40]. However, in the presence of high alveolar crest
angulation, there is an increased risk of lingual plate perforation (Figure 5) which may trigger clinical complications.
Even today, many dentists in immediate postextractive
implantology believe that the vertical dimension is present
within the two-dimensionality of the OPT. However, due to
the variability of the mandibular anatomy, CBCT, nowadays,
is recommended for safer presurgery planning.

5. Conclusions
To prevent unintentional hemorrhages, in cases involving
immediate placement, practitioners are recommended not to
use the extraction socket as a guide for angulation. Alveolar
bone resorption after tooth loss can be considered as a risk
factor for lingual cortical perforation during the insertion
of an implant. Presurgical implant planning is not possible
without a proper study of a 3D radiographic examination that
allows the clinician to study the mandibular anatomy and
identify the risk areas.

Additional Points
The aim of this study was to evaluate the variability of the
mandibular anatomy in the presence and absence of teeth
and to consider how it could influence implant planning. The
mandibular anatomy variability, due to the jaw angulation,
presents challenges to the surgeon in the placing of the
implant safely. To avoid any potential intra/postoperative
complications, high precision radiography is recommended
for better presurgery planning.
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Purpose. Various parameters can influence temperature rise and detection during implant site preparation. The aim of this study
is to investigate local temperature values in cortical and corticocancellous bovine bone during early stages of piezoelectric implant
site preparation. Materials and Methods. 20 osteotomies were performed using a diamond tip (IM1s, Mectron Medical Technology,
Carasco, Italy) on two different types of bovine bone samples, cortical and corticocancellous, respectively. A standardized protocol
was designed to provide constant working conditions. Temperatures were measured in real time at a fixed position by a fiber optic
thermometer. Results. Significantly higher drilling time (154.90 sec versus 99.00 sec; 𝑝 < 0.0001) and temperatures (39.26∘ C versus
34.73∘ C; 𝑝 = 0.043) were observed in the cortical group compared to the corticocancellous group. A remarkable variability of results
characterized the corticocancellous blocks as compared to the blocks of pure cortical bone. Conclusion. Bone samples can influence
heat generation during in vitro implant site preparation. When compared to cortical bone, corticocancellous samples present more
variability in temperature values. Even controlling most experimental factors, the impact of bone samples still remains one of the
main causes of temperature variability.

1. Introduction
Thermal trauma has been widely recognized as one potential
cause of osteonecrosis following bone surgical procedures [1,
2]. In the specific field of dental implants, thermal injury has
also been reported to cause early implant failure [3]. Most in
vitro studies have thus addressed bone viability after thermal
trauma [4]. Although different threshold values are reported
in the literature [5–7], a temperature of 47∘ C for 1 minute
is the most commonly accepted value to avoid bone injury
[8]. In other words, thermal damage to bone is related to the
magnitude of the temperature elevation and the duration of
exposure.

Several factors contribute to temperature elevation during implant site preparation [9] but little is known about the
specific contribution of each individually. Factors conducive
to temperature elevation can be divided into three main
groups: technique-, operator-, and bone-related factors. With
respect to conventional drilling, technique-related factors
include drill speed, cutting efficiency, and the cooling system.
Applied load and motion pattern are to be related to operator.
Despite efforts to standardize all the parameters involved
during in vitro experiments, the anisotropic thermal behavior
of bone introduces an additional factor that can have a
major impact on temperature variation. Focusing on bone
specimens, distinct features can thus be considered, that is,
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animal species, sample macrogeometry, cortical-medullary
ratio, cortical thickness, bone mineral density (BMD), and
thermal conductivity. Moreover, it is difficult to investigate
the effect of one class of variables while maintaining constant
other parameters.
More recently, use of piezoelectric devices has been
proposed for implant site preparation [10, 11]. Selective
and micrometric cut and bleeding control by cavitation
effects are the main advantages of piezoelectric bone surgery
[12, 13]. Histologic findings also showed good response of
bone tissue after piezoelectric surgery compared to conventional techniques [14]. The use of piezoelectric technique for implant site preparation seems to positively affect
osseointegration and implant stability [15] when compared
to the traditional drilling technique. However, as in rotating
techniques, a number of factors contribute to temperature
elevation including technique-related factors (e.g., tip geometry and surface, internal or external irrigation), operatorrelated factors (applied load and motion pattern), and bonerelated factors. Although piezoelectric technique has been
shown to be reliable and effective, to date less data are
available on local temperature rise, as the vast majority of
studies published on the topic have been conducted using
rotating techniques. Moreover, certain results variability has
been observed in previous studies. The aim of this in vitro
study has been to investigate local temperature values in
cortical and corticocancellous bone samples during the early
phases of piezoelectric implant site preparation. The primary
question has been whether temperature variability could
be related to bone specimens. The secondary question has
been whether differences exist in temperature and osteotomy
duration between the groups. A standardized protocol using
a mechanical guiding device was adopted to control both
technique and operating parameters.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Test Description. A total of 20 osteotomies at a depth
of 10 mm were performed using a diamond tip (IM1s,
Mectron Medical Technology, Carasco, Italy) (Figure 1) in
two different groups of bovine bone samples, cortical and
corticocancellous, respectively. Corticocancellous specimens
consisted of sectioned ribs of young bovine (Figure 2(a)),
while cortical samples consisted of split shaft sections of
the femur (Figure 2(b)). Both samples were collected from
the same animals. A novel mechanical device was used to
guarantee constant working conditions (Figure 3(a)). By the
action of micrometer screws, bone samples and drill were
moved in the three major axes in order to create the holes
for the thermometer sensors. The piezoelectric handpiece
was mounted on a transmission tool, equipped with handle,
for both vertical and rotational manual movement. These
movements were executed by a single expert operator. Temperatures were measured in real time and recorded using a
fiber optic thermometer (Luxtron m 3300 Biomedical Lab
Kit, Luxtron Corporation, Santa Clara, CA, United States).
The detection point was first set at 0.5 mm from the tip
surface, 8 mm from the tip head. Each bone sample was then
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Figure 1: The diamond tip (IM1s, Mectron Medical Technology,
Carasco, Italy) used in the tests. This tip can be regarded as a pilot
drill in piezoelectric implant site preparation.

moved so that the detection point was 2 mm below the top
of the specimen (Figure 3(b)). Real time data were displayed
on a screen using dedicated software (TrueTemp, LumaSense
Technologies, Inc., Santa Clara, CA, United States). Three
variables were considered for data analysis:
(i) 𝑇max (∘ C): maximum temperature reached during the
test;
(ii) 𝑇60 (∘ C): mean temperature on a 60 sec time interval
around 𝑇max (30 sec before and 30 sec after each 𝑇max
value);
(iii) duration (sec): number of seconds from the first tipto-bone contact till a drilling depth of 9 mm was
reached.
A load cell equipped with display showed the real time load
applied on bone. The working load was maintained under
150 gr. Working cycles of 4 sec were adopted, as described in
an earlier study [16]. Each cycle consisted of three different
movements: longitudinal downward, rotational, and longitudinal upward. Bone samples were kept wet at all times,
stored frozen in saline at −10∘ C, and used within 3 to 4 weeks.
Osteotomies were performed at room temperature (24–26∘ C)
with a baseline temperature of 20 ± 1.5∘ C.
2.2. Statistical Analysis. In order to investigate the temperature rise at our test point in the two different bone samples,
mean, standard deviation, and median of the variables of
duration, 𝑇max , and 𝑇60 were elaborated according to bone
sample group. Correlation analysis was also performed on
the variables. Given the number of samples, the MannWhitney nonparametric 𝑈 test for independent samples was
performed so as to compare the average duration, 𝑇max , and
𝑇60 between the two groups; the test of median was used
for comparing medians; Levene’s test using 𝐹-Fisher values
was used for comparison of variances. Statistical significance
was accepted at 𝑝 = 0.05. The size of 10 osteotomies for
each of the two samples assures a statistical power over
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2: The two types of bone samples used in the tests. (a) Corticocancellous bone. (b) Cortical bone.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3: (a) The mechanical positioning device used in the study. By rotating the micrometric screws, a reproducible distance of 0.5 mm
between the thermometer probe and the tip within the bone samples was obtained. Also visible, the drill (yellow-colored) used to prepare
the holes for the thermometer probes. (b) Schematic section of a bone sample (corticocancellous) with the thermometer probe and the tip at
completion of drilling.

80% in the comparison of the mean values of duration and
temperature between the two independent groups of bone
samples under the hypothesis that variables were normally
distributed, given the standard deviations and the differences
calculated in each group and given the type 1 error probability
of 0.05 associated with the null hypothesis that the population
means of the two groups were equal.

3. Results
Tables 1 and 2 report the summary statistics for each variable
of duration, 𝑇max , and 𝑇60 with nonparametric tests results for
mean and median comparison.
Osteotomies had an average duration that was significantly higher (𝑝 < 0.0001) in cortical bone than in
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Table 1: Means, standard deviations, and comparison of means using Mann-Whitney 𝑈 test for duration, 𝑇max , and 𝑇60 , in the two bone
samples.
Cortical
Mean
154.90
44.06
39.26

Duration (sec)
𝑇max (∘ C)
𝑇60 (∘ C)

SD
12.7
2.4
2.3

Mean
99.00
40.07
34.73

Table 2: Medians and comparison of medians using the test of
median for duration, 𝑇max , and 𝑇60 in the two bone samples.
Corticocancellous
Median
98.50
39.04
36.11

Test of median
𝑝 value
<0.0001
0.179
0.656

Mann-Whitney 𝑈 test
𝑝 value
<0.0001
0.089
0.043

General median = 129.500

200,00
180,00
Duration (s)

Duration (sec)
𝑇max (∘ C)
𝑇60 (∘ C)

Cortical
Median
149.50
43.46
38.85

Corticocancellous
SD
11.7
8.0
5.2

160,00
140,00
120,00
100,00

4. Discussion
Bone necrosis related to high temperatures is a well-known
phenomenon observed in differing surgical specialties [17].
Up to now, most of the research concerning heat generation
during bone surgery has involved in vitro studies [18]. A number of methods have been developed to investigate various
techniques of bone instrumentation, for example, traditional
drilling, ultrasound, and laser devices. However, since different factors play specific roles in each technique, a comprehensive and unique approach to the study of heat generation in
bone tissue has not been developed as yet [19]. Furthermore,

80,00
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Tmax (∘ C)

Corticocancellous
General median = 42.455

60,00

50,00
40,00
30,00
Cortical

Corticocancellous
General median = 37.745

45,00
40,00
T60 (∘ C)

corticocancellous bone (154.90 sec versus 99.00 sec). Similar
results were found for medians, with statistically significant
(𝑝 < 0.0001) higher values for the cortical group (149.50 sec.
versus 98.50 sec). Means and medians of 𝑇max were higher in
the cortical bone sample group than in the corticocancellous
group (44.06 versus 40.07∘ C and 43.46 versus 39.04∘ C, resp.)
but the differences were not statistically significant (𝑝 =
0.089 and 𝑝 = 0.179, resp.). On the contrary, 𝑇60 values
resulted in being significantly higher in the cortical bone
group (39.26∘ C versus 34.73∘ C; 𝑝 = 0.043); median values
proved higher in the cortical bone sample group than in
the corticocancellous samples, but these differences were not
statistically significant. A graphical representation of the data
is provided in Figure 4.
As reflected by standard deviations, the temperature
values resulted in being less dispersed in the cortical group:
the dispersion of 𝑇max values was about three times higher
in the corticocancellous group than in the cortical group (8.0
versus 2.4, resp.). As for 𝑇60 , standard deviation was about
double (5.2 versus 2.3, resp.). In addition, the 𝐹-Fisher test for
comparison of variances was statistically significant for both
𝑇max (𝐹 = 6.484; 𝑝 = 0.020) and 𝑇60 (𝐹 = 9.663; 𝑝 = 0.006)
confirming a different variability in the two groups (Table 3).
Test duration presented a positive correlation with 𝑇max
(𝜌 = 0.404), even if not statistically significant (𝑝 = 0.077),
and with 𝑇60 (𝜌 = 0.604; 𝑝 = 0.005) (data analysis not
reported).

35,00
30,00
25,00
Cortical

Corticocancellous

Figure 4: Box plots graphs showing the distribution of values
for variables of duration, 𝑇max , and 𝑇60 . Overall median values
(continuous horizontal lines), specific median values by the two
bone samples (continuous horizontal lines in the boxes), and ranges
(whiskers) are shown. Statistically significant differences between
the two bone samples median values were found for duration and
𝑇60 variables only.

the use of bone samples from different animal species makes it
difficult to compare studies generating different results. In the
present study, by using a mechanical positioning device, the
technical and operator-related factors were controlled, thus
focusing the analysis on bone thermal response.
From our results, no statistically significant differences
were found for 𝑇max values between the groups, while mean
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temperature and osteotomy duration resulted in being significantly higher in the cortical group. Remarkably, different
results were obtained depending on temperature parameters
(𝑇max and 𝑇60 ), with lower values and statistically significant
difference between the groups only for the 𝑇60 values. As
it is shown in Figure 5, temperature values present different trends in the two groups; peaks too are differently
scattered along the timeline. Moreover, temperature peaks
show different shapes, indicating different relevance. In fact,
a high but abrupt temperature rise in the context of an
overall low thermal response may have less relevance than
a moderate but protracted temperature rise. This suggests
that 𝑇max alone cannot be regarded as a reliable indicator
of bone thermal response in this kind of test, in which
temperature is affected by specific bone characteristics. By
contrast, mean temperature around the maximum may be
more representative of overall bone thermal response. As
evidenced in the graphs cited above, bone thermal response
would seem to be less smooth in the cortical group.
Apparent disorder in the cortical group is, however, a
result of peak distribution along the timeline. Conversely, the
wider vertical distribution of temperature peaks in the corticocancellous group reveals the variability of thermal behavior
as reflected by the analysis of variance. These findings suggest
that heterogeneous bone samples are characterized by a wider
variability in measured temperature values during ultrasonic
implant site preparation.
Variable results may therefore be related to specimens and
to experimental errors [20], despite the great effort expended
in this study to minimize the latter. If, on the one hand, it is
proven that conventional drilling in cortical bone produces
higher temperature than in cancellous bone [21, 22], less
is known about the intrinsic thermal behavior of different
kinds of bone specimens. Bone is commonly considered
as thermally anisotropic [23–25]. However, Davidson and
James [26] concluded that bovine cortical bone can be
considered as thermally isotropic. Regardless of differences in
test conditions, it can be argued that the variability of results
found in the corticocancellous group derives from differences
in cortical thickness and from the structural complexity
of cancellous bone (mineral composition, fluid dynamics,
trabecular orientation, etc.).
From a microscopic viewpoint, BMD seems an important
feature in determining bone thermal response. Karaca et
al. [27] reported a positive correlation between BMD and
temperature rise using samples from bovine tibia. The authors
specify that temperatures were recorded at a distance of
0.5 mm from the hole drilled but did not clarify the probe’s
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Table 3: 𝐹-Fisher values and statistical significance (𝑝 value) for
variance comparison between the two bone samples using Levene’s
test for duration, 𝑇max , and 𝑇60 .

Time (s)

Figure 5: Comprehensive graphs showing temperature trends in
cortical and corticocancellous bone samples.

exact location (cortical or medullary). Although BMD is
expected to be higher in the cortical layer, bone hardness
can differ from one sample to another, as well as in different
sites of the same specimen. Clearly, the greater the cortical
thickness, the greater the “cortical” effects on temperature
rise. Sener et al. [28] reported higher temperatures in cortical
bone than in cancellous bone with conventional drilling
techniques. However, only one type of bone samples (fresh
bovine mandibles) was used in this study, basing the distinction between cortical and cancellous bone on the depth
of the probe. Similarly, Rashad et al. [29] found higher
temperatures in cortical bone during ultrasonic preparation.
Yet these results are not directly comparable with other
studies since data from multiple tips were pooled. Stelzle et
al. [30] compared piezoelectric implant site preparation with
conventional drilling using pig calvaria, which consisted of
thin cortical layer and dense cancellous bone. Piezoelectric
technique showed the highest mean temperatures, positively
correlated with longer osteotomies durations. Compared to
our results, the temperatures recorded in this study are, on the
whole, lower (38.0 ± 2.7 with 100–200 g load applied). This is
likely to be related to the different tip (IM3, Mectron Medical
Technology) and cooling system utilized. Moreover, the 2 mm
distance between the thermal probe and the implant site may
have discarded sudden temperature variations.
In our study, a significantly longer drilling time was
observed in the cortical samples. Higher mean temperatures observed in the cortical samples may therefore be the
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overall result of compact bone resistance, prolonged drilling
time, and hence enhanced heat production due to frictional
forces. In order to comprehend bone thermal behavior, its
structural and mechanical properties should also be taken
into account. Bone can be described as a composite material
made of different structures, hierarchically organized on
different dimensional scales [31]. From this perspective,
the distinction between cortical and trabecular bone takes
into account only the macrostructural level. Nevertheless,
even considering pure cortical bone, heterogeneity can arise
from variable microstructural parameters such as porosity
and percentage mineralization [32]. Thus, for instance, in
analyzing the mechanical properties of compact bone, Currey
[33] demonstrated a strong positive relationship between
Young’s modulus and both calcium content and volume
fraction. It is likely that such heterogeneity will be reflected
in thermal behavior, with more evident effects in trabecular
bone where substantial variations are apparent even at the
macroscopic level. As suggested by Davidson and James [26],
thermal properties such as conductivity and heat capacity
not only depend on the intrinsic properties of the material
itself, but are also influenced by its structural organization.
A comprehensive study of the interrelationship between
mechanical and thermal properties of bone has however yet
to be conducted.
As a result, some authors propose use of artificial bone
specimens to overcome the limitations imposed by traditional ex vivo bone samples [34, 35]. According to these
authors, synthetic bone specimens provide homogeneous
characteristics together with thermal conductivity similar to
that of human bone.
It is interesting finally to note that the influence of bone
sample characteristics has rarely been considered of pivotal
importance when dealing with the rotating technique [36].
This derives from the different “sensitivity” of rotating and
ultrasonic techniques with respect to bone features. The
mechanical energy applied in rotating techniques is much
greater than the mechanical resistance of the finest bone
characteristics, so that their influence on temperature may
be ignored by a measuring apparatus, whereas ultrasonic
vibrations provide a “gentler” action, involving less local
delivery of mechanical energy. As a result, even the finest
bone structures possess nonnegligible effects in terms of heat
generation and measurement.
This preliminary study has certain limitations. First, even
though the osteotomies were performed by a single expert
operator with a real time pressure displaying device, this
does not represent complete standardization of working
conditions. In addition, recording and analysis pressure data
during bone drilling might reveal more precise correlations
between applied load and temperature rise.

5. Conclusion
Temperature rise during bone drilling is a very complex
phenomenon affected by many variables. Although some
operator-related variables can be minimized (though not
totally eliminated), less can be done to exclude variabilities
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resulting from bone samples. Pure cortical bone samples
were characterized by lower temperature variability during
in vitro tests; however they do not represent actual clinical
conditions. Differently, corticocancellous samples are a better
simulation of in vivo conditions but were affected by greater
variability of results. Cortical samples also showed longer
osteotomies duration and higher mean temperatures. Given
the difficulty in controlling some of the bone-related variables
that are likely to be important factors in heat generation, the
lack of standardization of technique- and operator-related
factors may lead to increased variability in temperatures and
risk of overheating.
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